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1. Executive summary
This Report summarises the findings of EIOPA regarding Good Practices on
transferability of supplementary pension rights in answer to a Call for Advice from the
European Commission1. It seeks to promote transparency and inform future
discussions on this topic.
EIOPA conducted a public consultation on the draft Report between 29 January 2015
and 10 April. The comments received have been duly considered and the Report
updated where appropriate. Please see the section 2. Feedback Statement below for
further details.
The Good Practices outlined in this Report depict particular existing rules and practices
that facilitate (cross-border) transfers of vested supplementary pension rights.
EIOPA remains neutral as regards the topic of transferability of pension
rights itself i.e. does not provide any advice or comments as regards whether
a transfer may be preferable to the simple preservation of dormant rights.
Any choice between a transfer or the preservation of dormant rights should be made
taking all relevant specificities of the case into account, including the nature of the
transferring and receiving schemes, applicable national laws, the personal
circumstances of the pension rights holder, etc.
EIOPA identified eight main impediments to (cross-border) transfers of supplementary
pension rights and the following Good Practices towards overcoming them:
▪

▪

▪

Requirements for transferring and receiving schemes
-

Good Practice 1: Voluntary transfer agreements

-

Good Practice 2: Objective criteria for reasons to suspend a transfer incl.
financial sustainability checks of schemes

-

Good Practice 3: Equal treatment of domestic and cross-border transfers

-

Good Practice 4: Timeframes for in- and out- transfers

Information disclosure and advice
-

Good Practice 5: Content of information to scheme member

-

Good Practice 6: Automatic delivery of information

-

Good Practice 7: Online tool/portal with (additional) relevant information
concerning scheme member’s transfer

-

Good Practice 8: Access to advice

Costs and charges
-

▪

Good Practice 9: Charges, if any, to reflect the actual work necessary

Process
-

Good Practice 10: Direct communication between the schemes on
transfer execution

1

Available
at
https://eiopa.europa.eu/fileadmin/tx_dam/files/publications/otherdocuments/140520_DG_Letter_to_EIOPA_on__call_f
or_advice_portability.doc.pdf.
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▪

Good Practice 11: Reasonable time scales for the execution of transfers

Identification of the receiving scheme especially for cross-border
transfers
-

Good Practice 12: Identification of receiving scheme especially for crossborder transfers

▪

Calculation of the transfer value

▪

Taxation

▪

Capital pay-out
-

Good Practice 13: Safeguarding the right to transfer over right to capital
pay-out

2. Feedback statement
All comments received were given a careful consideration by EIOPA and are outlined
in Annex V which provides for EIOPA's resolutions on the individual comments
received.
In the following two sections, the key topics raised during the public consultation and
EIOPA's considerations on these issues are outlined. A distinction is being made
between i) comments that overarch the entire Report or several parts of it, and ii)
specific comments affecting only selected parts, in particular concrete Good Practices.
This summary is not meant to be exhaustive, i.e. it does not list all comments
received. In this respect, please consult Annex V. The purpose is to provide an
overview of the main considerations and changes to the draft Report.
I. General and overarching comments
There was an overall support for the Report and the approach adopted by EIOPA;
namely, that EIOPA remains neutral as regards whether a transfer is more beneficial
than the presentation of vested rights as this needs to be considered on a case-bycase-basis.
The following overarching issues were raised:
a) Suggestion to limit the scope to occupational pensions only
This suggestion has been noted. However, as the Report already focused on transfers
of occupational pensions rights, and personal pensions had been considered solely in
the context of so-called in-transfers from occupational pension schemes but not vice
versa or between personal pensions products themselves, the scope has been left
unchanged.
b) Terminology used (e.g. 2nd pillar, 3rd pillar)
Several stakeholders pointed out that the terminology used, especially the terms
"2nd" and "3rd pillar" can have different meanings across countries. EIOPA
acknowledges this concern and has adapted the terminology used. As a result, the
Report now refers to "occupational" and "personal" pensions instead.
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c) Suggestion to differentiate between transfers of capital and transfers of
rights
A number of stakeholders pointed out that a transfer of pension rights in the form
legal rights would be different from a transfer of capital/cash equivalent. EIOPA
acknowledges this, and has added a description of different modalities of a transfer to
Chapter 2. Namely, from the theoretical perspective, occupational pension rights can
be transferred in the form of assets, vested rights or a cash equivalent. In practical
terms however, what is being actually "transferred" between schemes/pension
institutions is a cash equivalent. Furthermore, a description of the main differences
between transfers from/into DB and DC schemes respectively has been also added.
d) Suggestion to emphasise the role of the employer
Few stakeholders suggested putting a greater emphasis on the role of the employer
especially when it comes to the voluntary pension provision.
EIOPA has accommodated this suggestion and an explanation was added to Chapter
2.
II. Specific comments
Furthermore, specific comments were raised with regard to concrete parts of the draft
Report, and in particular in relation to certain Good Practices. The most frequently
made comments and suggestions are outlined below following the structure of the
Report.
a) Suggestion to enhance the list of criteria for transfer suspension beyond
financial sustainability
EIOPA agrees that a suspension of a transfer is a serious matter - given that the
scheme member has a statutory right to request such a transfer. As such, if the
transfer is not to be carried out as per decision of the scheme(s), it requires serious
reasons, and these have to apply consequently to all members and transfer requests.
At the same time, a transfer of rights of an individual member shall not have adverse
negative effects on the rights of other/remaining members of the scheme (e.g. if
these would have to be lowered as a result of a decreased funding situation of the
scheme).
EIOPA is of the view that any such reasons for suspending a transfer should be based
on objective criteria. Moreover, it should be made clear when these criteria are met.
b) Suggestion to limit the timescale to request a transfer to 2 years
This suggestion has been considered. However, as in some cases only the employer
after the next one may provide for a scheme which is eligible for an in-transfer two
years may not be a sufficiently long period in the sense of this respective Good
Practice.
Instead, EIOPA dropped the reference that the timescale to request a transfer should
be guaranteed until retirement or other benefits are due, and clarified, in view of the
situation described above, that any applicable time limit should start when there is an
actual possibility to transfer.
EIOPA believes that in this way the intention of the Good Practices is to be ensured
while providing for sufficient flexibility on how it is implemented in practice.
c) Suggestion to clarify the role of pension institutions with regard to costs
and liability for advice given by other entities
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This suggestion has been followed. It has been clarified that EIOPA does not suggest
that the pension institution should bear the costs or be liable for the quality of the
advice given by other entities.
The main point that has been important to EIOPA is that the scheme member has
access to advice - should he wish or need to obtain one.
d) Suggestion to introduce a Good Practice of bilateral tax agreements
EIOPA's field of competence does not encapsulate taxation related matters, for which
reason no Good Practices are proposed in this field. Nevertheless, an explanation of
further details with regard to the different tax regimes existing in Europe, and their
implications in the case of transfers, have been added.
e) Suggestion to consider a balanced approach with regard to safeguarding
the right to transfer over a (unilateral) capital pay out
Several stakeholders raised the issue of administration costs for maintaining low-value
accumulated pension entitlements (so-called "small pension pots"); such costs may be
relatively high in proportion to the value of the pension pot.
Based on the feedback received, the industry in such cases relies on automatic
transfers ("pot follows member") without an explicit consent by the member or on
unilateral capital pay-out.
EIOPA acknowledges the cost issues associated with administering of small pension
pots, and has amended the wording of its Good Practice 13 suggesting to balance
them against safeguarding the rights of the member. At the same time, EIOPA would
like to emphasise that the member's interests should prevail in situations when s/he
bears the costs for a transfer/capital pay out. In an automatic transfer regime, the
member should have the right to reject the transfer.
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3. Annexes
Annex I: Report on Good
occupational pension rights

1.

practices

on

individual

transfers

of

Introduction

In 2005 the Commission published a proposal for a Directive on improving the
portability of supplementary pension rights which i.a. included a right of the member
to transfer his occupational pensions rights to the scheme of another employer. In the
subsequent legislative process, the topic of transferability was discussed at length
(please see Annex II for further details). The eventually adopted Directive 2014/50/EU
on minimum requirements for enhancing worker mobility between Member States by
improving the acquisition and preservation of supplementary pension rights generally
contains no provisions on transferability; nevertheless, it states in recital (24): “This
Directive does not provide for the transfer of vested pension rights. However, in order
to facilitate worker mobility between Member States, Member States should
endeavour, as far as possible, and in particular when introducing new supplementary
pension schemes, to improve the transferability of vested pension rights.”
The Commission asked EIOPA for further input and advice on the topic of transfers of
supplementary occupational pension rights2.
The purpose of this Report is to respond to the Call for Advice from the European
Commission and to contribute to greater transparency regarding national legal rules
and market practices for transfers of supplementary pension rights. The objective is
not to give a full comparison of all countries in all aspects but to identify the main
obstacles to transfers and Good Practices to overcome these. While these obstacles
and Good Practices apply to both domestic transfers within a country as well as to
cross-border transfers, it is to be noted that the matters of taxation and identification
of the receiving scheme are of particular importance especially for cross-border
transfers.
Furthermore, this Report could be used as a source for stakeholders wishing to
improve the conditions for both domestic and cross-border transfers within their
schemes. The Report may serve as a point of reference to Member States when
transposing the Directive 2014/50/EU (‘Directive on minimum requirements for
enhancing worker mobility by improving the acquisition and preservation of
supplementary pension rights’)3, and should they wish - in their own decision - to
improve transferability of vested pension rights as encouraged by Recital 24 of this
Directive. For this reason, the outlined Good Practices have to be considered
individually and together with the specific situation in the individual Member States.

2

The
Call
for
Advice
is
available
at
https://eiopa.europa.eu/fileadmin/tx_dam/files/publications/otherdocuments/140520_DG_Letter_to_EIOPA_on__call_f
or_advice_portability.doc.pdf.
3

Available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0050 Available at http://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0050
Available
at
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0050
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With reference to the principles of proportionality and subsidiarity, the Good Practice
observations in this report are intended to be neither exhaustive nor universal.
Individual Good Practice observations may not be readily applicable in certain Member
States, e.g. due to the nature of the individual legal framework or the costs and
benefits, or may not be readily applicable to certain schemes, e.g. very small and
voluntary4 schemes. The Good Practice observations in this report should be regarded
as principles-based, with Member States and market participants encouraged to apply
them to the extent that they benefit their individual circumstances.
The Good Practices are not legally binding.
All Good Practices may be applied to both DB as well as DC schemes, although EIOPA
acknowledges that transfers between DB schemes are much more complex (see
Section 2 for further details on a transfer between DB schemes).
For the preparation of this Report, EIOPA benefitted from input from its Member and
Observer national authorities on national legal rules and market practices for
individual transfers in the course of a job change5. The fact-finding exercise revealed
the following key outcomes: firstly, in all Member States, the same rules apply for
cross-border and domestic transfers. Secondly, there are large differences between
transfer regimes applicable in the individual Member States and between the schemes
themselves across the EEA. As a result, scheme managers often face difficulties to
assess the eligibility of receiving scheme(s) for cross-border transfers. Thirdly, there
are a number of different initiatives in various Members States aiming to facilitate
transfers (both legislative and voluntary). Finally, there is a lack of quantitative data
on transfers in some Member States; the available information on the volume and
value of transfers based on the information reported is outlined in Annex I.
Terminology
For the purpose of this Report, the following terms are defined as follows:


‘Good Practices’ are considered as both rules with respect to facilitating
transfers and provisions in relation to transfers as well as market practices.



'Pension institution' means for the purposes of this report IORP(s) and /or
insurance undertaking(s) operating occupational pension schemes. One
pension institution may operate one of more occupational pension schemes.
‘Occupational pension schemes’ (in the following, ‘pension schemes’) are
defined as 'any occupational retirement pension schemes established in
accordance with national law and practice and linked to an employment
relationship, intending to provide a supplementary pension for employed
persons'6 More concretely, the term 'pension scheme(s)' is to be understood
as an 'a contract, an agreement, a trust deed or rules stipulating which
retirement benefits are granted and under which conditions7.'

4

A voluntary pension scheme is offered by the employer in his own discretion; i.e. is not obliged to do so by an
(external) legal obligation, a collective agreement or statute.
5

As of 29 January 2015, information was received from the following Member States: AT, BE, BG, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES,
FI, FR, HR, HU, IE, IS, IT, LI, LT, LU, MT, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, SE, SI, SK and UK. Information is missing from CY, GR
and LV .
6

See Directive 2014/50/EU, Art.3 (b) and Recital 11; For simplicity reasons, the term "Occupational pension scheme
is used, instead of "supplementary pension scheme", which is used in the Directive.
7

See Directive 2003/41/EC, Art.6 (b).
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'Transfers’ mean moving of occupational pension rights of an individual
scheme member between different pension schemes8 in the event of a job
change of the scheme member.



‘Transferability’ is understood as the ability of the scheme member to
transfer occupational pension rights from one pension scheme to another.



'Occupational pension rights' are accumulated entitlements in line with
Directive 2014/50/EU. They can be transferred in the form of assets, cash
equivalent or legal rights. See Section 2 for further details of forms in which
they can be transferred.

Please see section 2.1 for a visual overview of the different stages of a transfer.
Scope of the Report
The pension arrangements considered in this Report comprise occupational pension
institutions under the direct supervision of EIOPA Members, i.e. IORPs as well as other
occupational pension plans provided by insurance undertakings. Transfers from
occupational pension schemes into personal pension arrangements have been also
considered. So-called book reserve and PAYG occupational schemes are out of scope
of this report.
This Report concerns only individual transfers of vested occupational pension rights of
an individual member in the case of the termination of the employment relationship; it
does not distinguish between transfers made to a scheme managed by a different
pension institution or by a scheme managed by the same institution. Transfers during
an employment relationship (for e.g. to change the investment strategy) are out of
scope of this Report as are collective transfers of the whole or parts of a
supplementary pension schemes.9.
In addition to obstacles to transferability, which were discussed in this Report, there
are two further issues that may cause scheme members’ detriment. Firstly, from the
scheme member’s perspective, it may be disadvantageous having several vested
rights of rather small value, which are not indexed (DB schemes) and dispersed
among several schemes (often referred to as “small pension pots"). Some Member
States have addressed or are considering addressing this issue by automatic transfers
of pension entitlements (so-called “pot follows member” approach).
Once again, the decision between a transfer or the preservation of dormant rights has
to be made taking all relevant specificities of the individual case into account,
including the nature of the transferring and receiving schemes, applicable national
laws, the personal circumstances of the pension rights holder, size of the pot and risk
diversification by the scheme member, etc. As the above-described “pot follows
member” approach takes away the active decision whether to transfer or not from the
scheme member – an issue that was seen as a prerequisite for any Good Practice in
this report – EIOPA did not include this approach among the Good Practices but will
follow with interest how it will prove itself in practice. The automatic transfer should
however not result in disproportionate detriments for the pension rights holder.

8

It is recognised that one provider can run more than one pension scheme. This Report captures also transfers
between different schemes run by one provider.
9

On collective transfers see Art. 13 Proposal for IORP II Directive (COM (2014) 167 final).
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Secondly, having several “pension pots” with different schemes bears the danger that
the scheme member may lose track of some of his/her pension entitlements. To
prevent this, in some Member States, there are online platforms offering scheme
members after logging-in a personalised overview of the different entitlements s/he
may have accumulated in different schemes10. These portals are generally referred to
as “pension tracking service”. Such a service on a pan-European level exists for public
sector researchers11. Moreover, the European Commission has been currently
investigating the possibility of such a pan-European solution12.
Legal basis
The legal basis for preparing this Report is Art. 8(1)h13, 9(1)14 and 34(1)15 of
Regulation 1094/2010/EU (‘EIOPA Regulation’).
In line with the usual EIOPA practice when issuing Good Practices Reports it is
highlighted that the Good Practices identified in the Report are:


Not legally binding on any party;



Not subject to the “comply or explain” mechanism provided for under Article
16 of the EIOPA Regulation.

Due to the fact, that the transferability of supplementary pension rights has several
contact points with other issues, it was unavoidable to also address questions which
relate to social and labour law as well as to taxation, which constitutes one of the
major obstacles to cross-border transfers due to different tax regimes in the Member
States. It is recognised, that the latter is not part of the competence of EIOPA and
that with regard to institutions for occupational retirement provision, “the Authority
shall act without prejudice to national social and labour law”16. These restrictions are
satisfied by the fact that the Good Practices outlined in the Report are not legallybinding on any party.
Structure of the Report
The Report is structured as follows:
10

For example, in NL, there is one platform providing the scheme member with an overview of all entitlements
accumulated
in
all
occupational
schemes
(https://www.mijnpensioenoverzicht.nl/registerweb/introductie?cid=4290617). In BE, a platform providing information about entitlements accumulated shall be
accessible for scheme members in 2016. In DK, an online portal (www.pensionsinfo.dk) gives a personalised overview
of all pension schemes a person participates in and their pay-outs in case of retirement, death or disablement.
Information is provided by all pensions providers (life insurance companies, banks, ATP and public authorities). In SE,
there is a platform (https://www.minpension.se) providing a personal overview of most first, second and third pillar
pension entitlements since several years.

11
12

http://www.findyourpension.eu/en/.

The TTYPE consortium composing market actors from NL, DK and FI has been established to investigate the
feasibility, and further details of setting up a European tracking service. Further information about the TTYPE project is
available at http://pensionstogether.eu/. Furthermore, the TTYPE final report on Establishing an ETS provides on p.11
an
overview
of
the
different
pension
tracking
services
available
in
Europe;
please
consult
http://pensionstogether.eu/pdf/14-6883-ttype-finalreport-32-pag-09rvs_IA.pdf.
13

Art. 8 (1) EIOPA Regulation : ”The Authority shall have the following tasks:”
(h): “to foster the protection of policyholders, pension scheme members and beneficiaries”

14

Art 9 (1) EIOPA Regulation: “The Authority shall take a leading role in promoting transparency, simplicity and
fairness in the market for consumer financial products or services across the internal market (...)”.
15

Art. 34 (1) EIOPA Regulation: “The Authority may, upon a request from the European Parliament, the Council or the
Commission, or on its own initiative, provide opinions to the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission on
all issues related to its area of competence.”
16

Art. 1 (4) EIOPA Regulation.
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Firstly, section 2 presents some key facts concerning transfers of vested pension
rights (‘transfers’).17
Secondly, in section 3, potential impediments to the transferability of pension rights
are discussed. These comprise in particular the following areas: requirements for
receiving and transferring schemes, information disclosure and advice, costs and
charges, process, calculation of the transfer value, taxation, identification of the
receiving scheme and capital pay-out. Where appropriate, Good Practices towards
overcoming these obstacles are flagged.
Next, section 4 includes an outlook about planned or recently initiated action towards
facilitating transferability in different Member States.
Finally, section 5 provides conclusions.
In addition, there are three comprehensive overviews included as Annexes to this
Report: firstly, an overview of quantitative information on the number and value of
transfers figures in Annex I. As described above, there is a lack of available data in
some Member States, therefore the information provided may not be exhaustive or
cover all countries. Secondly, a summary of the evolution of the EU policy with regard
to transfers is included in Annex II followed by a Literature review on transferability of
supplementary pension rights in Annex III.
2.

Key facts about transfers of pension rights

2.1.

The process of a transfer

There is no agreed use of the term “portability” at least as far as occupational
pensions at EU-level are concerned. For the purpose of this Report, transfers are
considered as one phase of the more general concept of ‘portability’ of supplementary
pension rights. Namely, the concept of portability can broadly be split into three
respective phases:
1. Acquisition;
2. Preservation, and
3. Transfer.
Acquisition covers the question regarding waiting18 and vesting19 periods as well as
any requirement regarding (minimum-) age. If the employee stays with the employer
(i.e. within the scheme) until the end of both periods, the employee acquires ‘vested
supplementary pension rights’.
Preservation covers the question regarding the treatment and adjustment of the value
of the vested (dormant) pension rights. If the vested rights are left within the scheme
(i.e. not transferred to another scheme) they are called ‘dormant supplementary
pension rights’.
From the theoretical perspective, occupational pension rights can be transferred in the
form of assets, vested rights or a cash equivalent. In practical terms however, what is
being actually "transferred" between schemes/pension institutions is a cash

18

As per Art.3 (d) of Directive 2014/50/EU, 'waiting period' means the period of employment, required under national
law or by the rules of a supplementary pension scheme or by the employer, before a worker becomes eligible for
membership of a scheme.
19

As per Art.3 (e) Directive 2014/50/EU; 'vesting period' means the period of active membership of a scheme,
required under national law or the rules of a supplementary pension scheme, in order to trigger entitlement to the
accumulated supplementary pension rights available rights.
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equivalent. Furthermore, there are fundamental differences between the DB and DC
schemes, which become especially apparent in a transfer and the calculation of the
value.
In the case of a transfer between DC schemes, only a cash equivalent is transferred.
From a practical perspective, a transfer of a cash equivalent is the most straightforward way.
Concerning the transfer between DB schemes, an additional step is usually
unavoidable. The accumulated pension rights in a DB scheme have to be first
calculated into a cash equivalent. This equivalent can then be transferred to the new
scheme, which calculates it again into DB rights. The problem is that the latter can
differ from the original vested DB rights, due to different actuarial methods and
assumptions used by the pension institutions involved in a transfer ( e.g. mortality
tables, interest rate; see section 3.6. for further details on the calculation of the
transfer value)20.
The employer plays a key role in pension provision; especially if the pension provision
is voluntary. Following a transfer, the employer should not have any further
obligations with regard to the transferred pension rights, especially if the transfer
involves a cash equivalent.
The transfer process is roughly visualised as in the chart below. More specifically, the
aim is to demonstrate the main steps during a transfer process. It assumes a period
of unemployment between Employment 1 and Employment 2.

The improvement of transferability is consistent with international standards including
the OECD’s Guidelines for the Protection of Rights of Members and Beneficiaries in
Occupational Pension Plans, which states that “individuals who are changing jobs
should be able, upon request, to move the value of their vested account balance from
their former employer’s pension plan either to the plan of their current employer
20

Alternatively, it may be also possible that the transferred amount is managed as a single premium in the plan,
separate from the DB formula.
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(where permitted) or to a similar, tax-protected environment provided by an
alternative financial instrument or institution.” Currently there is no explicit legal rule
on the European level which grants members of supplementary pension schemes the
right to transfer their pension rights21.
Following the request in the Call for Advice from the European Commission, EIOPA
aimed to gather quantitative information on the transfers of assets within the
countries and across borders from its Members. During the mapping exercise, it
became apparent that such data was not readily available to a large number of EIOPA
Members as well as via other sources22. An overview of the information based on
EIOPA Members reporting is outlined in Annex II.
Nevertheless, based on the data available, one conclusion can be drawn with regard
to cross-border transfers; namely, these seem to be rather rare.
2.2.

Regulation and voluntary agreements regarding transfers

There are different transfer regimes in the EEA Member States. The reasons for this lie
in particular in the differences in the EEA pensions’ landscape incl. the relative
importance of occupational pensions. This is reflected in two ways: firstly, in terms of
the coverage (i.e. how many people are enrolled) and secondly in the amount of
retirement benefits in relation to the income provided from .pension arrangements. In
addition, the differences in the labour market structure are also important (e.g. job
turnover, dismissal law) as transfers are most relevant to members if they change
jobs more often.
In general, the results of the mapping exercise show significant variation in both the
regulation of transfers and the practice of voluntary agreements among market
participants with regard to transfers across the EEA. In 1923 Member States, pension
scheme members have a statutory right to out-transfer24 their accrued supplementary
pension rights or funds within the Member State (‘domestic transfer’) with an
equivalent right to a transfer to another EEA country (‘cross border transfer’) existing
in 12 Member States25.
Where no statutory right exists, domestic transfers may be possible as the result of
specific agreements (e.g. collective labour agreements or contractual provisions26 but
often cross border transfers are not possible – this is the case in a number of
jurisdictions27.
In most countries, there are however conditions attached to the right to transfer. Most
frequently these relate to i) the timing when the transfer can occur (1628 MS) ii) the
type of receiving scheme to which transfers can be made (1829), iii) conditions with

21

Such a right was envisaged in the original draft of the Portability Directive, cf Annex II. Whether such a right could
be derived from the freedom of movement of workers (Art. 45 et. sequ. TFEU) is unclear. Hitherto the ECJ applied this
freedom only to vesting periods (Case C-379/09 - Marutius Casteels v. British Airways plc).
22
23
24

Publicly available data from the industry.
AT, BE, BG, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HR, HU, IE, IT, LT, LU, NL, NO, PL, PT, RO and UK.

There is not necessarily a corresponding right to in-transfer at the scheme of the new employer (receiving scheme),
cf AT. In UK it is common practice for most DB-schemes not to allow transfer in of benefits.
25
26
27
28
29

At, BE, DK, HR, HU, IE, IT, LI, LT, LU, NL and UK.
E.g. in DK andSE.
BG, CZ, ES, NO, SE and SI.
AT, BE, CZ, DE, DK, ES, IE, IT, NL, LT, LU, PL, PT, and UK.
AT, BE, BG, CZ, DE, DK, ES, FR, IE, IT, LI, LT, LU, PL, PT, SE, SI and UK.
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regard to the sum transferred (7 MS30) and iv) conditions with regard to the provision
of information or advice to members (6 MS31). Only two32 Member States where
transfers are provided for under national law, reported that there are no conditions
attached to this statutory right.
Typically, these conditions provide a framework for the transfer of funds/accrued
rights between schemes and are not intended to cause undue restriction of an
individual’s ability to transfer.
Where cross-border transfers are possible, the conditions attached to these
are typically similar to or the same as those attached to domestic transfers,
although Member States may additionally require that the receiving scheme operates
on a similar basis to schemes in their country33. Furthermore the right to transfer does
generally not vary with the kind of termination of the employment relationship (e.g.
voluntary or involuntary separation) or with the origin of the contributions (paid by
the employer/employee/both).
Most Member States which provide for domestic and/or cross border transfers have
some level of statutory information disclosure or provision requirement in respect of
members. In 1634 countries, there are requirements for the transferring scheme and
in 935 jurisdictions there are requirements for the receiving scheme with regard to
providing information to members in the event of a transfer of rights36. In the case of
requirements for transferring schemes, in several cases these include advising the
member on their rights or options with regard to transfers, including any conditions
attached, as well as how transfer values are calculated and quotations. For receiving
schemes, typically these involve advising the member what value or pension right
their transfer ‘buys’ in the new scheme, as well as information about the new scheme
common to all new members.
Outside of legislation and the statutory framework in each Member State, as
discussed above, there is little common, voluntary practice such as industry codes or
ad-hoc agreements above what is required in regulation (please see Chapter 4 Recent
developments for examples of such activities). This may be because the legal
frameworks for transfers are already well enough defined as to not require additional
codes of practice or agreements. However, some instances of common practice are in
evidence. For example, in one Member State37, within the framework of the national
insurance association, an agreement on transfers for occupational pensions has been
made – this includes rules on how to calculate transfer values – while the association
has also provided a common IT infrastructure for pension institutions to process
transfers between participants. Similarly, in another jurisdiction38 evidence suggests
most market participants use a single IT platform for processing transfers between
defined contribution scheme and the industry has produced a code of practice on
transfer incentive exercises. In a third Member State39, rules established by national

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

AT, BE, DE, DK, ES, NL and UK
AT, BE, CZ, IT, NL and PL
NO and RO.
See section 3.1. for further details.
BE, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HR, IE, IT, LI, MT, NL, PL, PT, RO, SE and UK.
BG, CZ, DE, DK, ES, HU, NL, SE and UK.
N.B. in CZ, DE, ES, NL, SE and UK requirements sit with both transferring and receiving schemes.
DK
UK
RO
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legislation are endorsed by an agreed common standard amongst market participants
whilst in a fourth jurisdiction40 some schemes have agreed on a transfer convention.
3.
Potential impediments to the transferability of pension rights and Good
Practices towards overcoming them
3.1.

Requirements for transferring and receiving schemes

It is generally not allowed to transfer occupational pension rights upon ending active
membership to any pension scheme the member wishes to, as almost all Member
States provide for conditions/restrictions regarding the receiving scheme where a
member has the statutory right to transfer. As a consequence of the requirements
for transferring and receiving schemes, many transfers cannot be carried
out.
The reasons for these conditions are varied. The main motivation is to assure that the
accrued pension rights continue to be used for old age security. Since only specific
institutions provide for retirement benefits (esp. annuities), the kind of possible
receiving institutions/schemes is restricted.41
In this section, the overarching aspects are outlined first, followed by a more detailed
discussion of the most frequent conditions imposed by Member States.
Overarching aspects
The way in which regulation is designed can affect the conditions for receiving
schemes. In some Member States42, the conditions regarding the receiving schemes
are regulated by (collective) agreements e.g. for different industry sectors, and not by
law. This gives more flexibility on the one hand. On the other hand, this diversity
could lead to additional impediments for transfers between the different transfer
regimes.
In two jurisdictions43, this is addressed by collective agreements covering a large
number of pension institutions/sponsors. Voluntary agreements could improve
transfers especially if statutory regulation is vague (mainly on technical matters) or
does not exist at all.

Good Practice 1: Voluntary transfer agreements
In the absence of or in addition (refinement) to a general statutory rule on
transfers, EIOPA considers it a Good Practice if the relevant stakeholders (pension
institutions, social partners etc.) agree on a regime for transfers.
Such an agreement should be as extensive as possible and must be in line with
the statutory framework (supervisory law, data protection, tax law, antitrust law
etc.).

40
41
42
43

DE
The requirements regarding the tax-classification of the receiving scheme can also play a role in this connection.
DK, NO and SE. In DE the insurance sector agreed on a voluntary transfer agreement.
DK and SE
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In one Member State44, members are entitled to transfer their individual position
among different pension plans, both occupational and personal. Scheme members
may transfer the amount accrued in their individual account to another pension fund
at any time, after a -minimum period of membership. Employer's contributions may
also be directed to the new pension plan under the conditions set by the relevant
collective agreements. Pension funds must execute the requested transfer within six
months starting from the application date.
In one Member State45, industry-wide pension funds cover over 60% of the labour
population, with participation in most of these funds mandatory for both employers
and employees. This means that switching employers would not necessitate a transfer
if the member keeps working in the same industrial sector, and therefore remains a
member of the industry-wide pension scheme. In one Member State46 the conditions
regarding the receiving scheme are regulated by statutes of the pension fund (IORP)
which have to be approved by the NCA.
In two jurisdictions47 a transfer is only possible if the rules of the scheme provide for a
transfer. In other Member States, a cross-border transfer requires an agreement
between the pension institution and the member48.
In a further jurisdiction49, the conditions for receiving schemes are regulated by law
but this law does not provide for a list of conditions which must be met. Instead, the
law provides a list of rather open conditions regarding circumstances when a transfer
may not occur50.
To safeguard however the interests of the scheme member and his/her right to
transfer, it appears beneficial to formulate clear and objective criteria to be met first
before a transfer can be suspended. One example of such practice are the checks on
the funding status of DB schemes which are carried out in some Member States51.
Namely, transfers could have an effect on the funding position of the transferring DB
scheme, especially if the transfer amounts are relatively high or many members
transfer within a short period of time (e.g. restructuring / mass layoff). Receiving
schemes can become underfunded if not sufficient assets are transferred to cover the
associated rights e.g. as a result of different actuarial methods used by the schemes
involved (see also section 3.6. Calculation of transfer value).
Underfunded schemes may not be able to pay benefits to remaining scheme
members. For this reason, schemes may impose restrictions or postpone transfers
because of the funding status of the scheme.
For example, in one jurisdiction52, the transfer is not permitted if the funding ratio of
either the transferring or the receiving DB scheme is below 100% at the date of the
transfer request. If the funding position recovers the transfer is permitted. In the
other jurisdictions53, trustees of DB schemes are required to consider the impact of

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

IT
NL
PT
ES and SE
LU
HR
E.g. the transfer can be suspended if it is in the interest of the public or the fund members.
NL and UK
NL
IE and UK
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transfers on the funding position and can reduce transfer values in extreme cases to
account for this.
As a result of the consideration above, EIOPA suggests the following Good Practice:

Good Practice 2: Objective criteria for reasons to suspend a transfer
including financial sustainability checks of schemes
EIOPA considers it a Good Practice if any reasons foreseen in the transfer regime
to suspend a transfer are clearly formulated in advance and accompanied by
objective criteria indicating when these are met. Such reasons could be the
financial sustainability of the schemes involved and/or other negative impacts for
the remaining scheme members.

In one country, some aspects of the qualifications of the receiving scheme are
regulated in the national tax code54. This could mean that a transfer which does not
comply with these rules may be regarded as valid but the member may lose tax
advantages that were accumulated whilst saving in the scheme. In one Member
State55, for example, a transfer to an overseas scheme which is not approved by the
national tax authority as a Qualifying Recognised Overseas Pension Scheme (QROPS)
is not forbidden by law but may be refused by the domestic scheme, or the transfer
sum will be subject to taxation at the rate of 40%.
Generally, Member States do not differentiate between the transfer
requirements for DB56/DC57 or hybrid58 schemes, but provide the same
transfer requirements for all transferring schemes.
Furthermore, Member States do not differentiate between conditions for
domestic and cross-border receiving schemes. This approach is in line with the
single market philosophy. In practice, applying these conditions may however
be more difficult in a cross-border context.

Good Practice 3: Equal treatment of domestic and cross-border transfers
EIOPA considers it a Good Practice if cross-border transfers are not subject to
stricter regulations/requirements than domestic transfers are.

54
55
56

e.g. DK regarding a transfer from occupational to personal pensions
UK

'Defined benefit pension plan - are retirement benefit plans under which amounts to be paid as retirement benefits
are determined by reference to a formula usually based on employees' earnings and/or years of service'. Definition
used in the EIOPA database of pension plans and products in the EEA; see Guide for compilation, available at
https://eiopa.europa.eu/Publications/Reports/EIOPA-OPC-14-058_Database_of_pension_plans_product_in_EEAguide_for_compilation.pdf..
57

'Defined contribution – a pension plan where the only obligation of the plan sponsor is to pay a specified
contribution (normally expressed as a percentage of the employee’s salary) to the plan on the employee behalf. There
are no further promises or ‘guarantees’ made by the sponsor'; Definition used in the EIOPA database of pension plans
and products in the EEA; see Guide for compilation, available at https://eiopa.europa.eu/Publications/Reports/EIOPAOPC-14-058_Database_of_pension_plans_product_in_EEA-guide_for_compilation.pdf. '.
58

A hybrid scheme - 'A plan which has two separate DB and DC components but which aretreated as part of the same
scheme'. Definition used in the EIOPA database of pension plans and products in the EEA; see Guide for compilation,
available
at
https://eiopa.europa.eu/Publications/Reports/EIOPA-OPC-14058_Database_of_pension_plans_product_in_EEA-guide_for_compilation.pdf .
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In the following, some specific conditions regarding the transferring and receiving
schemes are discussed in greater detail.
Specific conditions regarding
A) Legal Status
In one Member State59, if the transferring scheme is a group insurance scheme, the
receiving scheme must also be an insurance scheme (either occupational or personal).
In another jurisdiction60, an IORP can transfer the pension rights only to another
IORP, although there is more flexibility when the transferring IORP is a ‘retirement
savings scheme’61.
In a third Member State62 scheme members generally have an individual right to
transfer to the scheme of a new employer if there is an agreement between the old
and the new employer and the employee. Furthermore, in the absence of such an
agreement, the employee has an individual right to demand a transfer within one year
following the termination of an employment relationship with an employer, and only if
the transferring scheme is provided by an IORP or insurance company and if a certain
amount is not exceeded.
For cross-border transfer cases the identification of the legal status of the receiving
scheme becomes particularly important. So even if a foreign scheme qualifies as a
receiving scheme, problems could arise to verify this qualification; see section 3.5. for
further details.
B) Transfer between occupational and personal pension
Depending on the national set-up, there could be large differences between
occupational and personal pensions. Therefore, in several Member States, transfers
from occupational to personal pensions are not permitted63.
Nevertheless, in some Member States64 transfers from occupational to personal
pensions pillar are allowed; in some cases subject to special regulation. For example,
in one jurisdiction65 the pension rights can be transferred to a personal pension
insurance contract but there must not be a right to cash surrender. In another
Member State66 transfers from occupational to personal pensions (to Individual
Retirement Account) are allowed: when an employee ends employment in a particular
employer who runs a scheme in which s/he is the member; in the case of a liquidation
of a scheme within particular employer; or to the beneficiary’s Individual Retirement
Account in the event of the participant’s death.
59
60
61

FR
PT

Such schemes are DC pension schemes whose benefits are strictly regulated in law (not attached to a specific
service provider) and may take the form of IORP, insurance contract or investment fund (all should include “retirement
savings scheme” in its commercial name). The right to such scheme pensions can only be transferred to another
retirement saving scheme.
62
63
64
65
66

DE
BE, DE, FI, LT, LU, NL, RO, SE, SI
AT, DK, ES, FR, HR, IT, MT, PL, UK
AT
PL
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C) Timeframes
Certain timeframes may apply to request the transfer-out of the transferring
scheme.67 In addition, the transfer-in may be allowed only at a certain point in time.
More concretely, with regard to transfers-out, it is understood that in most countries
there is a limitation on the timeframe during which a transfer-out can be requested.
This could have negative implications on the member; for example,in the context of a
job change the member may focus on other topics than his supplementary pension
rights and miss the deadline to transfer his rights.
In two Member States68 a transfer to the scheme of the new employer requires that
the member is already enrolled in the new scheme. But if the new scheme provides
for a waiting period, the actual enrolment may take place few years after the job
change69. The latter can pose an obstacle if the new scheme provides for a waiting
period because the member is not enrolled and thus is not allowed to transfer during
this period. According to the 2014/50/EU Directive, this period could take up to 3
years70.
If the timeframe for the transfer is shorter than the waiting period the employee
cannot transfer his supplementary pension rights to the scheme of the new employer.
If the new employer does not offer an occupational pension and the employee
changes to another employer which offers such a scheme only after working for
several years, the opportunity to transfer-out from the scheme from the original
employer may be easily over. On the contrary, in several Member States71 it is
allowed to transfer any time after the termination of the employment relationship up
to retirement.
Furthermore, concerning the transfers-in, some Member States allow for transfers
only to the scheme of a new employer72. If the new employer does not offer an
occupational pension scheme, one Member State73 provides for a default option
insofar as the member can transfer his current pension rights to a former scheme
where he already has existing, dormant pension rights.
.
In one jurisdiction74, employees have the legal right to transfer their pension rights to
the pension institution of the new employer if the employee becomes a member in the
pension scheme of the new employer. Most employers in this jurisdiction provide for a
so called “welcome structure contract” to manage the transferred reserves. The
welcome structure contracts often allow members to individually choose their (death)
67
68
69

E.g. in IE the time frame is two years after the termination of the employment relationship.
AT and RO

The enrolment takes place once the waiting period has been completed. Following the enrolment, the scheme
member starts building up vested supplementary pension rights. According to the 2014/50/EU Directive, the combined
duration of the waiting and vesting period may take up to 3 years. For illustration, please see section 2.1. of the report
for a chart visualising the process of a transfer
70
71
72
73
74

For illustration, please see section 2.1. of the report for a chart visualising the process of a transfer.
AT, BE ,PL and SE (in the case of latter, for DC schemes)
AT and RO.
AT
BE
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coverage. If the new employer does not provide for a pension scheme, it is always
possible to transfer the pension reserves to a specific pension institution which shares
its benefits and limits the costs in accordance with the applicable law.
Situations where the above conditions for transfers-in and out are combined (e.g.
time limitation during which a transfer out can be requested and the requirement to
transfer-in to the scheme of the new employer only), may lead to scheme member
detriment (e.g. in case of an unemployment period, the scheme member would not
yet know the scheme of his new employer and may therefore not be in a position to
request the out-transfer within the set period). Furthermore maybe only the employer
after next provides for a scheme which is eligible for an in-transfer. In this case the
employee wishes to transfer his occupational pension rights years after he left his
"first" employer. Nevertheless this should not hinder the stakeholders to allow (e.g.
via information) members to take the transfer soon after a job change. Regarding the
danger of arbitrage against the scheme see Good Practice 2.
To circumvent this, EIOPA identified the following Good Practices with regard to the
timeframes for both in- and out-transfers:

Good Practice 4: Timeframes for in- and out-transfers
EIOPA considers it a Good Practice if the transferring scheme allows for a
sufficiently long period to request an out-transfer,. Any applicable time limit should
start when there is an actual possibility to transfer.
Furthermore, EIOPA considers it a Good Practice if the scheme member is allowed
to request an in-transfer of his supplementary pension rights at any time during
his membership in the new scheme or the new pension institution.

For further details regarding the timeframes for the execution of the transfer – once
requested – please see section 3. 4. Process.
D) Benefit structure of the receiving scheme
Generally, Member States do not require that the receiving scheme must offer the
same benefit structure as the transferring scheme. But there is often an implicit
condition in this regard, insofar as the type of receiving pension scheme is restricted
by regulation and the law to have a certain benefit structure75.
In one jurisdiction76, all schemes are DB schemes, DC schemes are prohibited. Hence
the receiving scheme must also be a DB scheme. In a third Member State77, a transfer
from a DB scheme can only take place to another DB scheme. In three other
jurisdictions78, the receiving scheme must offer the same benefit structure as the
transferring scheme. Finally, quite on the contrary, yet another jurisdiction79 explicitly
allows transfers of DB benefits to a DC scheme and transfers of DC funds to a DB
scheme.
75
76
77
78
79

E.g. in AT, IORPs must offer an annuity and survivor benefits
DE
NO
FR, DK and LT (in case of the latter, depending on the applicable collective agreement)
NL
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3.2.

Information disclosure and advice

Where members are required to make an active decision over transferring vested
pension rights, it is important that they are able to make an informed decision –
therefore, it is essential that sufficient information is given to members concerning the
implications of transferring as they may not be aware of the transfer options. In this
context, previous EIOPA guidance80 concerning the communication to scheme
members as regards easy access to information, use of appropriate language and
layering of information is particularly relevant. In this context, EIOPA was pledging for
a “new approach to information disclosure”: providing only the information that is
required by law may not be effective. Instead, EIOPA recommended basing the
information disclosed on the latest insights from behavioural economics: people are
not “homo economicus”, they have limited time and motivation to be involved in
retirement planning, and they often use rules of thumb to quickly process information.
For this reason, a “layering approach” seems most appropriate: in a first layer of
information members should be able to find answers to their ‘key’ questions. In
subsequent layers of information members should be able to retrieve answers to
further questions. The content can be more complex for engaged members.
Additionally, legal information should be retrievable and be written in comprehensible
language.
Furthermore, since the information provides only the basis for the scheme member to
decide whether to transfer; the scheme member may benefit also from advice on how
to assess this information in his specific case. This section therefore distinguishes
between these two aspects.
A) Information disclosure
In the following, further details regarding the content, parties responsible and the
occasion for the provision of information relevant to request a transfer are outlined.
It is worth noting in this context that EIOPA provided advice to the European
Commission on information disclosure requirements as part of the review of the IORP
Directive in 201281 and the subsequent Commission proposal for a revised IORP
Directive published in 2014. The advice stated that information in occupational
pension schemes should be correct, understandable and not misleading. The advice
suggested that, specifically for defined contribution schemes, it would be useful to
introduce a requirement of a pre-enrolment information document. Such a document
could contain information about the objectives and investment policies, performance,
costs and charges, contribution arrangements, a risk/reward profile and/or the time
horizon adopted for the investment policy. The draft Directive contains proposals for
information to be given to prospective pension scheme members along these lines.
With respect to costs and charges, in particular, EIOPA supported provision of full
disclosure of all costs, whether investment or transaction costs, to give members and
beneficiaries a full picture of the returns on their pension products. A layered
80

For further details see in particular EIOPA (2013) Good EIOPA, Good practices on information provision for DC
schemes;
available
at
https://eiopa.europa.eu/Publications/Reports/Report_Good_Practices_Info_for_DC_schemes.pdf.
81

EIOPA-BOS-12/015, 15 February 2012, EIOPA’s Advice to the European Commission on the review of the IORP
Directive
2003/41/EC:
https://eiopa.europa.eu/Publications/Consultations/EIOPA-BOS-12015_EIOPA_s_Advice_to_the_European_Commission_on_the_review_of_the_IORP_Directive.pdf
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approach was suggested where members would receive simple and comparable
information on the key elements and would have easy access if they wished to other
more detailed material.
The legislative proposal for the review of the Directive 2003/41 (IORP Directive)
contains a regime in this line.82
European legislation allows different provisions on information disclosure in the event
of a transfer depending on the legal status of the pension institution (insurance
companies or IORPs) although the IORPS-specific provisions could be also applied to
insurance companies83. Some Member States implemented the European legislation in
this way84. In at least one Member State, the provisions on information disclosure
make part of the social and labour law provisions which indifferently apply to IORPs
and insurance companies85.
It should also be noted that EIOPA has been consulted by the Commission to provide
technical advice to develop an EU Single Market for personal pension schemes to
support the development of personal pension products (PPP) in Europe86. An EU-wide
framework for PPP's can contribute to meeting the challenges of an aging economy,
the sustainability of public finances, an adequate retirement income and long-term
investment. In this respect, the mandate contains, inter alia, a request for advice on
cross-border and transfer issue between PPPs and information requirements in terms
of content and presentation.
According to the results of the mapping exercise conducted, no Member State has
specific information provisions for cross-border transfers and the same national rules
as for domestic transfers apply.
At national level, most Member States have legislative or regulatory requirements
over the information to be provided to members regarding transfers, but there are
examples of collective agreements being the main source87. In most Member States, it
is the task of the transferring scheme to provide members with this information88.
However, two Member States89 noted the role of the sponsoring employer in providing
information regarding general features of the scheme, including information on
transferring vested rights.
The information relevant for the transfer can comprise the following elements:
transfer value, transfer options, procedure, time frames and tax implications of a
transfer. However, it can be argued that the economic consequences of the transfer
are more important for the decision whether to transfer compared to procedural or
administrative requirements.
82
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(COM(2014)
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http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/pensions/docs/directive/140327_proposal_en.pdf.
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Directive;
available
at
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/en/ALL/;ELX_SESSIONID=nLRhJ4KP3gX2NThsDqGRYF97mYSvHcGthfB5tmnM7GdQs98CbBVl!955968323?uri=CELEX:32003L0041.
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AT, SE and NO
BE

Available at https://eiopa.europa.eu/Publications/Requests%20for%20advice/Personal_pension_EIOPA_Anexx__CfA_EIOPA.pdf. Already in July 2012, the Commission requested EIOPA to provide technical advice to develop an EU
Single Market for personal pension schemes and in February 2014, EIOPA delivered the preliminary report 'Towards an
EU-single
market
for
personal
pensions:
An
EIOPA
preliminary
report
to
COM'
available
at
https://eiopa.europa.eu/Publications/Reports/EIOPA-BoS-14029_Towards_an_EU_single_market_for_Personal_Pensions-_An_EIOPA_Preliminary_Report_to_COM.pdf.
87
88

E.g. in ES.

In some countries, the sponsor is obliged to inform the scheme (or its manager) of the cessation of the
employment relationship first in order for the scheme to provide this information (e.g. in BE and NL and AT).
89

AT and BE
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In some Member States90 this information is accompanied by a form for requesting
the transfer.
In addition to the information regarding their accrued rights, transfer value and
transfer process, in one Member State91, the sponsor of the transferring scheme is
also obliged by law to provide the scheme member with information regarding the
cessation of a specific risk coverage (e.g. in the case of death) when leaving the
employment and/or ending the accrual in the scheme.
If for example a scheme member has a special risk coverage in case of invalidity, the
part of the contributions used for the coverage of this risk will generally not be
transferred to the new scheme (as in any other cases of risk insurance). It is of
particular relevance for the scheme member to be informed about this as s/he may
otherwise not be aware about the loss of this specific risk coverage. However, if
informed sufficiently in advance, s/he may either take steps to maintain/arrange for
sufficient coverage or reconsider the decision to transfer.
EIOPA has no view on who should provide the information92.
This leads EIOPA to propose the following Good Practice:

Good Practice 5: Content of information to scheme member
EIOPA considers it Good Practice for the member's current scheme to inform the
scheme member about all aspects concerning the transfer needed to reach a
decision whether to transfer, e.g.: transfer value, transfer options, procedure,
timeframes (if applicable), impact of the transfer on benefits and other specific risk
coverage (if applicable - incl. whether any specific risk coverage may be lost as a
result of the transfer as well as the tax implications of a transfer. Since the
economic consequences of a transfer are arguably most important for the
member, all reductions and costs associated with a transfer should be clearly
stated.

This information can be given on different occasions; the most common practice is
upon termination of the employment relationship; however, in some Member States
relevant information is provided on a regular basis93.
As explained above, when changing jobs, the member may be preoccupied with issues
other than his supplementary pension rights, and might omit to inform himself about
transfer possibilities. As a result, in the worst case, he might even miss the deadline
to transfer his rights. To prevent this from happening, most Member States require
the automatic delivery of information relevant for the transfer when the employment
relationship is terminated. This practice is also supported by EIOPA.

90
91
92
93

UK and on a voluntary basis, AT and BE
BE
See also Art. 5 Directive 2014/50 which also does not prescribe who has to deliver the information.

In BE, FR and LI (part of the) relevant information is provided in the annual statements. Furthermore, In FR there is
no IORP’s pension specific rules, but life insurance related rules apply.
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Good Practice 6: Automatic delivery of information
EIOPA considers it Good Practice for members to be automatically (i.e. without
request) provided with the relevant information (see Good Practice 5) upon the
termination of the employment relationship.

In addition, members can also receive further information if they request this94. This
information can be given via e-mail, phone, physical meeting or in an online
platform/portal. An online tool exists in several Member States95. In one Member
State96, members can in practice easily receive further information on request, but it
is not imposed by law.
This practice of layered information provision follows the approach suggested in the
EIOPA Report on Good Practices on information provision for DC schemes97 described
also above. EIOPA has no view on who should provide the online tool. Naturally the
information provided by the online tool has to comply with the general rules regarding
information of scheme members and beneficiaries:

Good Practice 7: Online tool/portal with (additional) relevant information
concerning scheme member’s transfer
EIOPA considers it as Good Practice to provide the scheme member with access to
an online tool/portal with (additional) relevant information concerning his/her
transfer.

EIOPA may explore further good practice 7 as part of a wider project looking at
communication channels and tools schemes and employers use to convey pension
information.
B) Advice
Not all scheme members are sufficiently financially literate to understand and assess
the information in their specific cases, therefore some of them may also benefit from
personalized advice (for example, over the implications of transferring98, comparison
of benefits between the transferring and receiving schemes, etc.). This is especially
important where the transfer of rights also involves a transfer of risks from the IORP
and/or sponsor to the member, for example a transfer from a defined benefit to a
defined contribution scheme99.
94
95
96
97

E.g. in AT, NL
AT and NL
BE

Available
at
https://eiopa.europa.eu/fileadmin/tx_dam/files/publications/reports/Report_Good_Practices_Info_for_DC_schemes.pdf
.
98

If the benefit structure of the receiving scheme differs from the benefit structure of the transferring scheme this
could also affect the usefulness of any other private pensions/insurance arrangements concluded by the member
against the background of the benefit structure of the transferring scheme.
99

In the UK, subject to certain exemptions, from April 2015 transfers from DB to DC schemes are only possible where
the member has taken independent advice.
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Advice may be provided by the transferring scheme100 or by the receiving scheme101,
workers’ representatives or employers, through regulated advice (e.g. via an
independent financial adviser) or even by the supervisory authority or Ministry of
Labour and Social Policy102 (sometimes these institutions provide a legal advice in
complicated cases on request of the member, employer or pension institution).
Where advice is provided by the scheme (usually by answering general questions), its
cost is typically included in the general management fee103. Where the advice is
provided by the scheme sponsor or workers’ representatives, some Member States104
indicated that this advice is free of charge. However, for very comprehensive advice in
case of complex transfers (e.g. in some cross-border cases) additional costs may be
charged105.
However, where independent advice is provided the member will pay for this advice typically this is directly paid for by the individual, although one Member State106 noted
that the employer may in some cases bear this cost and in another jurisdiction107 the
trade unions pay for the cost of financial advice to members.
This leads EIOPA to propose the following Good Practice:

Good Practice 8: Access to advice
EIOPA considers it as Good Practice for the scheme to inform the scheme member
about the possibility and/or need to get specific advice.

EIOPA does not suggest that the pension institution has to bear the costs or is liable
for the quality of advice given by other parties.108
3.3.

Costs and charges109

Although stakeholders may not always be aware, there are economic costs associated
with each transfer (e.g. administrative). This section focuses on the calculation of the
amount that is charged which will impact the level of the final amount transferred.

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

e.g. in ES, NL and PL
e.g. in DK, NL and in PT for transfers between ‘retirement savings schemes’
In PL
AT, BE, CZ, SE, UK
AT, BE, SE and NL
practice e.g. in AT
DK
SE

Moreover, attention is to be paid to the management and mitigation of potential conflicts of interest e.g. between
the scheme and the adviser(s) whose contact is being provided to the scheme member. With regard to Conflicts of
Interest in direct and intermediated sales of insurance-based investment products, EIOPA recently finalised its
technical
advice
to
European
Commission.
Further
details
on
this
topic
are
available
at
https://eiopa.europa.eu/Publications/Opinions/7%201%20_EIOPA-BoS-15006_Final_Report_on_conflicts_of_interest_version_for_publication.pdf.
109

As per the EIOPA Annual Work Programme 2014, EIOPA intended to “collect evidence on costs and charges for
occupational pension schemes” with the view to “Identify the categories of costs and charges (both direct and
indirect), agree on definitions and work towards uniform ways of quantifying them for defined benefit and defined
contributions schemes for the benefit of transparency for members and beneficiaries.”. This will be a separate
deliverable from this report.
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Some Member States forbid charging the member for the transfer110. In other Member
States, the scheme member is freed from paying for transfers to schemes
administered by the same manager111, or for transfers that occur after a minimum
timeframe since enrolment112.
On the other hand, the scheme member will be charged for carrying out the process
of a transfer in the majority of Member States. As regards who bears the costs of
processing a transfer; it is usually either the member113 or the employer114.
Some Member States regulate by law the way in which fees or parts of fees are
calculated. One possibility is to link the amount charged to a percentage of the
transferred amount; this amount, where applied in current practice, ranges between
0.5% - 5% of the transferred value115. Another possibility is to charge a fixed amount
for a transfer116. Furthermore, in some Member States both previous options are
combined117.
In another jurisdiction118, the law sets that IORPs could not apply costs that may
prevent the exercise of the individual right of pension transferability.
The above analysis shows that there are large differences among the Member States
in the amount that is charged for a transfer. Some Member States have taken
measures to limit disproportionate costs e.g. by introducing caps on the maximum
amount that can be charged. This seems reasonable especially since the work
associated with processing a transfer seems less related to the transferred amount
than to the complexity of the transfer. This leads EIOPA to propose the following Good
Practice, noting that the reference to "work necessary” captures all relevant tasks:

Good Practices 9: Charges, if any, to reflect the actual work necessary
In cases where the scheme member is charged for the transfer, EIOPA considers it
as Good Practice if the charges reflect the actual work necessary to carry out the
transfer. This does not preclude lump sum charges as long as they reflect actual
costs.

3.4.

Process

In addition to potential impediments to conditions for transfers as discussed above,
there are potential practical obstacles to the timely and efficient processing of
transfers. These may include requirements for the member when requesting a
110
111
112
113
114
115

BE, CZ (in some cases), ES, FR (for contracts older than 10 years), NL, PL, PT (in some cases) and SE.
HR, PT (in some cases), and SE
PT and SE
e.g. in HR, LT, DK, RO, BG, SI
e.g. in NO

e.g. in FR (5% of mathematical provision of the contract), LT (0.5%, but only applicable to one transfer/year), PT
(0.5%) and RO (5%)
116

BG, AT, CZ, SI. For example, according to the Bulgarian legislation the maximum amount of the transfer fee is 20
BGN (approx. 10 EUR). For SI transfer costs are flat (currently 15 EUR ), must be paid by member together with
application of transfer and cannot be subtracted from the transfer value
117

AT: up to 1% of the transferred amount but with a maximum cap of € 353,40, which is indexed every year; PT
there’s a market practice to fix a cap of € 25 as absolute maximum chargeable.
118

IT
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transfer, processing requirements for the transferring or receiving scheme or technical
impediments such as inefficient systems or payment methods.
Whilst these elements may not always have the effect of restricting the individual’s
right to a transfer, if these impediments are pronounced, there is the potential for a
disincentive effect on members seeking to transfer their pension rights or on schemes
allowing them where no absolute right exists. Inadequate or burdensome processing
of transfers may also increase the cost associated with transferring, and therefore
have an indirect effect on the affordability of transfers.
Administrative problems, such as the complexity of transfer forms or other
requirements on members, and the time taken to complete a transfer, may also
discourage members from acting to initiate a transfer in the first instance.
In this context, Good Practice with respect to transfer processing can be understood
as any process which reduces the practical burden associated with completing a
transfer, either from the perspective of the member (e.g. in making the initial transfer
request) or from the transferring or receiving schemes or employers (e.g. efficient
processes, automation, etc.), which are likely to lead to quicker, easier (more
efficient) and hence less expensive transfers.
Where the procedural requirements to accurately process transfers are significant, this
may create burden on the transferring or receiving scheme in respect of completing a
transfer. One Member State119 noted that market participants referred to the weight of
information required to process a transfer – namely historic contributions,
accumulated income and value of eventual intended payments to members – in order
to apply the relevant fiscal regime. Another jurisdiction120 pointed out that complying
with process requirements could be burdensome for the transferring scheme, although
not for the receiving scheme.
Transfers may be unduly complex or take longer to complete if there is insufficient
communication and cooperation between the transferring and receiving scheme – this
may lead to inefficiencies which prove burdensome or discourage transfers. Several
Member States121 noted that receiving schemes are typically actively involved in the
transfer process instead of being passive and merely receiving notifications and funds.
One Member State122 reported that the transferring scheme is actively contacting the
receiving scheme to clarify open issues or details. In other jurisdictions123 the member
can request the transfer directly from the receiving scheme and does not need to
communicate also with the transferring scheme.
Since the actual processing of the transfer involves many administrative issues (e.g.
submitting the bank account number details of the receiving scheme), it seems
efficient that these issues are handled directly by the schemes; this is also the case in
several Member States124.

119
120
121
122
123
124

PT
PL
CZ, HR and NL
AT
UK and PT (in some cases)
AT, NL and in PT (in some cases)
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Good Practice 10: Direct communication between the schemes on transfer
execution
EIOPA considers it Good Practice if the schemes communicate directly with each
other on the practicalities of a transfer execution, instead of via the member,
where possible. Furthermore it is considered Good Practice if the member has to
communicate only with one of the two schemes, and his/her active involvement in
the process is limited to requesting the transfer only.

The burden associated with processing transfers may lead schemes to restrict intransfers, creating a barrier to individuals freely transferring their benefits or
exercising their right to transfer. One Member State125 responded that the level of
costs and process associated with transfers has led some schemes to impose
minimum limits on transferred-in amounts, meaning individuals with small pension
pots may find it difficult to find a willing receiving scheme. A contrary argument can
be found126, where schemes are allowed to surrender a pension pot if the pension
benefit is very small, because of the (in relative sense) excessive costs of
administering such small pension pots. If a scheme wants to use this possibility, he
will first have to enable the member concerned to transfer the (small) pot to a
different scheme, who generally cannot refuse the transfer-in.
The time taken to complete transfers can also be regarded as an impediment to their
efficient and effective processing. In some Member States these can take several
weeks or months to process – although it should be noted that the process of
disinvesting assets and realising a cash transfer value is not always straightforward.
Some Member States have responded to this by setting legal deadlines for transfers to
be completed127.

Good Practice 11: Reasonable timescales for the execution of transfers
EIOPA considers it Good Practice to define timescales for the processing and
execution of transfers.
These timescales should be reasonable for the work involved in completing a
transfer, and appropriate for the process and tasks required, however without
unnecessary delays.

Specifically in the case of cross-border transfers, satisfying additional requirements
under national law may prove complex if there are insufficient procedural aids – one
Member State128 noted strong market demand for a central database where the
transferring scheme can see all eligible receiving schemes in order to fulfil its
requirement to check the eligibility of the receiving scheme. In general, the above
jurisdiction reported that the burden associated with processing cross-border transfers
is heavy and felt to be disproportionate by market participants. In another Member
125
126
127
128

UK
NL
e.g. 10 working days in PT and 30 days in PL
AT
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State129, to mitigate such burden, the tax authority provides market participants a list
of Qualifying Recognised Overseas Pension Schemes (QROPS) to which transfers,
including cross-border transfers, can be made.
3.5.

Identification of the receiving scheme especially for cross-border
transfers

Since it is not allowed to transfer to any institution the member may wish, the
transferring scheme has to check whether the receiving scheme is eligible to receive a
transfer (see section 3.1. regarding the requirements for receiving schemes). This is
rather straight-forward for most domestic transfers as in most countries registers
provided by the NCAs of licenced pension institutions exist that can be easily accessed
and understood by the transferring scheme(s).
The identification of the receiving scheme with legal certainty may be difficult for
cross-border cases. The reason is that transferring schemes may not be familiar with
the pensions' landscape in other countries. Although they may possibly access the
online registers of pension institutions in other EEA Member States (if publicly
available130), these tend to be in local foreign language and may not contain sufficient
details for the transferring scheme to conclude whether the receiving scheme would
fulfil the requirements. For example, in some countries131 the receiving scheme has to
offer certain benefit structure (e.g. obligatory survivor benefits and annuities and no
lump sum payments).
There is a number of different initiatives to overcome these impediments. For
example, in one Member State132, the prohibition of lump sum payments is part of the
national Social and Labour Law requirements, and cross-border IORPs can add this
prohibition to their local scheme rules for the purpose of the national scheme
participants. Furthermore, the pension institution in this jurisdiction developed a
questionnaire in the English language that is sent to the foreign receiving scheme. In
another Member State133 for a cross border transfer to take place the receiving
scheme must be registered at the national tax authorities as a so called Qualifying
Recognised Overseas Pension Scheme (QROPS). To become a QROPS the foreign
scheme must fulfil certain conditions (e.g. to be regulated as a pension institution, the
scheme must be open to persons resident in the country in which it is established and
the scheme must be authorised by the tax authorities of the home state of the
QROPS). In this Member State also for domestic transfers the receiving scheme must
be registered at the national tax authorities (HRMC-registered).
Based on the above described experience with the identification of receiving
scheme(s), EIOPA would like to propose the following Good Practice:

Good Practice 12: Identification of receiving scheme especially for crossborder transfers

129
130
131
132
133

UK
e.g. PT and AT
AT, NL
NL
UK
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EIOPA considers it Good Practice if there is a mechanism (e.g. a register) or other
practice (e.g. questionnaires, checklist of criteria) to help the transferring scheme
to identify with legal certainty whether the receiving scheme meets the necessary
criteria to be eligible to receive a transfer, especially for cross-border transfers.

3.6.

Calculation of transfer value

Where transfers are permissible, in the majority of Member States there are
legislative rules for the calculation of transfer values. As with other conditions for a
transfer (see Section 3.1.), the same rule for the calculation of the transfer value is
applied irrespective whether the pension rights are being transferred domestically or
across borders.
In the majority of Member States, these rules form part of the national Social and
Labour Law, which means that a cross-border IORP would also be required to use this
calculation method for members to which this Social and Labour Law applies.
However, a number of Member States indicated that no legislative rules on the
calculation of the transfer value exist134. In these cases, the method of calculation is
either covered by individual agreements among the pension schemes or by a
collective agreement among the industry135. Anyway actuarial standards and practice
play an important role. These standards often give some discretion to actuaries which
can lead to different methods at the schemes.
As regards the concrete calculation method, different rules tend to apply depending on
whether the scheme member is transferring from and into a DC or DB scheme.
In the case of defined contribution transfers (i.e. between DC schemes), the
transfer value typically represents the cash value of the member’s holdings in the
scheme, i.e. by converting the member’s holdings into cash.
For transfers where at least one of the schemes involved is a DB scheme, certain
actuarial assumptions are followed (e.g. with regard to the discount rate; mortality
tables136 etc.) in order to establish the monetary value of the vested rights or vice
versa. These assumptions can be either spelled out in the national legislation137 or
specified in the scheme rules138. In one Member State139, legislation allows under
certain conditions for the value of the transfer to reflect the funding position of the
scheme in order to manage the risks of the transfer on the scheme and remaining
members. In addition, the Actuarial Association of Europe (AAE; formerly called
Groupe Consultatif) recommended a number of principles to the followed for the
calculation of the transfer value from DB plans. 140
134
135
136

e.g. CZ, DK
e.g. in DK

The life expectancy and hence the mortality tables is very likely to differ from country to country; however, there
can be differences even across schemes.

137
138

e.g. AT, BE, IE, ES, MT, NL and UK

BE and LU. In BE, it is always possible to specify assumptions in the scheme rules which are more favourable than
the assumptions spelled out in the national legislation.
139
140

UK.

These principles encompass in particular the following:
1. The Transfer Value should be the fair value of the benefits to which the member would be entitled as a deferred
pensioner on leaving service.
2. Allowance should be made for any entitlement to
a) Revaluation in the period to retirement
b) Indexation in the period post retirement
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The method for calculating the transfer value to be paid from the transferring scheme
may be considered as a potential impediment if the calculated sum to be transferred
is less than the vested rights. This deduction can constitute major costs to the
member from an economic point of view.
Where cross-border transfers are allowed, the calculation usually follows the same
approach as for domestic transfers.
EIOPA stresses the importance of member information about the transfer value.
3.7.

Tax

Taxation and in particular the differences among the tax regimes and tax
treatment of transfers/capital pay-out are considered to be one of the major
impediments in particular to cross-border transfers.
With regard to the taxation of domestic transfers (in- and out-), the absolute
majority of Member States responded that such transfers would typically not be
subject to tax.
On the other hand, should the transfer not meet certain conditions, a tax may be
charged. More concretely, in one Member State141, domestic as well as cross-border
transfers may be taxed if the specific transfer changes the nature of the product142.
Similarly, in another jurisdiction143 transfers must be to another registered pension
scheme set up to provide retirement benefits, or - if pensions are already in payment
- on a 'like for like' basis so the type of pension paid after the transfer is the same as
was being paid before the transfer. If the transfer does not meet these conditions, the
transfer payment may be regarded as an unauthorised payment and both the
transferring scheme and the member will have to pay tax on the transfer144.
Concerning cross-border transfers (in – and out), a number of Member States
similarly indicated that such transfers would be typically tax-free145.
In one Member State146, cross-border transfers from a domestic pension institution to
a pension institution abroad is tax-free when the transfer occurs to a pension
c) Benefits for dependants on death before or after retirement
3. The Transfer Value should be based on the vested benefits.
4. The mortality tables used should be standard tables which are generally accepted in the member state, unless
scheme specific tables can be statistically justified on the basis of adequate scheme experience data.
5. The discount rate should reflect market rates of return expected from classes of asset appropriate to the liabilities,
having regard to duration, and revaluation and indexation provisions. Relevant asset classes would include
government and corporate fixed-interest bonds, government and corporate index-linked bonds, equities and property.
For further details see Groupe Consultatif, Addendum to Position paper on the draft EU Portability Directive (2013),
p.5,
accessed
on
8
December
2014
and
available
at
http://actuary.eu/documents/130129%20AAE%20Position%20Portability%20+%20addendum%20final.pdf.
141
142

DK

There is a distinction between four different types:
- annuity / life annuity: An annuity is usually for life, but can also be paid at least ten years. There are tax benefits for
all contributions.
- an installment: There are only tax benefits up to approx. 50.000 DKK a year. It can be converted into an annuity /
pension for life at a later date.
- Endowment: An endowment is paid out as a lump sum and cannot be made five years prior to your retirement age
and 15 years after retirement. It can be converted into a pension annuity or annuity / pension for life. It is no longer
possible to create an endowment.
- age insurance / retirement savings: The age insurance is paid out as a lump sum. It cannot be made five years prior
to your retirement age and within 15 years from the earliest time. The scheme is called a ""retirement savings"" if it is
established in a bank
143
144
145

UK
UK and NL
AT, DE, LI, RO
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institution located in the EEA. However, depending on the applicable double taxation
agreements, this member State can tax the participant concerned when the pension
institution abroad pays out the benefit. If the transfer occurs to a pension institution
located outside the EEA, the transfer is considered as a payment of the benefits and is
taxed as such (depending of the applicable double taxation agreements).
In another jurisdiction147, cross-border transfers must be made to a QROPS set up to
provide retirement benefits or – similarly as for domestic transfers - if pensions are
already in payment - on a 'like for like' basis. If the transfer does not meet these
conditions, a tax will be charged. In a further Member State148, cross-border intransfers are treated as premiums and thus not taxed. On the other hand, in case that
the cross-border out-transfer is effectuated to a pension scheme which is registered
with the tax authority, the transferred value will not be taxed. Otherwise the crossborder out-transfers are treated as surrender value and tax will be charged.
From the scheme member's perspective, a cross-border transfer carries the risk of
creating tax issues. This is related to the profound differences between Member
States’ tax treatment of pensions: the so-called TEE/EET/ETT tax approaches149. For
example, a double-taxation could happen if a member transfers from a TEE into a EET
or ETT regime; on the other hand, tax avoidance could occur if a member transfers
from EET or ETT to a TEE regime.
Therefore, to address the issues of double taxation/tax avoidance, in a number of
Member States, double-taxation agreements exist (many based on OECD Model Tax
Convention on Income and on Capital150). These are concluded primarily with EEA
countries but often also with countries outside the EEA151.
EIOPA stresses the importance of
treatment/implications of the transfer.
3.8.

member

information

about

the

tax

Capital pay-out

The analysis undertaken by EIOPA leads to the conclusion that a capital pay-out may
not only be considered as an alternative to transfers; what is more, under certain
circumstances, it may even figure as an impediment to transfers. Namely, in some
countries, the pension schemes can unilaterally carry out the capital pay out if the
amount is below a certain threshold without consulting the member beforehand152. In
this context, the possibility of a unilateral pay out (without any involvement of the
member) may be seen as an impediment to the right to transfer.
In the majority of cases, a capital pay-out to members is not permitted – members
can either retain any vested rights in their scheme or transfer to a new scheme.
146
147
148
149

BE
UK
SI

TEE: taxation at the contribution stage, tax exemption during the investment period (the capital build up period,
tax exemption during the pay-out period
EET: tax exemption at the contribution stage, tax exemption during the investment period (the capital build up
period), taxation of the benefits during the pay-out period
ETT: tax exemption at the contribution stage, taxation during the investment period (the capital build up period),
taxation of the benefits during the pay-out period
150

http://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/47213736.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/47213736.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/47213736.pdf .The OECD Model Tax Convention is available in various versions –
Member States may presently follow different versions (e.g. the 2000-2005 version rather than the latest, from 2010).

151
152

BE, PT, LI, NL, SE
e.g. AT
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Capital pay-out is reported as being permitted in a number of Member States153.
Where capital pay-out is permitted, some countries154 specify a maximum value for
this155. One of the conditions under which a capital pay-out is also allowed is the
invalidity of the scheme member156 respectively the full or partial incapacity to
work157. One Member State158 allows a capital pay-out before retirement only in order
to allow the scheme member to buy or renew real estate properties located in the
EEA. This possibility must be foreseen by the pension plan rules and is not linked to a
transfer. The above-mentioned restrictions on capital pay out before the decumulation
phase are reflective of the purpose of IORPs – namely, to provide an income for the
scheme member through their retirement. Therefore, full capital pay out before
decumulation bears the risk that capital will not last through the member’s retirement,
a concern evidenced in the limited conditions in which Member States allow this
practice.
Finally, one Member State159 allows pension schemes to carry out a capital pay out
only if the accrued benefit is below a certain threshold and if the member has been
provided the prior opportunity to transfer the accumulated benefits to another pension
scheme.
Following the transposition of the 2014/50/EU Directive, this practice shall however
cease to exist. Namely, this Directive requires for any capital pay out of small pension
pots the consent of the member (art. 5 section 3 of the Directive). So there should be
no unilateral capital pay-out anymore which jeopardies the possibility of the member
to transfer her/his pension rights.

Good Practice 13: Safeguarding the right to transfer over right to capital
pay-out
EIOPA considers it a Good Practice if the scheme member’s right to transfer is
prioritised over the right of the scheme to (unilateral) capital pay-out. In case of
the pay-out of small pension pots the interests of the pension institution regarding
a cost efficient administration and the interest of the member to build up a
pension has to be balanced. If the member bears the costs and charges for the
transfer/capital pay out, his interests should prevail.

In an automatic transfer regime, the member should have the right to reject the
transfer.
4.

Recent Developments

153

AT, DK (depending on the specificities of the agreement) , ES, HR, LU, SI , with CZ and PT allowing capital pay-out
in respect only of certain types of scheme.
154
155

AT, HR and SI

in AT, this is at EUR 11,400; in HR capital pay-out can be paid out up to 30% of the amount in a member’s
account up to EUR 1,500; and in SI capital pay-out is allowed for assets financed by the employee (i.e. employee
contributions) which can occur at any time and for assets financed by employer lump sum can be paid out only at
retirement and if the lump sum does not exceed certain threshold (currently 5.000 EUR).
156
157
158
159

RO
LT
BE
NL
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A number of Member States referred to future or on-going plans to improve
transferability:


In AT, the legislator relaxed the rules in 2012 to allow for transfers between
IORPs to insurance companies under certain circumstances160.



In BE, a recent law aims to enhance the information provided to the scheme
members. A platform providing information about entitlements accumulated
in the second pillar shall be accessible for scheme members (active scheme
members and members with deferred pension rights) at least on 31
December 2016.



In DK the Danish Government established a working group mandated to
come up with a model for transfers of small, dormant pensions in risk of
being consumed by costs, which will ensure that such pensions under
specified terms will be transferred to one or more alternative schemes
including the person’s existing scheme in order to ensure the persons future
support.



In NL there is a legislative proposal to improve pension information, also to
help members with the decision whether or not to transfer their rights.
Moreover, the government announced to come up with legislation on the
transferability of pension rights.



In PT, there are plans to expand the “Retirement Savings Schemes transfers
portal” to other types of schemes in the near future. It is expected that
future regulation of transfers in PTs and general law on IORPS in the event
of Directive’s 2014/50/EC transposition will improve transferability further.



In RO, a draft law is under consideration regarding the transfer of European
employees’ pension rights.



In SE, the transfer rules are the result of collective agreements but for
individual occupational pensions and personal pensions the government has
urged the insurance industry to come to an agreement for a transparent
transfer information standard. On March 2015 such an agreement was
reached. It takes the form of a recommendation and its application is subject
to the comply or explain mechanism. It mainly covers member information
and the cooperation between the insurance companies to avoid
administrative obstacles. The rules were subject to consumer testing and will
be refined further (regarding definition of key ratios for cost and charges) in
2016.



In the UK, the Pensions Act 2014 introduced a framework to provide for a
system of automatic transfers of small pension pots so that an individual’s
pension will follow them to their new pension scheme when they change
jobs. This will help individuals to consolidate their pension saving and to
benefit from having their pensions in fewer places. Furthermore, it should
lower administrative burden on schemes caused by maintaining small
pension pots.161 Another regulatory development belongs to the advice of

160

Without the requirement to change the job if the employer actually sets up two schemes (IORP and insurance
company), but restricted to employees above the age of 55 and between IORPS and insurance companies).
161

Pensions Act 2014: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2014/19/part/6/crossheading/transfer-of-pensionbenefits/enacted. For background information see
Department for works and pensions, Automatic transfers:
consolidating
pension
savings
(2013)
(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/191697/automatic-transfers-
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the member: From April 2015 transfers from DB to DC schemes are only
possible where the member has taken independent advice.
The above examples demonstrate that Member States have been actively considering
measures to (further) foster transferability of pension rights. Further efforts can be
expected to follow in association with the transposition of the Directive 2014/50/EU
(‘Directive on minimum requirements for enhancing worker mobility by improving the
acquisition and preservation of pension rights’) by Member States; the deadline for
the latter is 21 May 2018.
5.

Conclusions

As referred to above, EIOPA identified eight main impediments to transfers of
occupational pension rights. To assist with overcoming these, EIOPA recognised Good
Practices existing in several Member States both in the form of national (legal) rules
as well as market practice. All Good Practices identified in this Report are considered
by EIOPA as helpful tools in facilitating transfers of pension rights.
In this context, EIOPA would like to depict in particular three key overarching
areas which – if addressed – could make a significant difference towards
facilitating transferability of pension rights. In the following, specific Good
Practices concerning each of these three areas are summarised.


Firstly, in EIOPA’s view, the transferability of pension rights is expected to be
fostered by an enhanced voluntary cooperation between the pension
schemes or their associations or between the social partners in those
countries that do not grant members a statutory right to transfer. In this
regard, EIOPA considers as Good Practice to establish voluntary agreements
covering as many pension institutions as possible (Good Practice 1).
Furthermore, to facilitate cross-border transfers, mechanisms (e.g. in the
form of registers) or other practice (e.g. questionnaires) may be helpful to
assist transferring schemes with the identification of eligible receiving
scheme(s) (Good Practice 12).



Secondly, in EIOPA’s view, it is essential to ensure that the scheme
member can reach an informed decision. In this regard, both the
content of the information provided to the scheme member (Good Practice
5) as well as its timing (Good Practice 6) are key. Layering of information
and the use of appropriate tools (e.g. online platforms) to provide
(additional) relevant information (Good Practice 7) may also prove helpful.
Furthermore, it is considered as Good Practice to inform the scheme
member’s of the possibility or the need to seek advice (Good Practice 8).



Finally, transferability could be improved if the transfer process itself
becomes more efficient, e.g. when schemes communicate directly without
involving the scheme members on the practicalities of the transfer execution
(Good Practice 10) and maintain reasonable time limits for the execution of
transfers (Good Practice 11). As a result, the active involvement of a scheme
member in the transfer process should be limited to a minimum, maybe
even to the mere request of the transfer.

consolidating-pension-savings.pdf;
Aggregationisthekey.pdf).

http://www.cps.org.uk/files/reports/original/130910154027-
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EIOPA is confident that this report will prove beneficial in view of the transposition of
Directive 2014/50/EU on minimum requirements for enhancing worker mobility
between Member States by improving the acquisition and preservation of pension
rights. Furthermore, it is expected to serve as a reference during future debates on
this topic.
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Annex II: Descriptive statistics on transfers in the EU in the last years
AT

1

2

First please spec ify the type(s) of (transferring)
IORP/sc heme in relation to which you are
answering this sec tion, inc luding EIOPA pensions
database c ode (e.g. DC, DB, other - please
specify).

DC, DB and
Hybrid:
Genarally the
Austrian Law
on
transferability
does not
distinguish
between
these
c ategories.

i. domestic in- transfers

2012

1,027

ii. domestic out- transfers

This sec tion applies to self-employed persons This section applies to selfwith a so- called LPCI pension (self- employed
employed executives
persons can build up a sec ond pilar pension (when the c ompany
the contributions are paid by the self- employed
organises a sec ond pilar
persons as individuals - Pensions database
pension to their benefit c odes BE-1.7, BE 1.8, BE 1.9, BE 2.7).
Pensions database c odes BE
The same rules apply nothwithstanding the
1.10, BE 1.11, BE 1.12, BE
pension institution managing the scheme (IORP
1.13, BE 2.9, BE 2.10, BE
or insuranc e c ompany).
2.11, BE 2.12).
DB - DC - CB

2013

524

505

This information is not available

678

520

This information is not available

This information is not
available

Individual transfers to the pension institution of the
new sponsor or to the welcome struc ture is
c ommon in Belgium in order to benefit from a death
c overage.

654

Idem (i)

iii. c ross- border in-transfers

<10

<10

<10

Individual c ross- border transfers are not very
common.

iv. c ross- border out-transfers

<10

<10

<10

Idem (iii)

v. from occ upational to personal scheme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

We have in and out transfers available for IORPs
and insurance companies, however these are the
aggregate of c ollective and individual transfers, and
for all types of schemes (i.e. for employees, selfemployed persons and self- employed exec utives).

This information is inc luded in the data in the
previous sheet (II. Market prac tic e).

This information is inc luded
in the data in the previous
sheet (II. Market practic e).

n/a

n/a

n/a

This information is not available

This information is not available

This information is not
available

Please specify, if available, the value of assets
that were transferred between IORPs/schemes in
your Member State in eac h of the last 3 years.

i. domestic transfers

ii. c ross- border transfers

iii. from occ upational to personal scheme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

4

This sec tion applies to employees (bound by an
employment contrac t).
DB - DC - CB
Pensions database c odes BE- 1.1, BE 1.2, BE 1.3,
BE 1.4, BE 1.5, BE 1.6, BE 2.1, BE 2.2, BE 2.3, BE
2.4, BE 2.5, BE 2.6

Please specify, if available, how many members
made use of the ability to transfer their pension
rights in your Member State in eac h of the last 3
years.
2011

3

BE

40,518,928

44,814,505

87,000

142,718

n/a

n/a

for IORPs (2010): IN 42 mio, OUT 139 mio
(2011): IN 225 mio, OUT 192 mio
(2012): IN 693 mio, OUT 245 mio
45,110,315 for group insurance (2010): IN 516 mio, OUT 575
mio
(2011): IN 324 mio, OUT 342 mio
(2012): IN 363 mio, OUT 633 mio

96,368

inc l. in data above

n/a

What proportion of members (if available in %terms; additionally if available the absolute figures
used for the c alc ulation would be appreciated),
when leaving an IORP/scheme, c hoose to transfer
their vested pension assets as opposed to leaving
them with their former sc heme?

i. when c hanging job within the country

n/a

n/a

n/a

ii. when moving abroad

n/a

n/a

n/a

iii. when coming from abroad

n/a

n/a

n/a
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BG

1

DC

2

CZ

DE

CZ -1
"Transformovaný
penzijní fond
Transformed pension
fund"

CZ -2 Institution for
occupational
pensions

CZ -3 "Doplňkové
penzijní spoření
Supplementary
pension savings"

CZ -4 "Důchodové
spoření
Retirement savings"

CZ -5 "Soukromé
životní pojištění na
důchod
Private life
assurance on
pension"

DE- 1.1, DE- 1.2, DE2.1, DE- 2.2, DE-5.1,
DE-5.2
DB, DB- c ontibution
based

Please spec ify, if available, how many members
made use of the ability to transfer their pension
rights in your Member State in each of the last 3
years.
no information
available

3

i. domestic in- transfers

0

n/a (not possible)

n/a

Not available

Not available

n/a

ii. domestic out-transfers

0

Not available

n/a

Not available

Not available

n/a

iii. cross- border in-transfers

Not possible

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

iv. cross- border out- transfers

Not possible

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

v. from occ upational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

Not possible

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

The DFSA do not have this information.
The Danish Insurance assoc iation has
provided us with information on
domestic transfers within the
"Jobskifteaftale" which are all transfers
between oc c upational sc hems, and
domestic transfers outside the
agreement. They have no information
on c ross border transfers.
2011: transfers within the
agreement:49.777/ transfers outside
the agreement: 62.005

Please spec ify, if available, the value of assets
that were transferred between IORPs/schemes in
your Member State in each of the last 3 years.
no information
available

Out-transfers 2013 490 623 000 CZK)

i. domestic transfers

4

DK

First please specify the type(s) of (transferring)
IORP/scheme in relation to which you are
answering this sec tion, inc luding EIOPA pensions
database c ode (e.g. DC, DB, other - please
specify).

In- transfers 2013 214 508 000 CZK,
Out-transfers 2013 5 566 000 CZK
n/a

0

0

n/a

ii. c ross- border transfers

Not possible

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

iii. from occ upational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

Not possible

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

What proportion of members (if available in %terms; additionally if available the absolute figures
used for the c alc ulation would be appreciated),
when leaving an IORP/sc heme, c hoose to transfer
their vested pension assets as opposed to leaving
them with their former scheme?

no information
available

0

i. when c hanging job within the c ountry

Not available

n/a

Not available

Not available

Not available

ii. when moving abroad

Not available

n/a

Not available

Not available

Not available

iii. when coming from abroad

Not available

n/a

Not available

Not available

Not available
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Neither the DFSA or The Danish
Insurance Assoc iation have this
information.

1

2

3

ES

FI

FR

DC

DB

Mixed (DC and DB)

DB and DC schemes
run by company
pension funds and
industry-wide
pension funds

no answer/data not
available

Not available

Not available

Not available

These schemes are
mostly closed and
the number of them
is dec reasing.

HR

HU

DC IORPS

There is only one
IORP in Hungary
authorised in 2011.
Therefore we don't
have any prac tic al
experienc e in this
theme.

First please spec ify the type(s) of (transferring)
IORP/scheme in relation to which you are
answering this sec tion, including EIOPA pensions
database code (e.g. DC, DB, other - please
specify).

Please spec ify, if available, how many members
made use of the ability to transfer their pension
rights in your Member State in eac h of the last 3
years.

i. domestic in-transfers

-

ii. domestic out-transfers

-

iii. c ross- border in-transfers

-

iv. cross-border out- transfers

-

v. from occupational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from second to third pillar)

-

n/a

Please spec ify, if available, the value of assets
that were transferred between IORPs/sc hemes in
your Member State in each of the last 3 years.
n/a

i. domestic transfers

Value of assets
transferred to DC
oc cupational pension
plan:
2011 = 136.806.045,66
euros,
2012 = 108.587.746,67
euros,
2013 = 259.294.660,6
euros)

Value of assets transferred Value of assets transferred
to DB oc cupational pension
to MIXED oc cupational
plan:
pension plan:
2011 = 274.374.140,18
2011 = 7.210.830.800,75
euros,
euros,
2012 = 3.807.625,8
2012 = 642.724.985,63
euros,
euros,
2013 = 31.613.392,8
2013 = 1.090.141.467,1
euros)
euros)

ii. cross-border transfers

iii. from occ upational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from second to third pillar)

4

What proportion of members (if available in %terms; additionally if available the absolute figures
used for the c alculation would be appreciated),
when leaving an IORP/scheme, choose to transfer
their vested pension assets as opposed to leaving
them with their former sc heme?

-

-

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

Not available

-

n/a

i. when c hanging job within the country

-

ii. when moving abroad

-

iii. when c oming from abroad

-
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LI

1

First please spec ify the type(s) of (transferring)
IORP/sc heme in relation to whic h you are
answering this sec tion, inc luding EIOPA pensions
database c ode (e.g. DC, DB, other - please
specify).
LI-2 (Transfer does not
depend on the type of
scheme; e.g. DC, DB,
Hybrid, other)

2

3

4

Please spec ify, if available, how many members
made use of the ability to transfer their pension
rights in your Member State in each of the last 3
years.

LT

DC and DB contributionbased (LT-1, LT-2, LT-3
ac c ording EIOPA pensions
database). As there are no
IORPs established in
Lithuania, we are not able to
provide information on
market prac tise.

LU

DC (LT-4, LT-5, LT-6
ac cording EIOPA pensions
database)

LU-1.1 / LU-1.2 / LU1.3

MT

NL

MT-1.1 refers to
Defined Contribution
All types of sc hemes
Occ upational
Retirement Scheme

NO

DB

Ac c ording to the Defined
Benefit Pension Ac t the
The first
No details available
regulations in the pension
occ upational sc heme
(transfers oc cur
sc eme might provide for
in Malta was
regularly and process
transfer (inc lusion of servic e
authorised in May
is fully presc ribed,
time and the ac c umulated
2014. Therefore we
henc e no need to
benefit from membership in
cannot on market
supervise this on an
other private pension
prac tic e at this
individual basis)
scheme). In prac tic e these
stage.
rules are no longer applied.

There are no figures
available that provide
information on the
amount of domestic or
cross-border transfer
(please see also
c omment below).

i. domestic in-transfers

not available

We have data only in c ase of
LT-4 and LT-5: 2.95 % in
2011, 2.56% in 2012, 4.24%
in 2013.

n/a

n/a

ii. domestic out-transfers

not available

The same data as provided in
the answer to 2(i).

n/a

n/a

iii. c ross-border in-transfers

not available

Not applicable

n/a

None

iv. c ross-border out-transfers

not available

Not applicable

n/a

v. from oc c upational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

not available

Not applicable

n/a

Not permitted

n/a

We only do have a total
value of assets that was
either transferred or
payed out. We do not
have detailed
information if there was
a domestic or a c rossborder transfer.

Not available

The CSSF has only
aggregated
information on
transfers from and to
IORPs and no
detailed information.

No details available

n/a

2011 - EUR 884027
2012 - EUR 173593
2013 - EUR 915941
(*1.000 EUR)

Please spec ify, if available, the value of assets
that were transferred between IORPs/sc hemes in
your Member State in each of the last 3 years.

i. domestic transfers

not available

information is not
available

ii. c ross-border transfers

not available

information is not
available

iii. from oc c upational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

not available

n/a

What proportion of members (if available in %terms; additionally if available the absolute figures
used for the c alculation would be apprec iated),
when leaving an IORP/sc heme, c hoose to transfer
their vested pension assets as opposed to leaving
them with their former scheme?

Not applic able in c ases of LT4 and LT-5 (a participant's
partic ipation in a partic ular
pension fund is not related to
the employer).

Not permitted

No details available

i. when changing job within the c ountry

not available

information is not
available

ii. when moving abroad

not available

information is not
available

iii. when c oming from abroad

not available

information is not
available
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None

n/a

PL

1

2

First please specify the type(s) of (transferring)
IORP/sc heme in relation to whic h you are
answering this sec tion, inc luding EIOPA pensions
database c ode (e.g. DC, DB, other - please
spec ify).

ii. domestic out- transfers

iii. cross-border in- transfers
iv. c ross- border out-transfers
v. from occ upational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

All 6 types (identified in answers to Part I.) =
PT-1, PT- 2, PT-3, PT-5.2, PT-5.1
(both"Retirement- Savings" Schemes) and PT-4

In ac c ordanc e with the Portuguese NSA
(Instituto de Seguros de Portugal , ISP)
spec ific Questionnaire to the market for the
answering of this Part II. This ISP's
Questionnaire received responses from 25
sc heme managers and insurers (almost the
totality of this national universe),
c orresponding to 51 different produc ts, with
the following distribution: 14 PT-1, 12 PT-2, 7
PT-3, 1 PT-5.2, 10 PT-5.1 and 19 PT-4.

we do not have such data

2011: 273 2012: 311 2013: 225 Total: 809

In the form of insuranc e c ontrac t (PT-5.1 and
PT-4): 2011: 271 2012: 270 2013: 201

2011 ‐ 10389; 2012 ‐ 1793; 2013 ‐ 1472

2011: 3.706 2012: 3.812 2013: 3.770 Tot:
11.288

In the form of insuranc e c ontrac t (PT-5.1 and
PT-4): 2011: 3.172 2012: 3.056 2013:
2.373

PL-1 - PL-4 are all forms of occ upational pension
schemes stipulated in Polish law. All are pure DC
sc hemes. Legal provisions regarding them are the
same (no nec c essity for adding new tabs).

NA (not applic able); see also answers I2ii and I2iii

n/a

as above

2011: 4 2012: 2 2013: 6 Tot: 12

2011‐ 8604; 2012 ‐ 9133; 2013 ‐ 7810

2011: 2.445 2012: 2.457 2013: 3.742 Tot:
8.644

Please specify, if available, the value of assets
that were transferred between IORPs/sc hemes in
your Member State in eac h of the last 3 years.

i. domestic transfers

ii. c ross- border transfers

iii. from oc c upational to personal scheme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

4

PT

Please specify, if available, how many members
made use of the ability to transfer their pension
rights in your Member State in eac h of the last 3
years.

i. domestic in-transfers

3

- oc c upational pension sc heme in the form of
occ upational pension fund ('PL-1' c ode from the
database of pension plans and produc ts; this is
Polish IORP);
- oc c upational pension sc heme in the form of
agreement conc luded with life assurance c ompany
('PL- 2' c ode from the database);
- oc c upational pension sc heme in the form of
agreement conc luded with open-end investment
fund ('PL- 3' c ode);
- oc c upational pension sc heme in the form of
foreign management ('PL- 4' c ode; an IORP form EEA
country other than Poland is the provider; however
we have not had any c ases of c ross border ac tivity
both as a Host and as a Home Member State).

2011 ‐ 74651968 EUR; 2012 ‐ 7546079 EUR; 2013 ‐
13324838 EUR

average exchange rate of National Bank of Poland
as of 31 Dec ember of eac h year

average exchange rate of National Bank of Poland
as of 31 Dec ember of eac h year

n/a

What proportion of members (if available in %terms; additionally if available the absolute figures
used for the c alc ulation would be apprec iated),
when leaving an IORP/sc heme, c hoose to transfer
their vested pension assets as opposed to leaving
them with their former scheme?

we do not have such data

In the case of closed pension funds (PT-1
EIOPA database), for 458 partic ipants we have
perc entages from 100% [33 partic .] to 3,4%
[292 partic .]. In open pension funds, PT-2
and PT-3 [413 partic.], we have perc entages
from 100% [23 partic.] to 16% [8 partic .]. In
the c ase of insurance contracts (PT-5.1 and
PT-4) we have 0% for a universe of 2310
partic ipants.

ii. when moving abroad

n/a

n/a

iii. when c oming from abroad

n/a

n/a

i. when changing job within the country

In the form of "RSS" insuranc e c ontract:
2011: €11.311.738 2012: €16.166.422
2013: €14.542.426, Tot: €42.020.586

2011: €6.000 2012: €56.914 2013: €17.896
Tot: €80.811

n/a

2011‐ 35596684 EUR; 2012 ‐ 45024503 EUR; 2013 ‐
45421552 EUR

2011: €17.625.362 2012: €22.791.991 2013:
€28.777.070 Tot: €69.194.423
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The numbers that resulted from the answers
to ISP's Question. to the PT market are non
compatible with the numbers indic ated in
response to i) supra. Thus we don't indicate
them. Probably some respondents included in
their response to iii) the modificac ion of plans
from DB to DC.

RO

1

DC, RO-2 (Voluntary pension
funds)

2

Please spec ify, if available, how many members
made use of the ability to transfer their pension
rights in your Member State in eac h of the last 3
years.

i. domestic in-transfers

ii. domestic out-transfers

Defined Benefit (DB) ‐ transfers refer
to whole /part of/ schemes

Defined Contribution (DC) ‐ transfers
refer to individuals

No statistic s, but there has been
som fusions among IORPs and also
some tranfers of spec ial schemes
among insuranc e companies

No statistic s available. See answer
to 3.

No statistic s available, but there
has been som fusions among IORPs
and also some tranfers of spec ial
sc hemes among insurance
companies

Ac cording to a government
c ommittee, the ac tual transfer
volume of DC occ upational pensions
amount to a total of 1,5 billion EUR
in the years 2008- 2010 whic h
acc ount for less than 4 % of
tranferable pension c apital.

2011: 3901 pers.; 2012: 625
pers.; 2013: 1161 pers.; 2014
(January-July): 462 pers.
2011: 436 pers.; 2012: 611
pers.; 2013: 853 pers.; 2014
(January-July): 455 pers.

iii. c ross- border in-transfers

2012: 7 pers.; 2013: 12 pers.;
2014 (January-July): 6 pers.

iv. c ross-border out-transfers

2014 (January-July): 1 pers.

v. from oc cupational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

3

SE

First please spec ify the type(s) of (transferring)
IORP/sc heme in relation to whic h you are
answering this sec tion, including EIOPA pensions
database c ode (e.g. DC, DB, other - please
specify).

0

Please spec ify, if available, the value of assets
that were transferred between IORPs/schemes in
your Member State in eac h of the last 3 years.

i. domestic transfers

2011: 1.88 mil.euro; 2012: 0.81
mil.euro; 2013: 1.66 mil.euro;
2014 (January-July): 0.85
mil.euro.

ii. c ross-border transfers

2012: 0.20 mil.euro; 2013: 7.85
mil.euro; 2014 (January-July):
0.26 mil.euro.

iii. from oc cupational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

4

What proportion of members (if available in %terms; additionally if available the absolute figures
used for the c alculation would be apprec iated),
when leaving an IORP/scheme, c hoose to transfer
their vested pension assets as opposed to leaving
them with their former scheme?

See answer to 3. But this figure
inc ludes those who c hoose to
0. Not possible for individual
transfer their pension capital due to
employees to transfer pension rights
poor investment result, general
distrust with pension provider etc .

i. when c hanging job within the c ountry

Not available.

ii. when moving abroad

Not available.

iii. when coming from abroad

100

Comment of administrators: 100% of members who
changed their c ountry (moving abroad from another
c ountry to Romania) and also their employer (left the unit
belonging to European Commission and started working at
a Romanian employer) decided to transfer their pension
ac c ounts into a voluntary pension fund. This come as a
c onsequence of the Staff Regulations of Officials of the
European Commission, whic h impose that every person
(who leaves their pension fund) should transfer the money
to an insuranc e c ompany whic h:
- Will not repay the money
- Pay the participant a pension after the age of 60 years
- Will have provisions inc luded for reversion or survivors’
pensions
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1

2

First please spec ify the type(s) of (transferring)
IORP/sc heme in relation to whic h you are
answering this sec tion, inc luding EIOPA pensions
database c ode (e.g. DC, DB, other - please
spec ify).

SI

SK

In Slovenia, we have the same rules for all following
pension providers/plans: SI-1 (Pokojninska družba Pokojninski nač rt po ZPIZ-2), SI-2 (Zavarovalnic a Pokojninski nač rt po ZPIZ-1) and SI- 3 (Vzajemni
pokojninski sklad - Pokojninski nač rt po ZPIZ- 1. All
those pension plans are DC plans with investment
guarantee.

IORP´s pure DC sc heme

UK

Oc c upational pension sc heme (UK1)

Please spec ify, if available, how many members
made use of the ability to transfer their pension
rights in your Member State in eac h of the last 3
years.
We do not c ollec t suc h information.

The Pensions Regulator does not
c ollec t this level of quantitative
information regarding transfers.

i. domestic in-transfers

ii. domestic out-transfers

As above

iii. c ross-border in-transfers

As above

iv. c ross-border out-transfers

As above

v. from oc c upational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

3

no our members have not this possibility

As above

Please spec ify, if available, the value of assets
that were transferred between IORPs/sc hemes in
your Member State in eac h of the last 3 years.

The average size of pension fund
transfers from DC trust-based
sc hemes with 12 or more members
in the UK is £30,000 http://www.thepensionsregulator.go
v.uk/doc -library/dc -trust-apresentation-of- sc heme- return-data2014.aspx

Not available

The Pensions Regulator does not
c ollec t this level of quantitative
information regarding transfers.

i. domestic transfers

4

ii. c ross-border transfers

As above

iii. from oc c upational to personal sc heme, if
possible/permitted (i.e. from sec ond to third pillar)

As above

What proportion of members (if available in %terms; additionally if available the absolute figures
used for the c alc ulation would be apprec iated),
when leaving an IORP/sc heme, c hoose to transfer
their vested pension assets as opposed to leaving
them with their former sc heme?

Not available

The Pensions Regulator does not
c ollec t this level of quantitative
information regarding transfers.

i. when c hanging job within the c ountry

ii. when moving abroad

As above

iii. when c oming from abroad

As above
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Annex III: History of EU policy with regard to transfers
EU Policy Review
Portability of pension rights is a major issue in EU Social-Policy. The objective of this
chapter is to trace the developments and to carve out the main arguments regarding
transferability. The EU also commissioned some research projects / expert groups on
portability and the pertaining reports are also presented in this chapter as far as they
are available online.
With the Action Programme from 1989 relating to the Implementation of the
Community Charter of Fundamental Social Rights for Workers162, the
Commission first drew attention to the lack of community provisions protecting
migrant workers against the loss of social security rights.
In its subsequent Communication on “ Social Security Schemes: The Role of
Occupational Pension Schemes in the social protection of workers and their
implications for Freedom of movement”163, the Commission stressed equal treatment
of domestic mobility and cross-border mobility.
Women are likely to be most
interrupt their careers for family
Transfers are preferable when
favourable or because many
administrative costs.

affected by portability obstacles since they often
reasons and return to work for a different employer.
the treatment of dormant pension rights is not
micro-entitlements are inefficient due to high

Nevertheless, the members should have the choice between leaving the entitlements
in the previous scheme or transfer it to the new scheme. In order to be able to decide
on this, the members should receive respective information about both options on a
regular basis without having to request and so reveal their intention to quit.
Transfers are regarded as an option mainly for funded schemes, but not for other
schemes (PAYG or book-reserve-schemes). There is also no transfer option if the new
employer does not provide an occupational pension scheme or if the schemes are too
diverse. The transfer values should be calculated on a fair and actuarial basis and
should not be less favourable than those used for determining the funding status of
the scheme.
But often the expected price- or average earnings increase is not taken into account
when calculating the transfer value. Taxation may also pose a barrier to transfers. In
an EET-System the tax authorities are not able to charge taxes on benefits if they are
transferred abroad and as consequence also paid out abroad. Furthermore they
cannot ensure that the transfer value will indeed be used for retirement benefits. As a
consequence Member States taxes the transfer value. Soon after this Communication,
the Council recommended that Member States should eliminate impediments to
mobility of employees ensuing from pension schemes.164
In 1992 the Commission established an Experts’ Network on pension schemes.
The Network should analyse the development of statutory and pensions. In 1994 the
Network delivered a report on pensions in the EU.165 The Report covers nearly all
aspects of pensions. Chapter 8 deals with freedom of movement and pension rights.
162
163
164
165

COM (89) 568 final.
SEC (91) 1332 final.
Recommendation 92/442/EEC of 27 July 1992.

Report by the European Commission’s Network of Experts on Supplementary Pensions, Supplementary Pensions in
the European Union – Development, Trends and outstanding Issues (1994).
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Here the authors discuss the policy developments hitherto and give a good overview
of the portability regimes in the Member States. Regarding further EU-policy initiatives
the authors’ point to the fact that pension schemes are largely based on voluntary
initiatives. So every action must be careful not to discourage these voluntary
initiatives.
In 1996 the Commission asked the “High Level Group on the Free Movement of
Persons” to deliver an opinion on the measures to be taken in order to eliminate the
impediments to freedom of movement in the context of pensions. The panel delivered
its report on 18 March 1997.166 The Group stressed that any legislative proposal must
be very cautious because the schemes are often based on agreements between social
partners. The portability of pension rights should be equal for domestic and crossborder cases. The group suggested no community action regarding transferability
because Member States have refrained from laying down statutory rules on this topic
hitherto.
In 1997 the Commission published its Green Paper on Pensions in the Single
pensions also with problems
Market167 which deals besides other aspects of
regarding free movement. The commission identified impediments to transferability
which either stems from legislation or from scheme design. Transferability fits only
with funded schemes. Furthermore transfer values are calculated in a penalizing way
(no consideration for expected future price or pay rises) constituting a severe
impediments to labour mobility. Also, transfers are often subject to a tax charge
which is even more problematic.
The host state does not give any tax relief. As a possible approach the commission
refuses to differentiate between voluntary and compulsory schemes because this
would lead to different effects for the Member States. The Commission argues pro
transferability for those schemes which the nature of the scheme permits (funded
schemes) and for a fair actuarial valuation of the transfer amount. In order to resolve
technical problems the Commission considered the creation of a Community Pension
Forum.168 Regarding taxation the Commission proposed to encourage Member States
to include specific provisions in their bilateral double taxation treaties.
In 1998 the EC enacted Directive 98/49/EC on safeguarding the pension rights
of employed and self-employed persons moving within community. This
Directive should contribute to the removal of impediments to freedom of movement.
It contains no provisions on transferability since it just focuses on the equal treatment
of dormant pension rights when moving abroad compared to a pure domestic job
change.
In 1999 the Commission published the results of the Green Paper –
Consultation.169 Regarding transferability trade unions and pension funds were in
favour of community action. But transfers were considered to work only between
funded schemes. Particularly the calculation of the transfer value was seen as a
problem since it penalizes cross-border transfers and hence there is a case for the
definition of a lowest common denominator. As a conclusion the Commission promises
to progress with its work and prepare further research as a basis for possible
legislation.
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In 2001 the Commission communicated its strategy how to deal with tax
impediments to the cross border provision of occupational pensions.170 Since
there were, at this time, some ECJ-Judgments regarding the taxation of pension
schemes the Commission decided to monitor national tax regimes in matters of their
compatibility with the Fundamental Freedoms of the EC-Treaty.
Also in 2001 the Pension Forum published it’s report.171 Regarding transferability
the Forum stated i.e.: “While good preservation of vested rights can be seen as a
substitute for transferability, it should be noted that a transfer of pension rights might
often be the more practical solution. Even if international agreements can be reached
that would make transfers possible in principle (e.g. bilaterally between Member
States or institutions or at the level of the European Union), it would still be necessary
to define standards/ principles e.g. for the calculation of transfer values which may
vary for different environment. Parameters to be taken into account include the
inflation rate and rate of returns as well as mortality rates, disability rates and other
biometrical risks. The Euro should facilitate the definition of common assumptions on
inflation and interest rates for international transfers. Assumptions about the future
indexation of vested rights will also be important for determining the transfer value.
Imposing a minimum indexation requirement for preserved rights could put a great
strain on schemes.
A 'fair transfer value' would also have to take into account what assets are held by the
fund to back up pension promises. The differences between pension schemes may be
an impediment to transfers. The "pension funds directive" could facilitate the
recognition of foreign institutions covered by the directive and hence transfers to
these institutions.”
As objectives to any measure, the Forum states: “Transferability should be an option
for the mobile employee, not an obligation. Nevertheless there is a need for setting up
the legal framework that offers employees the right to opt for a transfer of vested
rights from one scheme to another - on a national and on an EU-wide level. It is
essential to offer good information to the employees so that they can decide how they
can minimise the risk of losing pension rights. A lack of information would make it
difficult for an individual to decide.
The Forum considers three courses of action: minimum requirements (harmonisation)
concerning the right to a transfer and transfer standards; coordination of tax rules;
framework agreements between
pension schemes to facilitate transfers. …
Agreements between pension schemes could be concluded to facilitate transfers
between participating schemes. Such initiatives should be supported by the European
Commission. Without coordination in the field of taxation, cross-border transfers will
not become an option for many migrant workers. A better cooperation among tax and
supervisory authorities involved in transfers should be promoted.”
After the Communication of the results of the Green Paper the goal of portability for
pensions was confirmed several times and on different occasions172 before the
Commission started the first stage of a formal consultation on the portability of
pensions rights with the Social Partners in 2002.173 After describing the
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background and the actions taken so far regarding portability the Commission invited
to answer several questions concerning possible community action on this topic.
The answers to the first stage of the consultation on the portability of
pension rights and the next steps were presented in the Communication from the
Commission regarding the second stage consultation of social partners to improve the
portability of occupational pension rights. Regarding the pros and cons of
transferability the Commission states: “Transferring one's pension rights has the
advantage of administrative simplicity, both for the mobile employee and for
employers: there is no need to manage a large number of small entitlements.
However, the employee will normally not be better off than by leaving the vested
rights in the previous scheme: the transfer amount is at best the actuarial equivalent
of the pension promise vested by the employee.
Thus the absence of an inflation guarantee will be reflected in a significantly smaller
capital than in the case where the preserved pension entitlement is index-linked to
prices or even earnings (see previous box for an illustration of the effect of inflation
proofing).” The Commission postulates for job changers a possibility to choose
between transfer and preserving their rights in the scheme of origin. But it seems
legitimate if the transferred sum must be used for pension purposes only and that the
receiving pension institution must fulfil certain requirements regarding prudent
management.
Specific problems were identified regarding the calculation of the transfer value
between DB schemes due to different actuarial methods and assumptions (life
expectancy and technical rates of interest). The Commission considers an agreement
on common actuarial assumptions across the EU unlikely. But it might be helpful to
apply the same actuarial assumptions for scheme leavers and new entrants both, at
the level of an individual scheme and between two schemes involved in a particular
transfer.
The Commission concludes in stressing the desirability of fair actuarial conditions for
the calculation of the transfer value. Regarding taxes the Commission reports that tax
authorities may reclaim the income tax not paid in the pension scheme contributions.
If then a transfer is only authorized into another retirement scheme (as opposed to
other forms of saving), the eventual pension benefit may still be subject to income
tax. As a result the Commission invites the social partners to deliver further input.
In 2005 the Commission published a proposal for a Directive on improving the
portability of pension rights which i.e. included a right to transfer.174 Article 6
of the proposed directive states:

“Transferability”
1.
Unless a capital payment is made in accordance with Article 5(2), the Member
States shall take the necessary action to ensure that if an outgoing worker is not
covered by the same pension scheme in his new job, he may obtain on request and
within 18 months after the termination of his employment the transfer within the
same Member State or to another Member State of all his vested pension rights.
2.
Member States, in accordance with their national practice, shall ensure that
where actuarial estimates and those relating to the interest rate determine the value
of the vested rights to be transferred, these shall not penalise the outgoing worker.
174
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3.
Under the pension scheme to which the rights are transferred, the rights shall
not be subject to conditions governing acquisition and shall be preserved at least to
the same extent as dormant rights in accordance with Article 5(1).
4.
Where administrative costs need to be paid during a transfer, the Member
States shall take the necessary action to prevent them from being disproportionate to
the length of time the outgoing worker has been a scheme member.”
The Proposal provides a right to transfer, also (1) when pension rights have not yet
been vested, all the contributions paid by or on behalf of, the outgoing worker have to
be reimbursed or transferred (Art. 4) and (2) when the vested rights are below a
certain threshold (Art. 5) there should be a possibility to transfer or the possibility to a
capital pay-out.
The proposal also demands for information on request of the members about the
conditions of transfer (Art. 7).
As an explanation to the provisions on transfer the proposal states: “In order to avoid
excessive administrative costs stemming from the management of a high number of
low-value dormant rights, the proposal provides for the option not to preserve these
pension rights but to use a transfer or a payment of a capital sum representing the
vested rights when these do not exceed a threshold established by the Member State
concerned.
Under the proposal for a Directive, the outgoing worker should have the choice
between maintaining his rights within the
scheme of his former employment
relationship and the transfer of his vested rights, unless his new job is covered by the
same pension scheme or unless the scheme makes a capital payment because of the
low value of the rights vested. An outgoing worker opting for a transfer of his rights
should not be penalised by calculations of the value of the rights transferred made by
the two schemes involved in the transfer, or by excessive administrative charges.”
In an annex to the proposal (Commission staff working document – Annex to
the proposal) the Commission gave further policy considerations. Regarding the
problem of transferability the Commission states: “Transferability refers to the
possibility of transferring a capital value representing the vested pension entitlements
from one pension scheme to another scheme or to a similar financial institution.
Besides the tax treatment, an issue discussed in the Annex, specific conditions related
to the transfer itself or to the receiving scheme, can limit the transferability of a
worker's pension capital. Also the methods for calculating transfer values may lead to
reduced pension benefits for the mobile worker.” As possible solutions the
Commission discusses the following options:
a) Do nothing
Here the Member State would have the choice to regulate whether a worker would
have the possibility at the moment of leaving the employer to take the vested rights
to a new pension scheme (linked to the new employer).
b) Every early leaver should have the choice between transfer and leaving
dormant rights in the scheme of origin
Member States would have to ensure that all workers leaving their employer have the
possibility to take their vested pension rights with them. Member States would also
have to ensure that this transfer takes place under conditions which do not reduce
substantially the entitlements (for instance due to unfavourable calculation of the
transfer value or high administrative costs).
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c) The same conditions should apply to transfers across borders as to
transfers within the Member States.
This option implies that where transferring rights within the Member State is possible
between certain schemes, this should also be possible across borders and under the
same conditions. Where nationally no transfer is foreseen, there is no obligation to
provide for the possibility to transfer cross-border.
Following impacts of the different options are identified by the Commission:
a) Do nothing
While transfers are possible within many Member States, they do not appear to be the
main instrument for securing portability of vested pension rights in general. However,
transfers can be particularly useful to avoid the management of a large number of
(smaller) dormant pension entitlements. Cross-border transfers, while usually possible
in principle, face additional problems linked to tax rules and recognition of foreign
pension institutions. Some countries do not allow cross-border transfers in order to
prevent tax evasion. A survey carried out by a GCAE survey of June 2001 found that a
legal right to a transfer existed in 13 of the 21 surveyed countries.
In five other countries transfer payments were a common practice, but on a
discretionary basis; finally, in three countries the transfer of pension rights was not
possible at all. Cross-border transfers to a pension scheme in another European
country were possible in only eleven countries, in some cases subject to the approval
of the regulator or tax authority. In certain countries, the tax charge could be so high
that it prevented, in practice, any cross-border transfer. The survey also raised the
problem of differing methods and assumptions used to calculate transfer payments
from one Member States to another.
As mentioned above, transfers between defined-contribution schemes (where the
transfer value can be simply the market value of the assets held on behalf of an
individual scheme member) do not pose any major problems, the only impediments
being the administrative costs linked to the transfer and taxation.
Transfers between defined-benefit schemes may, by contrast, entail serious pension
losses for the early leaver due to different actuarial methods and assumptions used by
the pension institutions involved in a transfer. Legal guidance or actuarial standards
for calculating transfer values exist in a number of countries, and some also require
the costs of a transfer to be borne by the employer.
A particular position is taken up by the schemes of the "book reserve type". For
instance in Germany, the recently adopted "Retirement Income Act" foresees that the
employee has a legal right to a capital transfer to the new employer. This right applies
however only to benefits under externally funded plans. If the new employer's plan is
book reserved (Direktzusagen) or financed through Unterstützungskassen, a transfer
is only possible if the previous and the new employer agree to it.
The book reserved schemes are thus excluded from the statutory right to transfer, in
particular with a view to the negative consequences transfers could have on the
financial sustainability of the undertaking/pension scheme. There is however a process
towards capitalisation with a view to the financial sustainability and as a consequence
of changed taxation rules and the application of international accountancy standards
(US-GAAP, IAS/IFRS). A major part of the current pension promises for Directzusagen
(probably around 40%) have already been covered by capital investments. Moreover
around 50% of the DAX-30 undertakings and many German sister undertakings of
multinationals have set up Contractual Trust Arrangements (CTA)
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b) Every early leaver should have the choice between transfer and leaving
dormant rights in the scheme of origin.
Benefits
Impact on social protection rights of mobile workers
Transferring of rights will enable the mobile worker to regroup the vested rights in one
scheme and keep thus a clear picture of the total vested rights. Whether the social
protection rights of mobile workers will be well preserved will depend on the
conditions applying to the transfer in terms of calculation of the transfer value and the
application of charges or fees to the transfer.
Impact on mobility
The effect on mobility will be positive in case the early leaver does not face a
significant capital loss as a result of the transfer or due to the applied charges and
fees. The prospect of being able of keeping all vested rights together in one scheme
might also facilitate the mobility of workers.
Costs
Costs to pension institutions
The costs of this measure will depend largely on the calculation of transfer values and
to the type of pension schemes. In general, and this applies to all types of schemes,
the administration of small entitlements is expensive and regrouping the entitlements
by means of a transfer could therefore greatly reduce these administrative costs (see
also above under "The measures proposed in the draft Directive on preservation of
dormant rights"). Germany indicated that since a right to transfer might however
have important consequences for the financial sustainability of schemes in case the
(total) amount represented by the transfers is particularly high, it limited the right to
transfer up to € 62400 in 2005. Pay-as-you go or book reserve schemes will have to
free the vested rights in the form of a transfer value before the age of retirement of
the employee.
Consequences for the coverage of pension provision.
The consequences for the coverage of pay-as-you-go and book reserve schemes
might be negative in case transfers in and out are unbalanced. As for the funded
schemes, there might be negative consequences, but it has to be noted that in some
Member States (Netherlands) the transfer obligation in combination with a
requirement for defined benefit schemes to be fully funded on the transfer date does
exist and did not lead to a tendency to abandon pension provision or to a shift from
defined benefit schemes towards defined contribution schemes.
c) The same conditions should apply to transfers across borders as to
transfers within the Member States
Benefits
Impact on social protection rights of mobile workers
The social protection rights of mobile workers will not significantly improve. The
mobile worker moving to another Member State will just have the guarantee that
where transfer is possible internally, it should also be possible across borders. The
conditions applying to the transfer in terms of calculation of the transfer value and the
application of charges or fees to the transfer will be the same as for mobile workers
within the Member State (This might eventually include the tax treatment of
transfers). This is however not a safeguard against losses due to transfer conditions.
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Impact on mobility
The cross border mobility of workers might be favoured with regard to those Member
States where currently only transfer within the Member State is possible. However,
where transfers within the Member State are not possible or allowed, it will in most
cases not be possible to transfer across borders.
Costs
Costs to pension institutions
The costs for the pension institutions will not increase substantially with a view of the
relatively small number of workers moving to another Member State. In terms of
administrative costs the effect might be positive where this measure would result in
establishing a right to transfer cross-border. Regrouping of entitlements will then also
be possible in case of cross-border transfers.
Consequences for the coverage of pension provision.
There is no evidence on the basis of the Member States' replies that the measure will
affect the willingness of pension institutions to continue or to open pension schemes.”
The impact regarding the selected measure is described by the Commission in the
following way:
“To achieve a maximum effect on the improvement of the social protection of mobile
workers and the enhancement of mobility, workers should have the choice between
preserving the vested rights in the scheme of origin or transferring these to another
scheme or similar financial instrument or institution. The draft proposal will require
Member States to ensure that early leavers can obtain upon request and within a
reasonable period of time after the cessation of employment a transfer of all vested
rights, including to another Member State.
In order to take into account the specific situation of schemes where the pension
promise is backed by book reserves and for schemes operating on a pay-as-you-go
basis, these types of schemes can for the moment be excluded from this requirement
for reasons of financial sustainability. The Commission will re-examine the situation
after a determined period with a view to proposing measures to ensure the
transferability of rights for early leavers covered by book reserve schemes and
schemes operating on a pay-as-you-go basis. This (temporary) exemption will allow
these schemes to constitute the necessary financial buffer in order to accommodate
the transferring out of the pension rights of the mobile workers. This would be
additional to the clear trend towards capitalisation of (part of) the pension promises of
book reserve schemes as a consequence of changed taxation rules and the application
of international accountancy standards (US-GAAP, IAS/IFRS).
The right of transfer and its beneficial effects on the social protection of mobile
workers will only become effective if the transfer value represents the "fair value" of
the vested rights. No specific calculation method is proposed in order to take into
account the wide diversity of schemes and respecting the freedom of Member
States/schemes or social partners to define detailed rules themselves or to decide for
instance that guidance can be given by the national professional associations for
actuaries. The proposal lays down a general principal according to which it should be
ensured that the actuarial and interest assumptions used for the calculation of the
transfer value are fair and reasonable and not biased against early leavers. The latter
also means that it should be ensured that where administrative charges are applied,
these are proportionate and do not result in a significant reduction of the net transfer
value.
Impact of the measures proposed on transferability
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Benefits
Impact on social protection rights of mobile workers
Workers will be able to regroup their entitlements in one scheme. The proposal will
moreover ensure that the actuarial and interest assumptions used for the calculation
of the transfer value are fair and reasonable and not biased against early leavers.
Impact on mobility
The possibility to choose between maintaining the entitlements in the former scheme
or to transfer them gives more flexibility for the worker and can enhance his/her
mobility.
Costs
Costs to pension institutions
The net administrative costs will be limited for the following reasons:




the low degree of professional and geographical mobility in the EU
the transferred entitlements will no longer have to be administered by the scheme
part of the costs can be borne by the mobile worker (in a proportionate way).

No costs would occur at this stage for unfunded schemes (book reserve and pay-asyou-go schemes) not (yet) designed for providing a transfer since these can be
excluded from the application of the requirement to transfer for reasons of financial
sustainability. The proposal foresees a re-examination of the exemption of these
schemes taken into account:






in some Member States a transfer from and to unfunded (book reserve) schemes is
already
possible (AT)
unfunded schemes have to anticipate expenditure anyway and use increasingly
capitalised
reserves
the low turnover will in general not lead to very significant amounts to be
transferred.

Consequences for the coverage of pension provision.
There is no evidence of an impact on the willingness of pension institutions to
continue or start pension provision.
In an amended proposal for a Directive on minimum requirements for
enhancing worker mobility by improving the acquisition and preservation of
pension175 from 2007 Art. 6 on transferability was removed. The Commission
explains: “The European Parliament considers that the introduction of a compulsory
transfer option at this time would place too great a burden on some pension schemes
and would, furthermore, cause considerable technical difficulties. Having taken careful
note of the European Parliament's decision and the views expressed by experts within
the Council working group, the Commission acknowledges this change of priorities and
accepts the removal of article 6 (transfer provisions).” The amendment provides for a
new recital (9a) which stipulates: “This Directive does not stipulate provisions for the
transfer of vested pension rights, however, in order to encourage occupational
mobility Member States should endeavour as far as possible and in particular when
introducing new pension schemes, to improve the transferability of vested pension
rights.”
175
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In 2007 the Commission commissioned two research studies: Coppin and
Vandenbrande (2007)176 analyses job and occupational mobility in general based on
empirical data. Hewitt Associates (2007)177 give a detailed quantitative overview
on the pensions provisions in eight Member States (Belgium, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, and UK). Each country profile also includes
a section on transferability covering the following aspects: Availability of transfer-inrights, type of benefit provided for a transfer payment and availability of transfer-outrights.
Although the transferability requirement was dropped in the amended proposal the
Commission posed the question regarding the transferability once again in it’s Green
Paper towards adequate, sustainable and safe European pension systems
from 2010.178 A summary of the answers179 to this question was presented in
March 2011: “
The vast majority of responses strongly supported the principles of free movement
and felt it was important to avoid anything which could inhibit this. Some noted that
reforms of pension systems and changes in labour markets meant that action was
more necessary than ever. The European Parliament, as noted in the summary of
question 6, stressed that labour market mobility in the EU will be crucial for job
creation and economic growth and went on to say it considered that citizens'
confidence will be improved when impediments to internal and cross-border mobility
are removed. Beyond this wide agreement on the principle, views differed on the scale
of the problem caused by pension rules, what the solutions might be and who should
be responsible for taking any action.
The European Parliament considers that the introduction of a compulsory transfer
option at this time would place too great a burden on some pension schemes and
would, furthermore, cause considerable technical difficulties. Having taken careful
note of the European Parliament's decision and the views expressed by experts within
the Council working group, the Commission acknowledges this change of priorities and
accepts the removal of article 6 (transfer provisions). …
The majority of respondents felt transfers were not a viable option and strongly
opposed them. Some responses noted that, at first sight, transfers appeared to be an
intellectually neat solution as it meant that when a person moved jobs their pension
went with them and their former employer and pension scheme would be free of any
further responsibility and administrative burden. But they went on to note that on
closer inspection and in particular in practical terms, transfers were too difficult to be
a serious option. Major technical difficulties in terms of providing fair transfer values,
associated administrative and cost burdens, the impact of different rules, social and
labour law and tax treatment and the inherent risk of abuse of pension systems all
weighed heavily on the majority of respondents who opposed transfers.
Other concerns included the possible impact of transfers on pension schemes, as
significant withdrawals could put at risk the scale necessary to provide good value
pensions. One or two felt that, regardless of other considerations, the political realities
meant transfers were a dead end so other more hopeful options should be the focus
and transfers should not be pursued. Nonetheless a minority of respondents did
support looking again at transfers, perhaps using best practice exchange to try to
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overcome the formidable technical challenges. One response supported transfers
subject to some specific conditions and felt such transfers could be promoted via the
OMC and non-binding guidance and start via small-scale agreements between certain
sectors and Member States, with researchers considered a good sector to start with.
The European Parliament noted the trend towards more defined-contribution pension
schemes and fewer defined-benefit schemes, which has the effect of putting more of
the investment risk onto pension savers. It also noted the diversity and complexity of
the various capital-based occupational pension systems and expressed the view that
any transfers ought only to be permitted into another pension fund. Furthermore, the
European Parliament called for an in-depth study on tax issues related to the capitalbased occupational pension systems and life insurance capital systems. …
A couple of responses, whilst supporting an approach based on acquisition and
preservation, were against action on this at EU level, preferring this to be taken
forward solely at national level (in one case citing the need for social partners to have
the freedom to negotiate pension scheme rules). Only a few respondents expressed
outright opposition to the acquisition and preservation approach. One issue cited was
that some companies used pensions to reward staff loyalty and that minimum
standards on acquisition would interfere with this and could discourage some
employers from providing pensions in the first place. Another issue raised was that
the large variety of pensions in Europe and their varying importance within national
systems meant that minimum standards were not appropriate and could lead to
higher costs and hence to pension scheme closures.”
In its subsequent White Paper180 from 2012 (An Agenda for Adequate, Safe and
Sustainable Pensions) the Commission generally dropped the portability issue.
Nevertheless it announced to investigate i.e. whether the tax rules, concerning crossborder transfers of occupational pension capital and life insurance capital, present
discriminatory tax which obstruct cross border mobility. Where necessary, it will
initiate infringement procedures. The Commission will also discuss with the Member
States how to reduce the risk that cross-border pensions get a subject of double
taxation (or escape taxation altogether).
The eventually adopted Directive 2014/50/EU on minimum requirements for
enhancing worker mobility between Member States by improving the acquisition and
preservation of pension rights generally contains no provisions on transferability and
states in this regard in recital (2): “This Directive does not provide for the transfer of
vested pension rights. However, in order to facilitate worker mobility between Member
States, Member States should endeavour, as far as possible, and in particular when
introducing new pension schemes, to improve the transferability of vested pension
rights.”
Nevertheless the Commission wants to carry the topic of transferability further and
send EIOPA a Call for Advice to provide further input and advice.181 This Call for
Advice is part of the background of the study at hand.
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Annex IV: Literature Review on transferability of pension rights
Generally one can note that there is some literature on portability in general and
some literature with a focus on acquisition and preservation. But there are only few
explicit statements on transferability in particular. Although this review deals only with
statements on transferability the bibliography (at the end of the chapter) for
convenience lists also general articles about portability of pension rights.
Bittner (2001) (p. 137 et seq.) analyses German cross-border transfers from a legal
point of view. In Germany there is no individual right of an employee to a crossborder transfer of his accrued pension rights. Although Bittner considers this as a
restriction of the freedom of movement for workers she argues that the German rules
are justified because (1) the restriction is only minor since the preservation of the
rights is secured and (2) the purpose of the prohibition to transfer would be legitimate
and appropriate and necessary.
The study delivered by Blake and Orszag (1998) was commissioned by the UK
Office of Fair Trading. Blake and Orszag examine extensively the calculation of the
transfer value in UK for DB-schemes with much technical detail. They start with a
discussion of the economics of pension portability. Interestingly they argue that in the
absence of instruments for dealing with staff-training costs, performance monitoring
and retirement inducement in a world with incomplete knowledge concerning the
employee employers will continue to use their pension scheme to deal with these
matters. The authors go on to trace the evolution of legislation on portability in UK
and there is improvement since 1975 although the Pension Act of 1995 weakens some
of these improvements. Regarding the calculation of the transfer value the authors
found a considerable degree of actuarial discretion. The reasons for portability losses
are twofold: (1) discriminatory assumptions of the future wage growth and (2) the
implicit back loading character of final salary schemes. Blake and Orszag propose
some policy options to remedy these deficiencies. The study also includes a small
chapter on portability regimes in other countries (USA, Canada, Japan and
Netherlands).
CEPS (with financial support from the European Commission) prepared from 2001 to
2003 a rather comprehensive report on cross-border portability of pension rights. In
the course of preparing the report CEPS held a workshop from 28 February to 1 March
2003. The summary of this workshop (2003a) includes a report on the Danish
regime of transferability (2003a, 20): “Following a 1987 law that obliged all pension
institutions to make it possible for persons changing jobs to transfer pension rights
(only annuities) between obligatory pension schemes, at only the cost of a transaction
fee, the Danish Insurance Association and the Danish Association of Company Pension
Funds approved an agreement that practically allows employees changing jobs to
transfer their pension rights to a new scheme at no cost. Transfer is, however,
optional and a worker changing jobs could stay in the same pension plan if he/she
wishes.” The report states that in Denmark the labour force is highly mobile and the
coverage reaches 80 to 90% (establishes through collective agreements on industry
level). At the same workshop Ralf Jacob from the European Commission pointed out
that the lack of transferability is principal impediment to portability and that
construction transferability cross-border might be even more difficult (2003a, 23). As
policy aim transfers should be facilitated he concluded.
In 2003 a CEPS Task Force on Cross-Border Portability of pension rights
published its final report. The report covers not only portability but also cross-border
IORPs, tax etc. Regarding transferability the calculation of the transfer value and the
credit granted from the receiving pension institution are seen as crucial for
determining the costs and benefits of a transfer. The calculation of the transfer values
differs between Member States and schemes. The authors discuss the theoretical
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underpinnings of the calculation of the transfer value and refer to the work of Bulow
who argued that the value of pension claims should be estimated as the max. liability
the firm would incur in case the plan was terminated and not on the basis of
„projected benefits“. This would lead to results not far from the accrued value within a
DC-scheme. Nevertheless accountants tend to measure the exposure of a company on
the basis of projected benefits. The authors also give an overview of the calculation in
different Member States. In some countries cross-border transfers are also subject to
prudential regulation (e.g. regarding the qualifications of the receiving scheme) and
the need for an approval by the NSA. The authors favour the development of
guidelines for best practice on transfers by members of NSA‘s.
Guardiancich (2014) analyses the development of the policy on portability of
pension rights against the background of the coordination rules for statutory pensions
(through Regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009). The author also sees the varieties of
occupational pension schemes as a major impediment to harmonization. Guardiancich
considers transferability as important for risk management and to receive pensions
from fewer sources but he questions its importance for mobility. A transfer options for
unfunded schemes would increase administrative costs. Transfers would only be
straightforward between DC schemes. Different tax regimes would be an additional
impediment. In other cases, transfers would be prohibited due to different rules
governing the pay-out phase. As a recent example Guardiancich reports that
transferring pension rights from the Netherlands to a British Superannuation Scheme
would be prohibited since 2007 because of the possibility of a capital pay-out at
retirement (which is prohibited in the Netherlands).
Guardiancich/Natali (2012) point out that the EU uses two instruments to increase
portability of pension rights: (1) The EU promotes portability directly via legislation
and (2) indirectly via the construction of a single market for occupational pension
funds. After discussing the importance of portability in general the authors go on to
analyse Directive 98/49/EC, the proposal for a portability Directive in 2005 and the
amendment in 2007. They argue that the amended proposal seeks to strike a balance
between (1) reducing impediments to portability without undermining the
sustainability of schemes and (2) development of schemes that support outgoing
workers without undercutting the right of remaining scheme members. The authors
argue that the establishment of a matrix of the pension provisions in the EU across all
three pillars would help to apply portability and prudential regulation as well.
Concerning cross-border pension arrangements the authors discuss the development
of cross-border insurance schemes and cross-border pension fund schemes.
Johnson (2013) proposes an automatic aggregation of pension pots via a central
clearing house. The details and suggestions given are also relevant for (voluntary)
transfers of pension pots. On this issue see also Department for works and pensions,
Automatic transfers: consolidating pension savings (2013).
Kalogeropoulou (2006) analyses the proposal for portability Directive from 2005 and
the policy issues related with portability in general. As specific impediments to
transferability she identifies the mode of financing (book reserve or funded scheme),
the calculation of the transfer value, administrative charges and taxation.
Kalogeropoulou (2007) places the discussion about portability of pensions within
the context of the Lisbon Strategy182 and analyses whether the Open Method of
Coordination could help to make further progress on portability.
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Which aimed to become the EU most competitive and dynamic knowledge based economy in the world, capable of
sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion.
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Meyer/Bridgen/Andow (2013) seek a more comprehensive approach to pension
mobility (within the first and the second pension pillar). The existing literature would
focus on regulation of the move only. The authors point to an issue hitherto neglected
in the literature: the impact of the relative generosity of different pension regimes and
large national wealth variations. The enlargement of the EU leads to a migration from
east to west, from less generous pensions systems to more generous pension systems
and richer countries. Analysing a cross-border job-change must also recognize the
subsequent acquisition of pension rights in the new regime. Hence a move may prove
profitable even if there are portability losses. So comparing a move within a country
and cross-border can more complex. These aspects may matter even more than
portability. Nevertheless the authors are in favour of better legislation on portability of
pension rights since such rights become more and more important. But there would
be too little knowledge on national portability regimes so they argue to set up a
comparative database.
Olivier (2010) analyses the policy development on
pension policy since the
publication of the initial proposal for a portability directive in 2005 until 2010. She
describes the legislative process hitherto, discusses the question regarding the proper
legal basis and focuses on the amended proposal from 2007. Concerning the dropped
requirement of transferability Oliver recognizes that the national regulations vary
substantially.
Employers and pension institutions would be worried about
administrative costs and the taking on of liabilities unconnected with the present
employment relationship. She also points out that the Commission will discuss the
topic again in the future. For the way forward Oliver draws attention to the work of
the Commission on transferability of the pensions of ‘highly mobile workers including
researchers‘.183
Sahin (1989) focuses on the economic effects of a mobile working career which
result from the enrolment in different plans.
Steinmeyer has worked extensively on the issue of portability of pension rights. In
his paper from 2001 he discusses the problems associated with rules for more
portability of pension rights against the background of the very different pension
regimes in the Member States. Regarding transferability Steinmeyer argues that a
transfer might be more easily if the schemes are financed in the same way. Transfers
between different modes of financing (e.g. between book reserve and funded system)
would be very difficult.
Turner (1993) describes and analyses the problems associated esp. with DB-pension
schemes in the US-context. Beside rich empirical data Turner interestingly points out
the winners and losers of different policy reforms envisaged. Since women and young
worker change their jobs more often they are more vulnerable to portability losses.
Wood et al (2012) provide the findings of a study commissioned by the Department
for Work and Pensions (DWP), designed to explore the processes and costs involved
with the transfer of pension pots between providers of defined contribution (DC)
pension schemes. The report describes in detail the stages of the transfer process as
well as established factors that can affect the transfer process. It also examines the
time and cost of pension transfers and proposes improvements to the transfer
process. Most interesting is the report regarding the “options platform”. It is a webbased solution designed by the pension industry in 2008 for the processing of
transfers between schemes. Although the membership to this platform is voluntary
between 60% and 80% of the transfers were processed via options. With the use of
options the transfer process could be considerably improved in terms of time, reduced
183
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complexity and costs. The authors also found that the involvement of an IFA
(Independent Financial Advisor) means that formalities were more likely to be
completed correctly. This report is a highly recommended reading on the problems
and solutions associated with the transfer process (besides taxation and the
calculation of the transfer value).
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Annex V: Resolution Table
Resolutions on Comments on Consultation Paper
EIOPA-CP-15/001 - Pensions Transferability
EIOPA would like to thank aba Arbeitsgemeinschaft für betriebliche Altersver, ABI (Trade Association, United Kingdom), Actuarial
Association of Europe, Association Européenne des Institutions Paritaires, Better finance, BIPAR (the European Federation of
Insurance Intermediaries), DIA (Trade Association for insurance and pensions), Financial Services User Group, German Insurance
Association, Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (UK), Insurance Sweden (Industry Association, Sweden), Mercer (benefits consulting,
Benelux and UK), OPSG, Pensioenfederatie (Pension fund association, the Netherlands), Pensions Europe, and The 100 Group of
Finance Directors (Business Association, UK).
The numbering of the pages refers to Consultation Paper No. EIOPA-CP-15/001
No.

Name

Reference

1.

aba
General
Arbeitsgemeinsc Comment
haft
für
betriebliche
Altersver

Comment

Resolution

Introduction
In January 2015 EIOPA published the consultation paper
report on Good Practices on individual transfers of
supplementary occupational pension rights, which relates
back to the Call for Advice (CfA) on portability EIOPA received
from DG Employment and Social Affairs. The consultation
paper summarises the results of the EIOPA work regarding
the CfA and is intended to form the basis for the future
discussions around transferability of occupational pensions.
Noted.
We welcome that EIOPA is neutral in the discussions around
whether it is desirable to leave vested rights where they are
or whether to transfer them to the new employer. What is
best often depends on the circumstances and has to be
decided on an individual basis.
Noted.
We note that EIOPA stresses that the Good Practices proposed
in the report will not be legally binding. Even though EIOPA Noted
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stresses that social and labour law do not fall in its remit (p.
8), we would like to emphasise this point: it is the Member
States who decide on matters regarding social, labour and tax
law. Within some Member States, transfers are addressed in
collective agreements. These are most likely to be found in
sectors where the different schemes deliver similar benefits
(e.g. public sector in Germany). Collective agreements could
facilitate transfers in other industrial sectors as well. Neither
EIOPA nor the EU Commission can or should interfere with the
right of the Member States to address these issues as they Noted.
see fit.
From a stakeholder perspective, we would like to emphasise
that we do not find the way the Consultation is organised
conducive to a good discussion of the issues. From our
perspective it would have been better to structure the
template for responses by topic and/or number of paragraph
or heading. The reference to individual pages makes it difficult
to concisely address all the relevant issues. Usually EIOPA
asks stakeholders to reply to a number of questions. This
would have been a more feasible way regarding the current
consultation. Beyond this, we have a number of general
remarks relating to the following topics:
Increasing transferability
The role of the employer and the definition of pension
schemes
Voluntary cooperation / agreement between pension
schemes
Obstacles to transfers which have not been addressed
Will more transfers lead to more efficiency?
Increasing transferability
For over a decade we have advocated an adequate solution to
issues around portability (see for example our Assessment of
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the proposal for a directive on improving the portability of
supplementary pensions rights from 2005). We have
contributed substantially to the solution implemented on the
national level in 2005. We would also like to point out that in
Germany portability is regularly practised in the second pillar
provision for the public sector since the late 1970s.
The experience in Germany shows that the key issues
regarding transferability are in the area of labour and, Noted
particularly, tax law. The cooperation between the Ministry for
Social Affairs and the Ministry of Finance was the decisive
factor at the time. The Financial Supervisory Authority was
involved in the definition of the transfer value, but did not
play a major role in creating the transferability rules. This all
begs the question whether EIOPA with no experience itself
and limited practical experience of the national supervisors in
this area is best placed to answer the questions of the Call for
advice.
The long-lasting discussion around the Directive formerly
known as the Portability Directive has shown that introducing
EU-wide transferability rules is difficult. In practice the
following suggestions would already be a big step forward for
the mobility of workers and their occupational pensions within
the EU:
1. mutual (tax) recognition of occupational pension systems,
at least for the time the worker is posted abroad, and
2. establish an efficient system of transfers of pension
schemes between IORPs (Art. 13 of the Commission Proposal
for an IORP II Directive), with DG EMPL involved in the design
of such a system.
Bearing in mind EIOPA’s competences and experience, we
it would be better if the Authority focused on tasks which
be solved by prudential regulation. To foster
transferability of supplementary pension rights, from
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feel
can
the
our

perspective it would be best to use the Committee in the area
of supplementary pensions (Pensions Forum) to work on
mutual tax recognition and on establishing an efficient system
for transfers of pension assets when individuals change
employers.
The role of the employer and the definition of pension
schemes
First of all we would like to stress the important role the
employer plays in occupational pensions. In Germany, the
employer initiates the occupational pension, supports it and is
liable to ensure that the pension promise made is met. In
particular this last point needs to be closely considered in
relation to individual transfers: it is very important that in
Germany a transfer means that this liability is passed on to Noted.
the new employer. If the transfer is completed, the old (see Title)
employer is not liable to ensure that the pension promise is
met; now the new employer has to ensure that the new
promise she/he gave is met. In this context we would like to
stress the difference between a transfer of pension rights and
a transfer of a capital value (for a further discussion of the
issue, see below): while a transfer of capital leads to liability
from the point of the transfer onwards, a transfer of pension
rights leads to a transfer of the liability dating back, including
the rights accrued while working for the first employer From
our perspective, a transfer of capital value can be a fair and
sensible way of balancing the interests of the employee and
the new employer. A transfer of pension rights is therefore
not suitable as a Good Practice Example if heterogenous
occupational pension structures exist.
In Germany the Pensions-Sicherungs-Verein aG (PSVaG) can
ensure that the occupational pension promised is met if the
employer becomes insolvent. In case of insolvency it is
carefully assessed for which pension liabilities the bankrupt
Noted.
employer had to stand in – only those are covered by the
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PSVaG. It is therefore important that questions regarding the
(see Terminology in Chapter
liability of employers are clear after any transfer.
1)
Considering the role of the employer, it becomes apparent
that occupational pensions are very different from personal
pensions. As the aba has pointed out several times before,
when using external vehicles, occupational pensions are
characterised by the triangular relationship between
employee, employer and the IORP or life insurance company.
In contrast, personal pensions are built on a contract between
a provider / an insurance company and an individual,
meaning that they follow a very different concept.
Because of these differences we would like to emphasise the
importance of not mixing the two pillars together. We note
that in some countries a transfer is possible even between
pillars – in Germany, the law does not allow such transfers.
The German pension pillar architecture is in general not
designed for these transfers. In addition, from the perspective
Noted
of social and labour law, such transfers are not sensible in the
vast majority of cases.
We urge EIOPA to take these differences into account,
starting with the terminology used. The title of the
Consultation paper is “Report on Good Practices on individual
transfers of supplementary occupational pension rights”. We
welcome that the title explicitly refers to occupational
pensions,
however,
it
seems
unnecessary
to
add
“supplementary” – in the EU occupational pensions are always
supplements to a (mandatory) first pillar. The same applies to
the definition (p.7) – from our perspective a definition of
“occupational pension schemes” would suffice. When
discussing a complex topic such as pensions, unnecessary
complexity introduced by the language used should be
avoided.
Since the term “supplementary pension” includes both second
and third pillar, we do not find it helpful that EIOPA
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throughout the paper refers to this term – even though in the
Noted
definition it stated that “pension scheme” would be used as a
shorthand for “supplementary occupational pension scheme”.
The use of the term “supplementary pension” is very
misleading and should be replaced at least as EIOPA
suggested, by using “pension scheme”. For clarity’s sake it
would be even more beneficial to use “occupational pension
scheme”, which would reflect the link to an employment
relationship and the important role of the employer.
In addition, we suggest to replace the term “rights” in the title
of the Consultation with the more accurate term „capital” (see Noted
our comments regarding p. 6 for a discussion of the
differences between the two concepts for DB and DC
schemes). Taking into account the amendment suggested in
the General Remarks, the Title should read: „Consultation
Paper on a Report on Good Practices on individual transfers of
occupational pension capital”. Nevertheless, it should be made
very clear that any transfer of capital from the occupational Noted
pension scheme of the previous employer to the pension
scheme of the new employer must have the legal
consequence that the pension promise of the previous
employer including a any kind of liability will end.
Voluntary
schemes

cooperation

or

agreement

between

pension

We understand that EIOPA envisages a voluntary transfer
agreement within and across Member States. However, it is
important to be realistic as to what the involved stakeholders
are prepared to do. This applies both to IORPs / insurance
companies as well as to the beneficiary, who faces a more
difficult decision the more different the two schemes are.
Beneficiaries are likely to built their personal risk cover (e.g.
invalidity, death) around what their employer offers. For
example, if an occupational pension scheme does already
include sufficient invalidity cover, there is no need to take out
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an additional personal insurance or it might not be possible
because of limitations of total coverage (there is a limit to
what can be insured relative to current income). Any change
to what is offered by the employer therefore triggers a review
of the personal insurances taken out. This is particularly
critical because with increasing age it becomes more
expensive and difficult to take out invalidity cover or
survivor’s protection. Therefore the beneficiary has in most
cases an interest that the benefits offered by the employer
remain similar. As a consequence a transfer between similar
schemes is easier to complete than a transfer between
(see Introduction Chapter 1)
completely different schemes.
For these reasons, voluntary agreements are well suited for
transfers between employers and their schemes/IORPs
operating in the same industrial sectors or branches within
one Member State but do not seem to be an feasible
alternative for a cross-border transfer.
From our perspective it is furthermore key what is addressed
in the agreement. If for example it would include the use of
the same actuarial assumptions, it is inconceivable that this
would work in Germany across all five vehicles delivering
occupational pensions, offered by either employers, IORPs or (see GP 4)
insurance companies.
We would like to stress that even under a voluntary
cooperation, a transfer can be to the detriment of the
beneficiary and, in the end, always depends on the individual
and personal circumstances of the respective employee.
Adequate information and involvement in the process are
therefore important.
In Germany transfers are regularly carried out in the public
sector (which does not fall under the IORP Directive or under
the scope of this consultation paper). Many thousand
transfers with a value of several hundred million are
conducted every year. However, it is crucial to the success of
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this model, that the schemes between which the transfers
take place are relatively similar (based on tariff agreements).
Transfers are therefore (relatively) straightforward to
administer and the changes for the beneficiaries are limited.
Pension rights are also often transferred within a corporate
group when an employee moves from one subsidiary to
another.
We doubt whether these conditions which from our
perspective are crucial to the success of the transfers in the
public sector or within a corporate group could be recreated
within the entire German private sector or, still less likely,
across Europe by setting up voluntary cooperation or
agreements between pension schemes.
The fundamental differences between defined benefit and
defined contribution schemes, differences in social, labour and
tax law across the EU and other obstacles which EIOPA has
not addressed are discussed in the following section. It is
unlikely that any kind of voluntary agreement between
pension schemes would be able to overcome these obstacles.
Obstacles to transfers which have not been addressed
We would like to point out a number of obstacles to transfers
which have not been addressed (sufficiently) in the current
Consultation Paper, but which from our perspective are
relatively important:
Regarding the right of both the transferring and the
receiving IORP to reject a transfer: A rejection should not only
be possible because of financial repercussions, rather, the
IORP should be allowed to take all related risks into account.
These include in particular the interest rate environment,
biometric aspects and structural changes in the pool of
members. The right of the employer and the IORP to reject a
transfer is needed.
There are other areas of law in addition to labour,
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social and tax law which have to be taken into account during
a transfer. In Germany these areas include pension sharing in
case of divorce (Versorgungsausgleich), data protection
legislation and rights of co-determination. In addition to tax
obstacles, social insurance contribution rules might also
impact on the attractiveness of a cross-border transfer for
beneficiaries (for example in Germany health insurance
contributions have to be paid out of occupational pension
income).
Defined benefit and defined contribution schemes are
fundamentally different from each other and therefore are
subject to different challenges in the case of an individual
transfer. These issues should be considered separately. One
important difference becomes apparent when taking a closer
look at what exactly is being transferred: in a pure DC
scheme (i.e. without any actuarial or investment risk), it does
not matter whether the capital value or the pension rights of
the beneficiary are transferred, these two concepts are the
same. However, for a DB scheme they are two different
things: the pension right is what the employer promised, e.g.
a certain level of benefit when the beneficiary reaches
reitrement age, and additional risk cover such as against
invalidity and/or death. The capital value is calculated
according to certain standards and assumptions. In a DB
scheme only the latter can be transferred. As a result, the
previous employer is not liable anymore for the settlement of
the given pension promise.
Within the EU transfers could potentially include a
change in currency, making it even more complex.
Will more transfers lead to more efficiency?
Regarding a general requirement to transfer, the answer to
this question is no. We do not expect significant efficiency
gains because of individual transfers, to the contrary, they
could potentially even lead to efficiency losses:
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If a transfer takes place between systems with different
rules (tax or social insurance contribution rules; e.g. in
Germany Riester incentives and limited EET taxation for
“classical” occupational pensions contributions) it is necessary
that the transferred account is kept separately, i.a. to be able
to comply with current and potential future legislation. The
information which has to be maintained includes: information
about the occupational pension part and the private
continuation,
employee
vs.
employer
contributions,
information on whether and to which extent the plan received
Riester incentives.
Occupational pensions vary across the EU. Because of
these differences i.a. in social, labour and tax law, it will be
impossible for a pension promise to be continued in exactly
the way it was before. An example is insolvency protection,
which exists in Germany, but not in all EU Member States. If a
German pension right was transferred to a country without
insolvency protection, the pension promise would have to
change. From a legal perspective this raises the question
whether the transfer would be allowed – and, important under
German law, whether under these circumstances the
employer can pass on their liability to ensure that the pension
promise is met to the new employer.
While from the perspective of the beneficiary it is
usually attractive if the pension promise remains unchanged
during a transfer, for the involved employers and IORPs the
transfer can in most cases only include a capital value.
Overall, administrative systems would have to be
extended; the costs are likely to borne by the employers
sponsoring an occupational pension scheme and ultimately
the employees benefiting from it.
While there are also benefits from a transfer – it is more
efficient to administer one larger pension entitlement than to
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administer several smaller ones – we doubt that they would
offset the efficiency losses mentioned above.
Finally, we would like to point out that small changes in
legislation / Good Practices can trigger relatively high
administrative costs. An example from Germany is the reform
of pension sharing in case of divorce (Versorgungsausgleich).
It requires the IORP to hold a lot of information, which of
course triggers additional costs, in particular investment in IT
systems. In addition, transfers bring the risk that some
information is lost.
Conclusion
Overall, we would like to stress the following points:
Rather than promoting agreements governing individual
transfers, from our perspective the labour mobility across the
EU would be strengthened by mutual recognition in the area
of tax and social insurance contributions for the time the
worker is posted or delegated abroad. It should be allowed for
the posted / delegated worker to stay in their home IORP –
without rendering the scheme a cross-border IORP. In this
case the prevention of a transfer would lead to higher pension
benefits for the mobile worker and to lower costs for the
employer and the IORP.
Neither EIOPA nor the Commission have
competencies in the area of social and labour law.

any

EIOPA regularly omits the role of the employer. Since it
is the employer who sets up the pension plan, makes the
pension promise and contributes to financing of the scheme, it
is crucial to adequately consider this relationship.
Voluntary cooperation or agreement between pension
schemes are used in certain sectors, but not across Germany.
From our perspective it would be very difficult to achieve this
at the national level, let alone at the European level because
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of very different benefit structures. What is possible from our
perspective is the transfer of capital. As stated above, it is
crucial that the responsibility to ensure that the pension
promise is met then lies with the new employer; the former
sponsor is fully freed of his responsibilities. Several obstacles
have not been addressed, such as legal requirements beyond
social, labour and tax law.
We propose a time limit of two years between the job
change and the transfer. From the perspective of the
employer, it is important to know whether they are still liable
for the pension promise made. In addition, the rationale for a
transfer is to allow mobile workers to collect their pension
entitlement
within
one
(or
at
least
few)
institutions/sponsoring employers. Furthermore, a fixed time
frame reduces the possibility for the beneficiary to engage in
arbitrage against the collective pool of IORP members.
In general, we doubt that efficiency is likely to increase
through individual transfers: i.a. the diversity of occupational
pensions and the administrative costs mean that a transfer is
not automatically an efficiency gain – to the contrary.
Due to the diversity of occupational pension schemes, it
generally should be a capital value which is transferred
between different schemes. It is important to be realistic as to
what the involved stakeholders are prepared to do. This
applies both to IORPs / insurance companies as well as to the
beneficiary, who faces a more difficult decision the more
different the two schemes are. As stated above, it is crucial
that the responsibility to ensure that the pension promise is
met then lies with the new employer; the former sponsor is
fully freed of his responsibilities.
2.

ABI
(Trade General
Association,
Comment

The Association of British Insurers (ABI) welcomes the
opportunity to respond to EIOPA’s consultation on good
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United Kingdom)

practices
on
individual
transfers
of
supplementary
occupational pension rights. Before providing our general
comments, it may be helpful to have some background
information on the UK insurance industry and the role of the
ABI.
The UK Insurance Industry
The UK insurance industry is the third largest in the world and
the largest in Europe. It is a vital part of the UK economy,
managing investments amounting to 25% of the UK’s total
net worth and contributing £10.4 billion in taxes to the
Government. Employing around 320,000 people in the UK
alone, the insurance industry is also one of this country’s
major exporters, with 26% of its net premium income coming
from overseas business.
Insurance
helps
individuals
and
businesses
protect
themselves against the everyday risks they face, enabling
people to own homes, travel overseas, provide for a
financially secure future and run businesses. Insurance
underpins a healthy and prosperous society, enabling
businesses and individuals to thrive, safe in the knowledge
that problems can be handled and risks carefully managed.
Every day, our members pay out £148 million in benefits to
pensioners and long-term savers as well as £58 million in
general insurance claims.
The ABI
The ABI is the voice of insurance, representing the general
insurance, protection, investment and long-term savings
industry. It was formed in 1985 to represent the whole of the
industry and today has almost 300 members, accounting for
some 90% of premiums in the UK.
The ABI’s role is to:
Be the voice of the UK insurance industry, leading
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debate and speaking up for insurers.
Represent the UK insurance industry to government,
regulators and policy makers in the UK, EU and
internationally, driving effective public policy and regulation.
Advocate high standards of customer service within the
industry and provide useful information to the public about
insurance.
Promote the benefits of insurance to the government,
regulators, policy makers and the public.
General Comments
The ABI recognises the importance of having a consistent
approach when looking to facilitate cross-border transfers of
pension rights, however we would maintain that EIOPA be as
flexible as possible in this given that many member states,
including the UK, are undergoing pension reforms which will
encompass pension transfers. It is therefore important to take
into account national developments when developing any
good practices at EU-level, to ensure they do not unwittingly
undermine positive national efforts to support policyholders.
For example, the UK is currently implementing a number of
pension reforms and so we would encourage EIOPA to take
this into account, particularly as each reform has an impact
on the transfer of pension rights.
3.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

General
of Comment

The paper seeks to set out Good Practices which should apply Noted.
when individuals seek to transfer their occupational pension
rights to another pension arrangement, either within the same
Member State, or cross-border to a pension arrangement in
another EU Member State. The Portability Directive stopped
short of requiring individuals to be give a right to transfer and
hence this EIOPA report will not be binding on Member States.
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Many of the Good Practices identified already apply in some Noted.
Member States, but the Report identifies some aspects where
the transfer process could be made easier and more efficient.
In general, we would support the Good Practices (GP)
identified but we have some comments on details as outlined
below.
In this General Comment section we wish to highlight two
Agreed. An explanation of the
specific points:
transfer
of
“rights”
and
1.
There is a (perceived) difference between transfer of “capital” has been added to
“rights” and “capital”. The Portability Directive refers to Section 2 of the final Report.
“supplementary pension rights” which can of course be DB or Besides, the typical process for
DC (or hybrid), and must be preserved if certain criteria are the
transfer
distinguishing
reached, and the consultation extends this to transferability, between DB and DC schemes
which is defined on p7 as the ability to transfer vested has been further elaborated
pension rights from one scheme to another. For DC, the on.
“rights” are expressed as capital and this is what is
transferred (less any penalties/charges) but for DB, the
“rights” could be considered to be a pension of €5,000 p.a.
from 65 (with revaluation to that date) or indeed a pension
equal to 10/60ths of final salary at age 65. What happens on
transfer in Ireland (and UK) is that the right i.e. the deferred
pension plus future revaluation is converted by the actuary
into capital and the capital is transferred to secure whatever it
will in the new arrangement, which may be a DC scheme (or a
“personal pension”), but if it is DB will be converted back into
a “right” in the new scheme e.g. notional service/added
years. The added years would not normally equate to those
served in the first scheme, even for identical scheme
structures/salaries, due to the loss of future salary linkage on
the deferred pension “right” transferred. However in the
Dutch system, the added years granted in the new scheme do
equate to those served (adjusted for scheme structure/ salary
increment if necessary) with the receiving scheme effectively
picking up the additional funding cost. This appears to work in
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the Netherlands, where it is perhaps a logical extension of the
culture of industry-wide schemes, and it has traditionally
applied in the public sector in Ireland (and UK). Although
worthwhile considering the differences and making an Noted. Indeed, EIOPA is aware
informed choice between them, we think this cannot and of the issue of “pension
should not be imposed on Member States by EU legislation.
tourism”; however, has no
2.
Another point is whether a member should have competence and does not wish
freedom to take a transfer to any (regulated) vehicle in any to comment on the matter.
member state even if he/she is not employed or resident
there, purely to benefit from regulatory/tax/actuarial
assumptions arbitrage. This is a live issue in Ireland, where
individuals are being encouraged to transfer to a pension
arrangement established in Malta, from which it is claimed
that benefits can be drawn on a more favourable tax basis,
and the refusal of an insurer to make such a transfer (based
on Revenue requirements that it be “bona fide”) is currently
before the courts. We appreciate that this is not referenced in
the consultation paper, but we think it is worthwhile
considering the issue and perhaps take a view on what
freedom an individual should have from an EU-wide
perspective.
4.

Association
General
Européenne des Comment
Institutions
Paritaires

The European Association of Paritarian Institutions (AEIP) Noted.
represents the social protection institutions jointly established
and run by the Social Partners. AEIP Members cover a number
of social protection branches, such as pensions, healthcare,
long-term care, health & safety at work and unemployment
benefits. Within the pension field, paritarian institutions are
involved in both the managing of the first pillar and of the
second pillar pensions, in accordance with the different
European pension systems. AEIP represents pension schemes
that are managed on pay-as-you-go (PAYG), mixed and
funded basis, as well as defined contributions (DC), defined
benefits (DB), and hybrid schemes. Regarding mobility of
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workers, some AEIP members, considering that they are
compulsory by law, are part of the system of social security
coordination provided for in Regulation (EC) n°883/2004 ;
such contractual schemes that have been notified by Member
States in this respect, are not concerned by individual
transfers and consequently are out of the scope of the report.
Today, AEIP has 27 members (mostly retirement schemes) in
18 European countries, and it covers, through its members,
about 75 million European citizens and € 1.3 trillion in assets.
AEIP underlines that Directive 2014/50/EU generally Agreed; this in line with the
contains no provisions on transferability and that recital 24 of objectives of EIOPA’s Report.
this Directive simply encourages Member States – should they
wish – to improve the transferability of vested pension rights.
The legislators have consciously decided to do so.
It is questionable whether national regulation Agreed; as outlined in the
considered as “Good Practice” could be transferred one to Introduction, Good Practices
one to other Member States with different legislative are not legally binding. The
frameworks and irrespective of the national context (e.g. Member States and market
participants are encouraged to
Labour, Social and Tax Law).
apply them to the extent that
they benefit their individual
circumstances.
We underline the large differences between the regimes Agreed.
applicable in the individual Member States and the complexity
of transferring supplementary pension rights, an operation
that implies technical, actuarial, legal and fiscal challenges.
AEIP welcomes that the report does not include the Noted.
transfers from PAYG schemes to funded schemes. As a
matter of fact, an out-transfer from a PAYG system could
jeopardize the financial balance of the latter to the detriment
Noted.
both of the employers and employees.
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See

answer

given

regarding
AEIP wants to remind that occupational pension
point.
provisions are generally based on an voluntary employer’s
pension commitment towards his employees. In order to
enhance such commitments, employers need favourable
framework conditions providing planning and legal certainty
and small financial burdens. Against this background, the
good practices must be critically examined.
Even
understanding
the
framework
of
EIOPA Agreed.
consultation under the mandate of EU Commission, we
underline that the transferability issue should be considered
taking into account the more general system of protection of
a scheme member’s rights. Indeed, some burden that could
appear excessive if we consider only transfers, should not if
there are in place some other mechanisms for protecting
rights (e.g. preservation).
6.

Better finance

General
Comment

Better Finance advocates for a universal right of transfer of
supplemental pension rights for EU citizens, that is easy to
exercise and without penalty or discrimination of any kind.
Indeed, the transfer right is often the only possibility for EU
pension savers to get out of poorly performing pension
schemes. Many of these schemes still do not allow for any
individual transfers, or subject the transfer to a host of
limitations, constraints and / or penalties.
Better Finance believes no such barriers should exist,
provided individual transfers do not penalise the participants
who remain in the scheme.
As a matter of fact, transfer of pension rights from one
scheme to another one located in the same country is already
extremely difficult in many cases. For example, in France
Better Finance members ARCAF and FAIDER successfully
obtained from the French public authorities the right of
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the

second

bullet

transfer for a supplemental pension scheme for public
employees (PREFON) and for PERPs (individual pension
savings plans) in 2010 only. But the other large supplemental
scheme for public employees (COREM, 400.000 participants)
still does not allow it; and PREFON has introduced so high
barriers that it actually prevents participants to exercise their
transfer rights:
-10% penalty if the transfer occurs in the first 10 years
-transfer value communicated once a year but only since
2012 and with more than a one year delay
-disclosure of transfer process and compensation too complex
and not intelligible by participants
Besides, this French transfer right does not apply to the
decumulation phase; it is only authorised towards other
annuity; and limited for pension products not allowing for
lump sums withdrawals
7.

BIPAR,
European
Federation
Insurance
Interm

the General
Comment
of

BIPAR is the European Federation of Insurance and Financial Noted.
Intermediaries.
It groups 50 national associations in 30
countries.
Through its national associations, BIPAR
represents the interests of insurance agents and brokers and
financial intermediaries in Europe.
Insurance intermediaries are active in the area of privately
funded individual pensions as well as in the area of
occupational pension schemes. They have clients who are
employers who have placed the pensions of their employees
in pension schemes operated by pension funds/IORPs. The
intermediary advises for example the employer (and the
beneficiaries/employees) on the pension scheme on an
ongoing basis.
The issue of the transfer of pension rights in the context of
cross-border activities in particular remains important in
Europe where there is a diversity of tax regimes and a
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Noted.

difficulty, sometimes, to have a clear estimation of the
potential administrative costs of the transfer. We welcome
the opportunity to address these issues in our answer to the
EIOPA consultation paper.
8.

9.

DIA
Trade General
Association
for Comment
insurance
and
pensions,

The Danish Insurance Association finds that the option to
transfer is important for scheme members. We do no consider
transferability a problem in the Danish pension sector, as we
for more than 25 years have had well functioning practices
regaring domestic transfers. For most employees in the EU
national transferability is of greater importance than crossborder transferability. Hence, creating national transfer
options should be of higher priority than cross border
transferability.

Financial
Services
Group

FSUG welcomes the initiative of EC and EIOPA in the area of Noted.
strengthening the rights of savers and beneficiaries regarding
See answer to the previous
the ability to switch and transfer the savings and accrued
comment.
rights not only cross-border, but also domestically.

General
User Comment

Even if the identified Good Practices will not be legally
binding, FSUG considers identified rights underestimated
given the close relationship between pension savings and free
movement of individuals.
FSUG recognizes challenges in the cross border transfers and
the different social, labor and tax laws within member states.
However, FSUG supports the initiative that aims at
strengthening rights and most importantly ability of savers to
receive on-time information assisting them to make informed
decision on transferring the savings and pension rights when
the life situation changes significantly.
As a matter of fact, discussing the cross border transfer of
pension rights should start with close inspection of domestic
barriers. Transfer of pension rights from one scheme to
another one located in the same country is already extremely
difficult in many cases. For example, in France Better Finance
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Noted.
The present EIOPA’s initiative
is a contribution towards the
improvement of transferability
of pension rights where such
improvement may be useful
regarding both domestic as
well as cross-border transfers.

members ARCAF and FAIDER successfully obtained from the
French public authorities the right of transfer for a
supplemental pension scheme for public employees (PREFON)
and for PERPs (individual pension savings plans) in 2010 only.
But the other large supplemental scheme for public
employees (COREM, 400.000 participants) still does not allow
it; and PREFON has introduced so high barriers that it actually
prevents participants to exercise their transfer rights:
10% penalty if the transfer occurs in the first 10 years
transfer value communicated once a year but only since
2012 and with more than a one year delay
disclosure of transfer process and compensation too
complex and not intelligible by participants
Besides, this French transfer right does not apply to the
decumulation phase; it is only authorized towards other
annuity; and limited for pension products not allowing for
lump sums withdrawals.
Several new Member States apply restrictive conditions on
switching, which in turn is multiplied by rigid information
disclosure and low transparency of costs and charges. This
approach significantly influences the economic functioning of
demand side and allow supply side to exploit unreasonable
information asymmetry on the market. The result can be seen
in significant inertia of savers and low response of savers (and
even the sponsors) to crucial parameters of pension schemes
(performance, costs and charges, information disclosure,
financial stability of the scheme).
Transferability of pension savings (DC based schemes) and
pension capital (DB based schemes) is therefore viewed as a
crucial consultation in the process of building functioning
pension market across EU.
10.

German

General

Wilhelmstr. 43G, 10117 Berlin (ID Number 6437280268-55)
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Insurance
Association

Comment

GDV welcomes the opportunity to comment contribute to
EIOPA’s consultation on a “Report on Good Practices on
individual transfers of supplementary occupational pension
rights”.
We welcome EIOPA’s intention developing non legally binding
Good Practices on any party, which can be applied in all
Member States. Many of the proposed Good Practices are
already applied in § 4 “Übertragung” of the German
employers’ retirement benefits law. In addition, GDV has,
together with its members, implemented a voluntary transfer
agreement for insurance based occupational pensions with
further benefits for Employer and Employees. The agreement
has proven successfully in practice.
The GDV sees no objective for any regulation besides the
Good Practices on portability. Furthermore, a harmonisation
of all different rules on portability in all Member states will not
be easily fulfilled. As for example fiscal regulation on the
transfer of occupational pension expectancies varies
significantly across the Member States. Detailed regulation on
taxation of portability can only be prescribed at national level
because of Member State’s responsibility for tax legislation.
So far, Member states do not see any necessity for regulating
the portability on a European level. Latest discussions on the
Portability Directive made this opposition obvious, which
finally led to the Directive on minimum requirements for
enhancing worker mobility between Member States by
improving the acquisition and preservation of supplementary
pension rights (Directive 2014/50/EU).

11.

Institute
and General
Faculty
of Comment
Actuaries, UK

The IFoA is supportive of the suggested approach to transfers,
albeit in the context of the various prevailing legislative and
tax regimes within the EU (see below). The differences in
pension provision within Member States (MS) must lead to a
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system for individual transfers that reflect those differences.
The IFoA welcomes EIOPA’s recognition that differences of
taxation, which lie outside EIOPA’s remit, could cause specific
challenges to pension transferability. Ensuring that Good
Practice is not legally binding could encourage MS to
implement the principles in accordance with the pension
systems in each MS.
The UK market is set up to allow for the transfers of individual
pension rights; however, there is reluctance amongst
individuals to exercise their right to transfer. In particular,
there is strong encouragement in the UK for individuals not to
transfer pension from Defined Benefit (DB) schemes to
Defined Contribution (DC) schemes. As a consequence, the
two issues identified by EIOPA (on p7/8) are live UK issues;
namely, small pots may be disadvantageous and members
lose track of pots. EIOPA identified “pot follows member” as a
solution, but has not incorporated this as Good Practice until it
observes evidence.
12.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

General
Comment

1. Introductory remarks

Noted.

Insurance Sweden welcomes the opportunity to respond to
this consultation paper. In order to put our response into
context we would like to start with an overview of the
Swedish system for occupational pensions, and at the same
time clarify some aspects of our system that we feel have not
been described correctly in some recent EIOPA reports on
national occupational DC systems. In relation to this, we
would also like to highlight some ambiguous definitions and
concepts that we think may cause problems both with the
drafting and the outcome of such reports, including the
present one.
In addition, these general comments provide an overview of
the right of transfer in Sweden, which in turn sets the scope
for our response.
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2. Types of Swedish occupational pension schemes
Mandatory schemes
The second pillar in Sweden is dominated by four major
collectively agreed and sector-wide occupational pension
schemes:
SAF-LO (for blue collar workers in the private sector)
ITP (for white collar workers in the private sector)
PA-03 (for workers in the public sector)
KAP-KL (for workers in municipalities)
These schemes cover around 90% of the Swedish workforce.
Other, smaller schemes present in the market will generally
mirror the conditions of the four major schemes. It should
also be noted that there is a possibility to opt out of the ITP
scheme above certain salary levels and instead choose other
alternatives than those provided for by the scheme (for
example “tiotaggarlösningar”).
All collectively agreed occupational pension schemes are
binding for both employers who have joined the agreements
and their employees. Since the schemes are based on
collective agreements, and in line with the Swedish labour law
tradition, they are consequently mandatory per se. For the
absolute majority of Swedish occupational pension schemes it
is therefore not correct to describe them as “voluntary”, as
stated in the EIOPA Survey of EU practice on default
investment options, issued on 8 April 2013 (see page 5 of that
survey).
All of the four major schemes have moved from defined
benefit (DB) to mainly defined contribution (DC) designs
for new entrants, sometimes including options between DB
and DC and combinations of both features. Older DB schemes
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can however still be applicable for earlier entrants.
Voluntary schemes and self-employed persons
Voluntary schemes, i.e. schemes that are not the result of
collective agreements, only cover a smaller part of the
Swedish workforce. Apart from workers and civil servants,
such schemes will cover for example higher management.
Moreover, self-employed persons may take out occupational
pension insurance policies. Although the number of people
covered by such schemes and policies is a lot lower than for
collectively agreed schemes, the contributions to and assets
involved in this area can come to considerable amounts,
especially if funds related to opt-out solutions like for example
“tiotaggarlösningar” are included.
3. Providers of Swedish occupational pensions
Life insurance provided by insurance companies is the
predominant solution for the funding of Swedish occupational
pension schemes (approx. 80 % of total pension assets).
Such insurers are subject to the article 4 option in the IORP
Directive. Institutions directly regulated as IORPs include
friendly societies and pension foundations. Friendly societies
offer insurance-like solutions and cover approx. 4 % of total
pension assets, whereas the foundations function as a pledge
for the employer’s pension commitment (pledged assets
amount to approx. 7 % of the total pension assets). Pension
commitments can also be safeguarded through credit
insurance (approx. 9 % by insured pension commitments) or
a combination of credit insurance and transfers of funds to a
pension foundation. The total assets within funded solutions
for occupational pensions in Sweden amount to approx. 200
billion euros.
It should be noted that a report suggesting a new regulatory
framework for IORPs has recently been subject to consultation
in Sweden. The proposed new framework is based on the
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current IORP Directive, taking into account Solvency II as well
as the IORP II proposal. Also proposed is a possibility for
insurers providing occupational pensions to transform
themselves into IORPs, followed by a phasing-out of the
application of article 4 of the IORP Directive. As work on this
project is still ongoing, the final outcome is not yet certain.
More clarity on the matter is not expected until later in 2015.
4. Features of Swedish occupational DC schemes
Swedish DC schemes are normally member-directed, i.e.
while the employer will pay the contributions the employees
are given a range of providers (insurers and IORPs) and
different products offered by these providers to choose from.
This is the case for all the four major collectively agreed
schemes described above. In order for a provider to be
designated as eligible for choice under these schemes, it has
to offer products that fulfil certain criteria stipulated by the
social partners. The products can be unit-linked insurance or
traditional life insurance or a combination of products.
Depending on the scheme, there may however be some limits
on how much the employee is allowed to direct into each
respective product.

Noted the incorrect reference
to SE situation in EIOPA’s
Report on Investment options
for occupational DC scheme
members.

In this context, Insurance Sweden would like to highlight that
the Swedish system for occupational DC schemes has not
been correctly described in the EIOPA Report on Investment
options for occupational DC scheme members, issued on 28
January 2015 (see page 18-21 of that report). As described
above, members do indeed have investment options, both as
regards the provider and the different products offered by the
provider.
For the collectively agreed schemes, choices are made Noted the disagreement with
through special “hubs” acting as “selection centres”. These opinion expressed in EIOPA’s
include Fora (SAF-LO), Collectum (ITP) and Pensionsvalet and other Report.
Valcentralen (KAP-KL). Such selection centres will also
administer contributions, fees, transfers etc., and thus act as
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a link between the scheme member and the provider (insurer
or IORP). PA-03 is administered in the same way by the
National Government Employee Pensions Board (SPV). It is
worth noting that although the employer will be the formal
policyholder for products chosen within DC schemes, with the
employee as beneficiary, the employer is not informed of the
choices made by the employee.
Similar selection centres are also used for some voluntary
schemes
and
for
opt-out
solutions
such
as
“tiotaggarlösningar”. It should however also be noted that for
some smaller schemes, even those collectively agreed,
selection centres are not used.

Noted what seems to be an
incorrect
mention
of
SE
situation in EIOPA’s other
Report

If the employee abstains from making a choice under the
collectively agreed DC schemes, the contributions from the Idem.
employer will be directed to a default alternative designated
by the social partners (this will always be a traditional life
insurance product offered by one of the designated providers
under the scheme). As regards such default alternatives,
Insurance Sweden would like to underline that it would be
misleading to describe their investment strategies as
“conservative” within the meaning of the EIOPA survey on
default
investment
options
mentioned
above
(“For
conservative funds the aim is to preserve the value of
contributions and provide minimum return”, see page 10 of
that survey). On the contrary, these default alternatives will
also seek to maximise return, taking into account the relevant
risks.
As regards costs and charges (Sweden was not among the
member states covered by the EIOPA Report on Costs and
charges of IORPs, issued on 7 January 2015), charges on the
products offered by the providers designated under the four
schemes described above are capped to a certain level. This is
a criterion set by the social partners for those providers that
wish to be designated under each scheme. Scheme members
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receive information about the costs and charges for the
chosen products, both before making their choice and
Agree.
ongoing.
The scope of the Report was
clarified in “1. Introduction”
parts both “Terminology” and
“Scope of the report”. Namely
– considering the SE situation
– it was clarified that the
transfers addressed in the
Report
do
not
aim
to
distinguish between the cases
where the transfer should be
made to a scheme managed
by a different provider or by a
In this context, it should also be noted that in Sweden there is
scheme managed by the same
normally no “split” between the accumulation and the
provider
decumulation phases, in the sense that employees are moved
out of the accumulation system with a lump sum (not allowed,
as payments have to be in the form of annuities for at least
five years or life-long). On the contrary, the payments within
funded solutions will normally come from the same provider/s
where the contributions were placed during the accumulation
phase. This leads us to what seems to be another error in the
EIOPA report on decumulation mentioned above, where
Sweden has been grouped together with member states
where only IORPs provide the retirement income (see page 52
of that report). This is not correct, as the members will also
stay with insurers during both the accumulation and the
decumulation phases and not necessarily switch to another
provider or product for the decumulation phase.
When it comes to decumulation, occupational pensions can be
paid out from the age of 55. The payments must take the
form of annuities for at least five years or life-long (the latter
being the starting point). We are not entirely sure why it has
been stated in the EIOPA Fact Finding Report on
Decumulation Phase Practices, issued on 27 October 2014,
that early retirement would not be possible in Sweden (see
page 9 and 11 of that report). This is indeed possible through
so-called förtida uttag, where the employee can start the
decumulation phase earlier, regardless of whether he or she
also applies for payments from the first pillar pension system.

5. Why clear definitions matter
As already mentioned above, Insurance Sweden has noted
some errors in the various EIOPA reports on national DC
occupational pension systems. We wish to underline that we
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of course do not think that the Swedish Financial Supervisory
Authority would not seek to give correct information to EIOPA.
Instead, we suspect that the errors may be related to the
definitions and other criteria in the templates/questionnaires
used in the drafting of the reports. It goes without saying that
we are concerned about such reports not being correct, not
least as they may influence legislative and other actions at
the EU level. In order to avoid misunderstandings and to
enhance the quality of these reports we therefore think it
would be useful to clarify some basic concepts.
Even if there is a huge variety of occupational pension
systems in the member states, we assume that there will be
some common features for all funded solutions (DB or DC).
Firstly, there will always be a pension agreement between
employers and employees (or the social partners) as a basis
for the system. Our next assumption is that there will
normally be an institution/provider (a funding vehicle)
separate from the employer that receives and manages the
contributions from the employer. For DB systems this may be
a single institution/provider, but for DC schemes it could be
either a single institution/provider or a number of
institutions/providers. In addition, in DC systems the
institution/s may offer different products, as is the case in
Sweden. Such products can, as already mentioned, be in the
form of traditional life insurance and thus (as any traditional
life insurance policy) also include risk-sharing and a
guarantee. Therefore, and in spite of the fact that the scheme
is DC, the institution/provider may also take over risk from
the employee as a result of product design.
It seems to us that the ambiguous use of the term “pension
scheme” in the reports and presumably in the underlying
templates and questionnaires is one major source of
confusion – it is often unclear whether this concept refers to
the pension agreement, the institution/provider or sometimes
even to the products. In our view it would therefore be very
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useful if the term “pension scheme” could be reserved for the
pension agreements alone, which is already the case in the
IORP Directive, see article 6 b) of that directive. This way the
scheme could also be properly separated from the concept of
institution/provider, compare the definition of IORP in article 6
a) of the IORP Directive. In addition, it has to be possible to
properly acknowledge that institutions/providers can offer
different products as investment options, including taking
over risk from the members by offering guarantees, even if
the scheme is DC.
A “basic” system (including the Swedish system) could
therefore be described as follows:

EMPLOYER
EMPLOYEE

Pension scheme
(= pension agreement)

Choice of provider/product
Contributions
(where possible)
INSTITUTION/PROVIDER
(= IORP, insurer, other)
In conclusion, Insurance Sweden believes that a lot of
misunderstandings could be avoided by the application of a
common understanding along the lines explained above,
making it clear what is meant by pension scheme,
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Agree.
It was now clarified (in 2.1.),
regarding
specifically
the
employer’s situation, that with
the transfer, the liabilities of
the old employer towards the
transferred
pension
rights
cease to exist. The same
conclusion should be made
regarding
the
transferring
IORPs).

institution/provider and, where relevant, the products offered
by the institution/provider. This would also make it clearer to
whom/what references are made in different contexts,
including who bears the risk in different models (the
employer, the employee or the institution/provider). The
latter does not only depend on the design of the scheme but
also on the design of the products offered by the
institution/provider, as explained above.
6. Right of transfer
As already described in our general comments above,
occupational pensions is primarily a matter for the social
partners in Sweden. The schemes (= pension agreements)
are mainly sector-wide and to an overwhelming degree based
on
mandatory
collective
agreements.
The
institutions/providers acting as funding vehicles (IORPs and
insurers) are financial institutions, subject to prudential law
and supervision by the Swedish Financial Supervisory
Authority. But the design of the schemes and the choice of
funding solutions form part of Swedish social and labour law
as expressed primarily through collective agreements. The
only requirements set out in legislation for these schemes
concern the tax treatment of the products offered under the
DC schemes and the limit on tax reductions for contributions
from the employer.
The right of transfer under Swedish mandatory DC schemes
As regards the four major collectively agreed schemes in
Sweden, the right of transfer is also dealt with through these
agreements. For DC occupational pensions, all the four major
schemes allow for a right of individual transfer between the
providers designated under each scheme, but not to providers
designated under another scheme. This latter restriction is
mainly due to Swedish taxation law. It should also be noted
that for insurance in general it is normally the policyholder
who has the formal right to transfer. As already mentioned,
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the employer is the formal policyholder for the products
chosen under the Swedish DC schemes, with the employee as
beneficiary. But in these cases the social partners have
agreed to assign the right of transfer to the employee, which
means that the employee does not have to seek to consent of
the employer to transfer.
The right of transfer under Swedish voluntary DC schemes
For DC schemes that are not subject to collective agreements
(“voluntary schemes”) and for occupational pension insurance
policies taken out by self-employed persons there is a
statutory right of transfer of the value of the chosen product
for contracts entered into after 1 July 2007, provided that
both products are subject to the same tax treatment.
There is however one important difference regarding who has
the right of transfer in the case of voluntary schemes
compared to the collectively agreed schemes. Under the
voluntary schemes, the right of transfer is still attached to the
policyholder, i.e. the employer. This means that the employee
has to seek the consent of the employer to carry out a
transfer.
Swedish DB schemes
There are no rights of individual transfer under Swedish DB
schemes, either for mandatory or voluntary schemes.
7. Scope of our response, including what constitutes a
transfer in Sweden
Given the background above on the right of transfer under
Swedish schemes, our response will only encompass DC
schemes.
In Sweden, such a transfer, regardless of whether the
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underlying scheme is mandatory or voluntary, equals the
individual right of a member of a scheme to transfer the value
of a chosen product from one institution/provider into another
product offered by another institution/provider. It should be
noted that it is only the value of the earlier product – the
capital – that can be transferred, and not the features of the
contract itself. A transfer will therefore also mean that the
contract with the old institution/provider is terminated and
replaced by a new contract with the new institution/provider.
13.

Mercer (benefits General
consulting)
Comment
Benelux and UK

Mercer is pleased to participate in the current EIOPA
consulation on good practices on individual transfers of
supplementary pension rights. We have considered the draft
report mainly from a Benelux and UK point of view.
We welcome the EIOPA initiative for creating an overview of
good practices on individual transfers of supplementary
pension rights. We generally favour the creation of increased
possibilities for pension scheme beneficiaries to transfer their
pension rights cross-border.
We believe additional good practices proposed on the
calculation of transfer value and taxation could be useful as
well. For example: the moment of taxation of the
supplementary pension can differ from member state to
member state. In Luxembourg, the taxation takes place
during the payment of the premium. In most other countries
it takes place at the moment of payment of the benefits. Even
though this is mainly regulated by double taxation
agreements, we strive towards harmonization concerning this
matter.
We are in favour of an application of the good practices on
national
level
rather
than
on
European,sector
or
company/scheme
level.
Application
on
sector
or
company/scheme level would create too many differences
amongst the several pension schemes with pratical difficulties
as a consequence.
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Furthermore we wonder if these good practices should be
externalized by law or as guidelines. Both ways will have both
advantages and disadvantages. When implementing the good
practices by law, differences will be prevented and it will avoid
more work for the IORPS. On the other hand it will be more
difficult to continuously update in accordance with evolving
market practices.
An adaption to the evolving market practices will be easy if
the good practices rather function as guidelines. On the other
hand there can be much differences amongst the several
pension schemes and their members as the application of the
good practices will not be required.
14.

OPSG

General
Comment

With the adoption of the Directive on the acquisition and Noted
preservation of supplementary pension rights, Member States
have made a conscious choice not to include transferability
and to leave it to Member States to improve transferability for
domestic transfers.
In terms of cross border transfers, these remain very
complex, and a general right to cross-border transfer pension
rights or capital would be very problematic for many Noted
occupational pension schemes.
We therefore welcome the fact that EIOPA stresses Good
Practices will not be legally binding and we consider this
important given the close relationship between cross border
transfers and the different social, labour and tax laws within
member states. We also welcome that EIOPA remains neutral
Noted. EIOPA recognises that
as regards the topic of transferability of pension rights itself
i.e. does not provide any advice or comments as regards transfers between DB-systems
whether a transfer may be preferable to the simple are more complex.
preservation of vested rights. Whether it is or not will of
course depend on the circumstances of the individual
concerned.
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A general right to cross-border transfer of pension rights or
capital has the potential to be very difficult for some Member
States pension systems. Transfers from DC to DC schemes
are relatively straightforward compared to DB transfers. For
DB schemes for example, differences in life expectancy
between Member States are significant, which if not properly
taken into account, can result in an imbalance between
outgoing and incoming transfers, particularly for DB schemes. Noted.
Moreover the technical, actuarial, legal and fiscal challenges
show the complexity of cross-border transfers. With all these
issues still in place, we would not support further regulation of
these transfers. As is acknowledged in the paper, there are
differences in the treatment of the calculation of transfer
values, and equally differences in the conversion of that
transfer value back into pension rights in the receiving
scheme. This sits on top of differences in taxation, social
insurance systems and or course social and labour law.
In the domestic arena, transfer of pension rights from one
scheme to another one even within the same country can Noted, see Chapter 2.1 of the
already be extremely difficult. It can also be very expensive. Report.
To take just one example, in France, ARCAF and FAIDER
successfully obtained from the French public authorities, the
right of transfer for a supplemental pension scheme for public
employees (PREFON) and for PERPs (individual pension
savings plans) only in 2010. But the other large supplemental
scheme for public employees (COREM, 400.000 participants)
still does not allow it; and PREFON has introduced high
barriers to prevent participants exercising their transfer right,
including for example a 10% penalty if the transfer occurs in
the first 10 years.
We also wish to emphasise that workplace pensions are
regularly not-for-profit and within occupational pension
schemes, some/all of the costs are borne by the employer. If
the employers role is taken into account, it is clear that
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Agree.

occupational workplace pensions are very different from
personal pensions. Workplace pensions are characterized by
the triangular relationship between employee, employer and
the IORP (with some workplace schemes being managed by
insurers). Personal pensions are built on a contract between
a provider and an individual. Transfers between workplace
pension schemes and personal pension schemes are possible
in only a limited number of Member States, due to the
different tax arrangements and the different setup of a Noted, terminology is in line
scheme.
For a transfer between occupational pension with Directive 2014/50.
schemes, the shift in liabilities and its implications, for both
the transferring and receiving employers, needs to be taken
into account.
The term “supplementary” in the title of the consultation can
therefore be misleading as it includes both occupational
pensions and individual pensions.
The Report should
recognize the differences between these systems. EIOPA has
suggested the use of “pension rights”. We would suggest
instead referring to “occupational pension schemes” which PAYG-systems
more accurately reflects the role of the employer (or covered.
‘supplementary pension rights’ where both occupational and
personal pensions are being considered in the Report).
EIOPA should also consider replacing the term ‘rights’ in the
title of the Consultation with the term ‘capital’. For DC Noted.
schemes, the ‘rights ‘ are often expressed as capital and this
is what is transferred. For DB schemes, the transferring
scheme calculates a capital value based on the given pension
promise, the receiving scheme then uses this capital value to
calculate in turn what kind of pension promise the new
scheme can offer based on that. In some jurisdictions there
are requirements that the receiving scheme reflects in full the
rights earned in the transferring scheme, with any shortfall
being met as an additional funding cost. But this is not the
case in other jurisdictions (and should not be made a
requirement).
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are

not

A general question, is whether the paper is also aiming to
cover pay-as-you-go systems? We note that this does not
seem to be covered, and would have thought transfers
between these systems would be wanted by members, as
much as between funded arrangements.
Lastly, we welcome the fact that EIOPA invites stakeholders to
comment on this Report before sending it to the European
Commission.
However, we don’t find the way the
Consultation is organized conducive to a good discussion.
Posing concrete questions as EIOPA more normally does, or at
least structuring the template for response by topic, is in our
view a better way to address the impediments and the
possible solutions towards overcoming these.
15.

Pensioenfederati General
e (Pension fund Comment
association)
(The

General messages
The
Federation
of
the
Dutch
Pension
Funds Noted.
(Pensioenfederatie) supports the good practices EIOPA has
identified in its consultation paper. From the Dutch
perspective, we see many of the identified good practices
reflected in our own ambition and practice. With the adoption
of the 2014 Directive on the acquisition and preservation of
supplementary pension rights, the Member States have made
a conscious choice not to include transferability, and to leave
it to Member States to improve transferability. It might be
beneficial to take note of the underlying motivation and
explanation of the Member States at the time.
We welcome the statement that EIOPA remains neutral as Noted.
regards the topic of the transferability of pension rights itself,
and does not provide any advice or comments as regards
whether a transfer may be preferable to the simple
preservation of dormant rights. Furthermore, we support its
notion that the Good Practices identified in this report are
considered as helpful tools in facilitating transfers and
consequently, that they are neither legally binding on any
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party, nor subject to the “comply or explain” principle and will
Noted.
remain ‘sacro-saint’ in future debates.
In this consultation paper several good practices have been
identified. However, with regard to the calculation of transfer
value and taxation there are no good practices identified. This
exposes and emphasises the fact that these are important
obstacles. As we will explain below, these obstacles are rather
fundamental to the practice of transfers, and are of even
greater importance in the case of cross-border transfers. As
they are related to Social and Labour Law as well as taxation,
overcoming them means dealing with the differences between Noted.
the 28 different pension and taxation systems in the EU.
Furthermore, we strongly believe that a European Directive
providing for a general right to cross-border transfer of
pension rights would impose a serious burden on some
national pension systems in the EU. Differences in life
expectancy between Member States are significant, which, if
not properly taken into account, may easily result in an Noted.
imbalance between outgoing and incoming transfers. In this
respect, DB schemes are particularly vulnerable.
In the meantime, we believe the further development of a
European tracking service would be a more effective, and
feasible, solution that is well-suited to serve the interests of Noted.
mobile workers throughout the EU.
Obstacles
The Federation supports EIOPA’s effort in ensuring pensions
are not a hindrance to cross- border labour mobility. Although
we agree that the transfer of supplementary pension rights
can support this goal, we would like to remind EIOPA that
substantial outstanding issues remain to be resolved.
Furthermore, we would like to stress once again that
transferring supplementary pensions is a very complex
operation and should not put the participants to adequately
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functioning pension systems at risk. Direct transferability of
pension capital can only happen if there are clear mutual
agreements between Member States and institutions and Agreed. The text of Section
3.6. has been adapted to take
certain preconditions are met.
this into account.
• Differences in life expectancy among Member States
One of the essential impediments to transfers between
different EU Member States is related to the calculation of the
transfer value, as is acknowledged in the paper in chapter
3.6. However, the difficulties do not stem solely from the
mentioned differences in applicable legislation, different
actuarial standards and different discount rates. An important
aspect to be considered is the significant difference in life
expectancy in the different EU Member States. That, on its Noted.
own, has an enormous impact on calculating the value of
pension rights to be transferred, and also on the “translating”
of that value back into rights under the new scheme.
• Technical and actuarial problems
As the Actuarial Association of Europe has already outlined in
its 2013 position on Portability, there are some remaining
problems of a technical and actuarial nature. For example,
transferability could be feasible if it was based on the
assumption that the worker that is going cross-border takes
its accrued capital and exchanges this for pension rights in
another Member State. The new pension rights would then
have to be based on the new scheme. However, the valuation
method used to determine the value that will be exchanged is Noted.
again complex. This complexity in itself is a result of the
differences between Member States with regard to the types
of schemes, the provided entitlements with regard to security
(guaranteed or conditional), but also longevity expectations
and different ambitions with regard to indexation.
It should be taken into consideration that capital-funded
pension rights, although they are transferable in an
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actuarial/technical sense, can still be subject to a completely
different set of rules. Consider for example a situation when
they are transferred from a book reserve scheme, and thus
directly impact the balance sheet of the enterprise. Therefore,
unless a European common actuarial transfer value basis can
be agreed upon, transfers are likely to result in costs for
either the worker going cross-border, the other participants to
the (either transferring/receiving) scheme, or even the
employer.

Noted.
The
Section
on
Taxation has been updated to
include further details on the
different tax regimes and their
implications for transfers of
pension rights.

• Fiscal problems
A transfer between two capital-funded schemes carries the
risk of creating tax issues between one Member State and
another. This issue is well-known and stems from the
differences between Member States’ tax treatment of
pensions: the so-called TEE/EET/ETT approaches. For
example, a transfer from an EET or ETT to a TEE system could
result in a situation of double non-taxation, if not addressed
in bilateral tax treaties. In the opposite situation, double
taxation may occur, obviously then to the detriment of the
participant.
The above mentioned technical, actuarial, legal, and fiscal
challenges show the complexity of cross-border transfer of
supplementary pension rights. However, they are only the tip
of the iceberg. Solutions to the above mentioned problems
should be found before the cross- border transferability of
supplementary pension right will be possible and desirable,
and thus before it is even worth considering regulating it.
Alternative to transfers: European tracking service
A first necessary step to the benefit of mobile workers will be
to have them well-informed, providing easy access to the
status of their accrued pension entitlements as well as a
uniform standard for information disclosure. In this respect,
the draft text of the revised IORP Directive should be
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Noted. EIOPA is aware and
follows with interest the TTYPE
project; however, does see it
more as a complement rather
than
an
alternative
to
transfers.
In any case, as emphasised in
the report, EIOPA remains
neutral as regards whether a
transfer may be preferable to
the simple preservation of
dormant rights. This may very
much depend on the individual
case.

respected.
As was already announced in its 2012 White Paper on
Pensions, the European Commission has supported the setting
up of a project on pension tracking in order to allow mobile
workers to track and trace their accumulated pension rights in
all Member States that they have been working in.
This project, Track And Trace Your Pension in Europe (TTYPE),
has researched the extent to which national tracking services
exist within the EU. Furthermore, the project offers a
thorough insight into the possibilities for a European Tracking
Service (ETS).
TTYPE has developed possible high level designs for different
ambition levels, which accommodate diversity between
Member States. The project concludes that the setting up of a
European Tracking Service is feasible. The results of the
project can be found in its final report and addendum. It
should be clear that TTYPE thus already paves the way for the
establishment of an effective tool for participants to keep
track of their pension rights, but also for pension providers to
find lost members within the EU.
Noted.
The
argumentation
Given the objections to a EU Directive implying a general right leading to this Good Practice
to cross-border transfers, we are in favour of preservation has been elaborated.
rather than transferability of pension rights and strongly
recommend TTYPE as a crucial and realistic method that
Voluntary
transfer
supports the principle of preservation of vested pension “(…)
agreements should be limited
rights.
amongst
“regulated”
Specific comments on the Good Practices
institutions”: agreed; the text
In addition to these General comments The Federation would of the Good Practice has been
like to provide some specific comments on some of the Good updated.
Practices.
Good Practice 1: Voluntary transfer agreements

“(…)any outgoing or incoming
In respect of the proposed Good Practice the Federation first transfer should be based on a
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of all could not find a solid argumentation in the previous text 100 percent coverage ratio at
in the consultation paper upon which this Practice could be the time of such transfer, in
based.
order to keep the practice
sustainable”:
Noted;
the
Furthermore, in relation to the Good Practice that “such an
financial sustainability of the
agreement should cover as many scheme providers/sponsors
schemes
is
among
the
as possible”, the Federation holds the view that voluntary
objective
criteria
for
transfer agreements should be limited amongst “regulated”
suspending a transfer. In line
institutions. These would thus need to be IORPs or (group) life
with this Good Practice, EIOPA
insurance companies. Furthermore, they should legally qualify
is in favour of making it clear
as second pillar and not third pillar pension schemes. The
when such criteria would be
Federation wants to stress that any outgoing or incoming
met.
transfer should be based on a 100 percent coverage ratio at
the time of such transfer, in order to keep the practice
sustainable.
Last but not least the Federation fully agrees with the
statement in the consultation paper that in case of industrywide pension funds a change of jobs within the same sector a
transfer of pension rights will not be necessary. The
Federation considers this as an important advantage of
industry-wide pension funds.

Disagree. EIOPA is of the view
that the scheme providers
and/or
advisers
should
undertake best efforts to
provide the scheme member
with relevant, comprehensive
and accurate information incl.
on the tax implications both in
the case of domestic as well as
cross-border transfers.

Good Practice 5: Content of information to scheme member
The Federation is of the opinion that the practice to inform the
scheme members of the tax implications of a transfer should
be limited to the domestic (tax) implications, since it is
impossible for the scheme provider to give accurate
information of all potential consequences of a transfer that
result from other Member States’ jurisdictions.
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Partly agree. First of all, EIOPA
sees it as important that the
scheme member is able to
make an informed decision.
For this reason, s/he should be
provided
with
relevant,
comprehensive and accurate

information regarding his/her
transfer automatically and not
only on request.
Secondly, EIOPA agrees that
the scheme provider may not
have to bear the costs of
Good Practice 8: Access to advice
advice – this may depend on
The Federation would like to stress that this good practice the national set up (please see
should imply an offer to the scheme member of the Section 3.2.B) for further
opportunity to receive information (instead of advice). We details).
fully agree that it remains the right of the scheme member to
hire any advice related to his or her transfer, but this should
only take place on his/her own initiative and costs.
16.

Pensions Europe

General
Comment

In January 2015 EIOPA published the consultation paper
report on Good Practices on individual transfers of
supplementary occupational pension rights, which relates
back to the Call for Advice (CfA) on portability EIOPA received
from DG Employment and Social Affairs.
With the adoption of the Directive on the acquisition and Noted.
preservation of supplementary pension rights, Member States
have made a conscious choice not to include transferability
and to leave it to Member States to improve transferability.
We welcome therefore the fact that EIOPA remains neutral as
regards the topic of transferability of pension rights itself i.e.
does not provide any advice or comments as regards whether
a transfer may be preferable to the simple preservation of
dormant rights. We strongly believe that many obstacles still
remain and would like to emphasize that a general right to
cross-border transfer pension rights or capital can be
problematic for
occupational pension schemes and its
Noted, EIOPA recognises that
members.
transfers between DB-systems
Transferring supplementary pensions is a very complex
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operation and should not put members of adequately are more complex.
functioning pension systems at risk. Direct transferability of
pension capital can only happen if there are clear mutual
agreements between Member States and institutions. As
mentioned, a general right to cross-border transfer of pension
rights or capital can be problematic for some occupational
pension schemes in the EU as well as to their members.
Differences in life expectancy between Member States are
significant, which if not properly taken into account, can result
in an imbalance between outgoing and incoming transfers.
This is particularly the case for DB schemes transferring
pension rights. Moreover the technical, actuarial, legal and
fiscal challenges show the complexity of cross-border
transfers. Importantly, the main areas do not fall in EIOPA’s Agree.
remit.
Good practices on the calculation of transfer value and
taxation have not been proposed in this consultation, but are
still important - and even fundamental - obstacles to the
practice of transfers. That there are no good practices on
these issues shows how complex it is to tackle these
obstacles. These issues relate to Social and Labour Law and
taxation. Even though EIOPA recognizes in the consultation Agree, see Chapter 2.1 of the
that social and labour law do not fall it its remit (p. 8), we Report.
would like to emphasize this point: the Member States decide
on matters regarding social, labour and tax law.
We find it also important to highlight that workplace pensions
are regularly not-for-profit and some/all of the costs are
borne by the employer. Considering the role of the employer,
it becomes apparent that workplace pensions are very
different from personal pensions. Workplace pensions are
characterized by the triangular relationship between
employee, employer and the IORP. Personal pensions are built
on a contract between a provider and an individual. They
follow a totally different concept. The term “supplementary”
in the title of the consultation is therefore misleading as it
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includes both workplace pensions as individual pensions. We
would like to emphasize the importance of not mixing these
two different systems. Transfers between workplace pension Noted, terminology is in line
schemes and personal pension schemes are often, even with Directive 2014/50.
domestically, not possible due to the different tax
arrangements and the different setup of a scheme.
Moreover, we suggest to replace the term ‘rights’ in the title
of the Consultation with the more accurate term ‘capital’. The
transferring scheme calculates a capital value based on the
given pension promise, the receiving scheme then uses this
capital value to calculate in turn what kind of pension promise
the new scheme can offer based on that.
Lastly, we welcome the fact that EIOPA invites stakeholders to
comment on the Report on Good Practices on individual
transfers of supplementary occupational pension rights before
sending the Report to the European Commission. However,
we don’t find the way the Consultation is organized conducive
to a good discussion. Asking concrete questions is in our view
a better way to address the impediments and the possible
solutions towards overcoming these.
17.

The 100 Group General
of
Finance Comment
Directors
(Business Assoc

The 100 Group represents the views of the finance directors Noted.
of FTSE 100 and several large UK private companies. Our
member companies represent around 90% of the market
capitalisation of the FTSE 100, collectively employing over 7%
of the UK workforce and in 2014, paid, or generated, taxes
equivalent to 14% of total UK Government receipts. Our
overall aim is to promote the competitiveness of the UK for
UK businesses, particularly in the areas of tax, reporting,
pensions, regulation, capital markets and corporate
governance.
In general terms, we welcome EIOPA’s contribution to Noted.
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identifying good practice across all EU member states, which
can serve as a ‘source for stakeholders wishing to improve the
conditions for both domestic and cross-border transfers’ (page
6). We think that EIOPA can play an important role in
communicating the good practice that already exists in some
member states so that it can be applied across the whole of
the EU, including member states where supplementary
occupational pension provision is much less well established.
For example, the UK already has a well-established legal
framework under which transfers between schemes can take
place, which we think can provide useful material with which
other member states could build, subject to their own local
circumstances.
We therefore also welcome the comment that the Noted.
observations in the report are not meant to be exhaustive or
universal, may not be readily applicable in some member
states or in very small schemes, should be regarded as
principles-based and only applied to the extent that they are
of benefit within individual member states (page 6). We also
note EIOPA’s recognition that the Good Practices identified are
not legally binding or subject to a ‘comply or explain
mechanism’ (page 8). We believe that the identification of
underlying Good Practice principles is a proportionate
approach and one that could be followed elsewhere in the
European regulation of pensions.
We are largely in agreement with the specific Good Practices
identified in the consultation paper, which are for the most
part in line with the existing UK framework for transfer
values.
However, we note a few areas where we think the Good
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Practice should be reworded to some extent:
Good Practice 4 (page 19): in the UK, it is common practice
for most DB schemes not to allow transfers-in of benefits.
This is because accepting a transfer-in involves the DB
pension scheme in question taking on the risk that the
transfer value received is insufficient to provide the promised
benefits. We believe that this approach reflects Good Practice
and protects the interests of members who are already in the
scheme to which the transfer is proposed (who might
otherwise see the security of their benefits reduced in order to
provide additional funding for a transferred-in pension). We
therefore believe that the principle of it being Good Practice
for a member to be able to request a transfer-in should be
restricted to DC schemes.
Good Practice 7 (page 23): large UK schemes (such as those
sponsored by 100 Group companies) typically do provide
members with online access to information relating to their
benefits (which may include some information relating to
transfers). However, online access is not appropriate for all
schemes, employers or members. For example, many bluecollar workers will not have access to a computer at work, and
may not have access to a computer at home either. For such
members,
paper-based
communications
will
remain
important.
Good Practice 8 (page 23): if there is a perceived
recommendation of an adviser by the scheme (or the
sponsoring employer), then the scheme (or employer) could
find themselves liable for the quality of the advice provided by
that adviser. We therefore do not believe that it is the role of
the scheme to offer the member the opportunity to receive
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advice prior to transfer, even though EIOPA acknowledges
that it will typically be for the member to pay for that advice.
The role of the scheme should be limited to signposting to the
member that they should take properly regulated advice and
it should be for the member to arrange for that advice. In the
UK, from 6 April 2015, transfers from DB to DC schemes will
only be possible where the member has taken independent
regulated advice. It is also important to note that employers
should not be responsible for paying for, or arranging, such
advice, except in certain limited circumstances (for example,
where they are running an exercise to encourage members to
transfer out).
18.

aba
Page 4
Arbeitsgemeinsc
haft
für
betriebliche
Altersver

We welcome that EIOPA does not have a preference for or Noted
against individual transfers.

19.

ABI
(Trade Page 4
Association,
United Kingdom)

The ABI would support in principle the use of good practices
as a means to improve the transferability of pension rights
between the European Economic Area (EEA) member states.
We would also encourage measures to increase transparency
and improve communication to consumers about their
supplementary pension rights so that consumers are able to
make informed decisions. As always, it is important that the
information is clear and relevant to the consumer.
However, it is unclear whether the adoption of good practices
would help to address EIOPA’s overarching objective to
facilitate worker mobility between member states. Similarly, it
is unclear whether there is sufficient demand / consumer
benefit to have this in place at an EU level as many EU
member states already have guidelines or rules in place.
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The ABI would further suggest that it may be valuable to
conduct an Impact Assessment in order for EIOPA to assess
the need / benefits of having the suggested good practices in
the EEA member states.
20.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

21.

Association
Page 4
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

of

Page 4

We agree with EIOPA’s neutral position as regards to Noted.
transferability of pension rights. The simple preservation of
dormant rights is in any case important as well as the
possibility for members/consumers to track and trace there
pensions which is the focus of the Commission’s TTYPE
project.
Noted.
We are pleased to note that EIOPA emphasises that it is not
advocating transfer as the best option in all cases but as a
choice which should be available for individuals, based on
their own personal preference and depending on the details of
the pension arrangements concerned.
AEIP welcomes the statement according to which EIOPA
remains neutral as regards to the topic of transferability of
pension rights itself and does not provide any advice or
comments as regards whether a transfer may be preferable to
the simple preservation of dormant rights (Par. 2). However,
AEIP is concerned about EIOPA’s exertion of influence on
labour and social law issues.
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Noted. EIOPA would like to
reiterate that due to the fact,
that the transferability of
supplementary pension rights
has several contact points with
other
issues,
it
was
unavoidable to also address
questions which relate to
social and labour law as well
as
to
taxation.
It
is
recognised, that the latter is
not part of the competence of
EIOPA and that with regard to
institutions for occupational
retirement
provision,
“the
Authority shall act without

prejudice to national social and
labour law”.
These restrictions are satisfied
by the fact that the Good
Practices
outlined
in
the
Report are not legally-binding
on any party.
23.

24.

BIPAR,
European
Federation
Insurance
Interm
Financial
Services
Group

the Page 4
of

Page 4
User

We welcome the statement of EIOPA regarding the fact that it Noted.
remains neutral regarding the opportunity of the transfer
pensions rights

FSUG has been a long-lasting advocate of the right to switch
and presented these ideas at various forums and consultation
responses to EIOPA (see for example FSUG Response to
EIOPA Discussion Paper on a possible EU-single market for
personal pension products – August 18th 2013).

Noted. The Report intends to
improve transferability. The
improvement of the other
component of the equation
(stay of the pension rights in
the
scheme
which
they
Even if the wording portability or transferability of pension
vested) is already achieved by
rights is used when considering the most usual situation (job
Directive 2014/50/EU.
change), the transferability issue should be understood as a
pure right to switch. Nevertheless, savers should have the
choice between leaving the entitlements in the previous
scheme or switching into the new scheme. In order to able to
decide on this, savers should have the right to respective
information about both options on a regular basis without
having to request and so reveal their intention to quit.
If the right to switch is limited on domestic as well as crossborder level, FSUG argues that the objective to create high
added value pension schemes operating on a transparent and
cost-efficient level could be jeopardized.

25.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry

Page 4

Please see general comments above and comments to page 7 Noted.
about terminology.
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Association)
(Sweden)
26.

OPSG

Page 4

We welcome that EIOPA is neutral as regards the topic of
transferability of pension rights, and emphasizes it should be
a choice available for individuals based on their own
preferences and depending on the detail of the pension
arrangements concerned.

27.

Pensions Europe

Page 4

We welcome that EIOPA is neutral as regards the topic
of transferability of pension rights itself i.e. does not provide
any advice or comments as regards whether a transfer may
be preferable to the simple preservation of dormant rights.

29.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

Page 5

Good practice in respect to the calculation of the transfer
value would be to disclose whether or not the accrued pension
rights are transferred on an actuarial neutral basis or not. If
not the individual could get a higher or a lower pension after
transfer. E.g. current practice in Belgium is that the accrued
pension could effectively be reduced significantly after
transfer (so virtually nobody transfers) and current practice in
The Netherlands is that the accrued pension right is preserved
and the sponsor or the collective of insureds pay for any
difference in value.

of

With regard to taxation we would see it a good practice not to
tax at transfer but when in payment. Such taxation could then
be in a different country, but if on the long run incoming and
outgoing transfers would balance than this shouldn’t cause
financial issues for the Member States.

Noted. A reference to the
described practice in BE and
NL has been added to the
Section 3.6.

Noted. From the scheme
member's
perspective,
a
cross-border transfer carries
the risk of creating tax issues.
This is related to the profound
differences between Member
States’
tax
treatment
of
pensions (TEE/EET/ETT tax
approaches).
A
harmonisation
of
tax
approaches at European level
would however require an
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unanimous agreement by all
28 EU Member States, in line
with Art. 113 TFEU.
30.

Association
Page 5
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

With regard to the calculation of transfer value and
taxation, no Good Practices were identified. This lack
emphasises the fact that there are important obstacles,
especially in cross-border transfers, and that they are
complex and difficult to overcome. In this respect, DB
schemes are particularly vulnerable, as for their possible
revaluation and actuarial practices. Moreover, these issues
are related to Social, Labour and Tax Laws, matters on which
Members States hold jurisdictional power.

31.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page 5

Please see general comments above and comments to page 7
about terminology.

32.

aba
Page 6
Arbeitsgemeinsc
haft
für
betriebliche
Altersver

Considering the diversity of occupational pensions across the
EU, we welcome that the good practices are principle-based
(“The Good Practice observations in this report should be
regarded as principles-based, with Member States and market
participants encouraged to apply them to the extent that they
benefit their individual circumstances.”)

Noted. EIOPA agrees that the
calculation of transfer value
and taxation are among the
major obstacles to transfers,
in particular in cross-border
scenarios.

Noted
We note that the Good Practices are intended both for defined
benefit (DB) and defined contribution (DC) schemes. (i.a. chapter 2.1)
However, as we have pointed out in the General Remarks as
well as in other position papers, these two types of pension
promise are very different from each other – the potential
challenges transfers face therefore vary with the type of
pension promise.
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One important difference becomes apparent when taking a
closer look at what exactly is being transferred: in a pure DC
scheme (i.e. without any actuarial or investment risk), it does
not matter whether the capital value or the pension rights of
the beneficiary are transferred, these two concepts are the
same. However, for a DB scheme they are two different
things: the pension right is what the employer promised, e.g.
a certain level of benefit when the beneficiary reaches
reitrement age, and additional risk cover such as against
invalidity and/or death. The capital value is calculated
according to certain standards and assumptions. In
structurally different DB schemes only the latter can be
transferred. As a result of the transfer, the previous employer
is not liable anymore for the given promise.
In Germany pure defined contribution schemes do not fall
within the scope of occupational pensions law and are thus
not covered by national labour law. The transfer practice for
the defined benefit and hybrid schemes is that the
transferring scheme calculates a capital value based on the
given pension promise; the receiving scheme then uses this
captial value to calculate in turn what kind of pension promise
the new employer can offer based on that. In other words,
the transfer almost always takes the form of a capital value,
never directly of pension rights. The pension rights are
“translated” into a capital value, which then will be
“translated” into a new pension promise, which is very likely
to differ from the first promise. Looking at the German legal
provisions, the new promise has to be of equivalent value.
Such an equivalent value can be reached by multiple criteria
but in general will not necessarily lead to the same benefits
for the transferring employee or to the safeguarding of
identical biometrical risks. Using the capital value as a bridge
(see Terminology in chapter 1)
between different pension promises allows the receiving
scheme to incorporate the accrued capital value of the new
member into their benefit mechanisms, so that to an extent it
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can be administered together with the pension rights of the
existing scheme members (see General Remarks for
administrative problems related to transfers). Transfers which
are conducted according to these principles mean that the
liability to ensure that the pension promise is met is
completely passed from the transferring employer to the
receiving employer. As a further result, a transfer can also
lead to a situation where certain security mechanisms are lost
– e.g. if a transfer is made from a German IORP whose
employer is coverd by the PSVaG to a Member State where
this mechanism does not exist. In such cases, it could be
feasible to compensate the lower security level by higher
benefits for the employee.
As stated above, the beneficiary is likely to face a different set
of benefits after the transfer. It is not always straightforward
to say whether the beneficiary is better or worse off - a single
beneficiary might be happy to loose the entitlement to a
survivor’s pension in favour of a higher old age pension; for a
beneficiary with dependants this would look differently. A
comprehensive assessment always depends on the personal
situation of the employee requesting a transfer.
Therefore we would suggest to replace the term “rights” in
the title of the Consultation with the more accurate term
„capital”. Taking into account the amendment suggested in
the General Remarks, the Title should read: „Consultation
Paper on a Report on Good Practices on individual transfers of
occupational pension capital”.
33.

ABI
(Trade Page 6
Association,
United Kingdom)

The ABI would agree that any adopted good practices ought Noted
to apply to both defined benefit (DB) and defined contribution
(i.a. chapter 2.1)
(DC) pension schemes, although it is important to
acknowledge the differences between types of schemes.
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Whilst we agree that the same principles should apply to DB Noted
and DC transfers, the issues are more complex where one or
(i.a. chapter 2.1)
both of the arrangements are DB, and it might be helpful to
spell these out in more detail in the Report.
We welcome the statement that Individual Good
Practices observations may not be readily applicable to certain
schemes and that they should be regarded as principle-based.
Noted
The report mentions that “All Good Practices may be
applied to both DB as well as DC schemes”. We would like to (i.a. chapter 2.1)
underline the profound differences between these two types
of pension plans, both in terms of challenges and solutions.
AEIP wants to remind that any exchange of information
has to be in line with national data protection rules.

36.
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The Good Practices listed in this report are not legally binding Noted
and we support the statement referring to the fact that the
practices are not exhaustive nor universal and that the aim is
to give the possibility to Member States to use the report as a
point of reference.
FSUG welcomes the approach EIOPA have applied, where the Noted
purpose of the Consultation is not only cross-border switching
(transfers) but also domestic issues. FSUG members are
confident that pointing at domestic barriers and identification
of main obstacles to transfers and switching of pension
savings and/or pension capital on domestic level will uncover
many potentially successful solutions.
FSUG welcomes the EIOPA recommendation on using the
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Consultation Paper as an inspiration for enhancing the right to
switch when transposing the Directive 2014/50/EU (‘Directive
on minimum requirements for enhancing worker mobility
by
improving
the
acquisition
and
preservation
of
supplementary pension rights’). FSUG has called for national
and supranational regulators and decision-makers to
recognize the right to switch as the key element when
increasing the consumer protection, cost-efficiency and
transparency of pension schemes.
38.
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Page 6

Please see general comments above and comments to page 7
about terminology.
Para 4 and 5
Insurance Sweden has a positive view on the right of transfer
in general. We can also support EIOPA´s objective to to map
out obstacles and discuss solutions to such obstacles. The
question is however whether “good practices” at the EU level
is the right instrument to address these obstacles.

Noted

We note EIOPA´s statements that “the outlined Good
Practices have to be considered individually and together with
the specific situation in the individual Member States”, that
they are “neither exhaustive nor universal” and “may not be
readily applicable in certain Member States”, “should be
regarded as principles-based” and should be applied by Noted
Member States and market participants “to the extent that
benefit their individual circumstances”.
Regardless of these statements – which we welcome – there
is still the question of the exact status of “good practices” at
the EU level. We are of course aware of other examples, such
Noted
as the good practices for occupational pension information
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and comparison websites issued earlier by EIOPA. But we still
find it necessary to further flesh out how such practices
should interact with legislation and soft law at the EU level as
well as in the member states.
In line with the references in the text to proportionality and
subsidiarity, it is in any case clear that “good practices” at the
EU level need to be applied with caution in the member states
and not be too specific. Insurance Sweden finds it necessary
to grant enough flexibility not least in the area of occupational
pensions, where the borderline between EU and national
competences is not always clear in relation to taxation and
social and labour law.
39.
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We welcome that the Good Practices mentioned in this report Noted.
are principle based and that due to the nature of the
individual legal framework or the costs and benefits Good
Practice observations may not be readily applicable in certain
member States.
Noted
The consultation mentions that all Good Practices may be (i.a. chapter 2.1)
applied to both DB as well as DC schemes. These two types
of pension promise are very different from each other and it
will not be possible to replicate exactly from one system
across to the other. The issues are much more complex
where one or both of the arrangements are DB.

40.
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Page 6

We welcome that the Good Practices mentioned in this Noted.
report are principle-based and that is mentioned that due to
the nature of the individual legal framework or the costs and
benefits Good Practice observations may not be readily
applicable in certain Member States.
Noted
The consultation mentions that all Good Practices may
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be applied to both DB as well as DC schemes. These two
(i.a. chapter 2.1)
types of pension promise are very different from each other
and they are therefore facing different challenges in the case
of individual transfers.
41.
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In general terms, we welcome EIOPA’s contribution to Noted
identifying good practice across all EU member states, which
can serve as a ‘source for stakeholders wishing to improve the
conditions for both domestic and cross-border transfers’. We
think that EIOPA can play an important role in communicating
the good practice that already exists in some member states
so that it can be applied across the whole of the EU, including
member states where supplementary occupational pension
provision is much less well established. For example, the UK
already has a well-established legal framework under which
transfers between schemes can take place, which we think
can provide useful material with which other member states
could build, subject to their own local circumstances.
We therefore also welcome the comment that the
observations in the report are not meant to be exhaustive or
universal, may not be readily applicable in some member
states or in very small schemes, should be regarded as
principles-based and only applied to the extent that they are
of benefit within individual member states.

42.
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As already stated in the General Remarks, we have a number
of concerns regarding the definitions proposed in the
consultation document.

Noted
“Supplementary occupational pension scheme”: The
addition of the word “supplementary” in the title and in the (see Title)
definition of the subject of the Discussion Paper is not
necessary: in the EU occupational pensions always
supplement (mandatory) first pillar pensions. The term should
therefore be dropped. In addition, we would like to emphasise
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that supplementary pensions include both the second and
third pillar – the term should therefore not be used in this
document, because it is misleading. The two concepts should
be kept separate (see General Remarks) and a simple Noted
language should be used throughout the report. EIOPA should
at least stick to the suggestion made in the definition to use (see Terminology in chapter 1)
“pension scheme”. For clarity’s sake it would be even more
beneficial to use “occupational pension scheme”, which would
reflect the link to an employment relationship and the
important role of the employer.
“Transfers”: First of all, the definition should state
clearly that in this context only individual transfers are
addressed. It should be clear that the Good Practices collected Noted
in this report do not relate to the transfer of pension schemes
(see proposed Article 13 IORP II Directive). Second, as
explained above, in Germany there can be no transfer of
pension rights, we therefore suggest to delete “vested rights”. Noted
Nevertheless, it should always be clear that any transfer of
capital ends the old employer’s liabilities for the given pension
promise. Third, we would like to point out that individual
transfers only happen because of job changes, “for example”
should therefore be deleted.
We propose the following text: “‘Occupational pension
schemes’: are understood as any occupational retirement
pension scheme established in accordance with national law
and practice and linked to an emplyoyment relationship,
intending to provide a supplementary pension for employed
persons.”
“Transferibility”: Following from the amendments
suggested for the definition of “transfer”, we propose to
replace “vested rights” in the definition of “transferibility” with
the words “capital value”.
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Scope of the report
We welcome that the scope of the report is limited to IORPs
and other occupational pension plans provided by insurance
undertakings (it does not apply to book reserves and PAYG
schemes, from a German perspective it means that it does
not apply to direct pensions promises (Direktzusage) and
support funds (Unterstützungskasse)). Put differently, the
Good Practices are mainly intended for individual transfers
between occupational pension schemes already under the
supervision of EIOPA.
43.
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The ABI would suggest that EIOPA conduct an Impact Noted
Assessment to accurate assess the differences between
‘transfer regimes’ in the EEA member states, which could then
be compared against the impediments and subsequent good
practices identified.

44.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

We would agree that, where possible, the same approach is Noted
applied to cross border as well as to “within State” transfers,
but additional complexities arise in the latter due to different
regulatory and taxation requirements, and in some cases,
different languages. We also agree that “bulk transfers”
should be considered differently.

of

Page 7

Last sentence on the page : We agree. If vested rights are
regularly revalued it could even be a good diversification to
have rights in several places. This links, again, to the great
good of working tracing and tracking systems.

118/208

Noted

It is stated that it may be disadvantageous to an individual to
have several small benefits in pension plans linked to previous
employments.
Whilst
this
may
be
administratively
inconvenient, we would stress the “may” in this statement, as
(a) this provides an element of diversity (“not all your eggs in
the same basket”) in relation to type, security and even
currency of the various pension entitlements, and (b) for DB
benefits, the amount available for transfer may not be “good
value” compared with the accrued benefits. The references to
“small pots” seems to indicate that transferability should be
encouraged (or even enforced) for small DC accounts and this
may be more appropriate, given that the member may have
the option to decide on investment strategy in the receiving
scheme, so that the diversification benefit identified above
may not be important. We agree that EIOPA should not
include a GP recommendation that “pot follows member” be
enforced for small DC accounts.
45.
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In addition to the footnote n. 7, the report should ???
clearly mention that schemes covered by EC Regulations
883/2004 are out of the scope of the report.

47.
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As the vast majority of occupational pensions in Denmark are Noted
organised in pension entitites subject to insurance regulation
we welcome this broad definition of occupational pensions
compared to the more narrow definition defined by the scope
of the IORP directive. When protecting the rights of the
scheme members, the legal form of the pension insitution is
of less importance.

48.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

1. Para 1

Page 7

See our general comments as regards the Swedish system,
the terminology in the report and the scope of our response.
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Insurance Sweden questions the use of the term scheme.
Transfers in Sweden take place between insitutions/providers
(i.e. the funding vehicles). Moreover, when it comes to
collectivey agreed schemes in Sweden, it would not be correct
to state that the same rules apply for crossborder and Noted
domestic transfers from a social and labour law point of view,
as only transfers to providers under the same scheme are (see Terminology in chapter 1)
allowed under these schemes. There may therefore be limits
in this respect. It is however true that the taxation rules make
no difference between a domestic or crossborder transfer in
Sweden, as long as the products involved qualify for the same
tax treatment.
Noted
2. Terminology
“Transfers”: We would recommend using the same terms
throughout the report regarding the object of transfer. For DB
and DC schemes alike, we assume that the report seeks to
cover cases where capital is being transferred or, in other
words, the value of accumulated pension rights. Using terms
such as “vested rights”, “rights” or “entitlements” (as found
later in the report), could give the wrongful impression that
the actual capital or value is not transferred. We would
therefore suggest replacing these terms by capital or value of Noted
accumulated pension rights throughout the report.
“Transferability”: Stating that a transfer always takes place
between schemes creates confusion – is it a transfer between
pension agreements or between institutions/providers? In
Sweden, a transfer normally does not and in most cases
actually cannot be made between schemes (see our general
comments). Instead, a transfers takes place between the
institutions/providers designated under the respective
schemes. The present wording could give the impression that
all such transfers between providers are out of scope of the
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report. Insurance Sweden would therefore suggest a
clarification throughout the report that a transfer takes place
between institutions/providers.
3. Scope of the report
As for the pension arrangements considered in the report and
in line with our reasoning above, Insurance Sweden also
wishes to point out that in Sweden the schemes (= pension
agreements) are not under supervision by the Swedish
Financial Supervisory Authority, the institutions/providers are
(IORPs and insurers). The design and the supervision of the
schemes themselves are matters for the social partners/other
parties to the pension agreement to decide on.
49.

OPSG

Page 7

As mentioned above, we would prefer not to use the word Agreed.
‘supplementary’ as it could refer to both occupational
pensions and personal pensions. There will be considerable
additional complexities in transferring cross border as
opposed to within State.
Bulk transfers are not covered
by the report.
It is appropriate that bulk transfers may be dealt with
differently from individual transfers in some circumstances.
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As mentioned, we find the word ‘supplementary’ Noted
misleading as it could refer to both workplace pensions and
personal pensions. EIOPA should at least stick to the
suggestion made in the definition to use “pension scheme”.
For clarity’s sake it would be even more beneficial to use
“workplace pension scheme”, which would reflect the link to
an employment relationship and the important role of the
employer.
Automatic transfers: We note EIOPA’s positive stance towards Noted
automatic transfers. We would like to point out that while
(see chapter 1 and chapter
some Member States are testing this idea, we are sceptical.
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betriebliche
Altersver

Automatic transfers can lead to a situation where the 3.8)
beneficiary is made worse off by the transfer – from our
perspective it is therefore crucial that the beneficiary always
takes an active role in any kind of transfer.
Regarding the introduction of an online platform (potentially Noted
across the EU as suggested by the Track and Trace Your (see in general Introduction in
Pensions in Europe team) we would like to point out:
chapter 1)
Any kind of pension information requirements have to
create a real added value for members and beneficiaries.
value.

The related costs have to be proportional to this added

A standardised EU occupational pension information
which is simple and clear is unrealistic and comparability
difficult to achieve due to the different national characteristics
of occupational pension schemes.
Particularly in large companies different funding
methods and pension schemes are combined (for historic
reasons and because of the legal and fiscal background).
Information has to be transparent and easy to
understand and therefore has to be adapted to the individual
situation of the employee.
One size does NOT fit all.
The world of pensions is diverse and complex, not only in Agreed
Germany – an EU-wide online platform would not be a
(see chapter 1)
realistic instrument to pass on relevant information to
beneficiaries at a reasonable cost.
We note that for specific employees who are very mobile
across Europe, improvements have already been achieved: An
internet-based platform is helping public sector researchers
finding their pension rights both in the statutory state-run
schemes and in occupational pension schemes all over
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Europe.“
Legal basis
We note that EIOPA stresses that the Good Practices proposed
in the report will not be legally binding. Even though EIOPA
stresses that social and labour law do not fall in its remit, we
would like to emphasise this point: it is solely the Member
States who decide on matters regarding social, labour and tax
law. Within some Member States, transfers are addressed in
collective agreements, these are most likely to be found in
sectors where the different schemes deliver similar benefits
(e.g. public sector in Germany or when employees move from
one subsidiary to another within a corporate group). Neither
EIOPA nor the Commission can or should interfere with the
right of the Member States to address these issues as they
see fit.
At the same time the main obstacles to individual transfers
clearly fall into the remit of the Member States. To
acknowledge this, we propose to amend the following
sentence (addition marked bold): „Due to the fact, that the
transferability of supplementary pension rights has several
contact points with other issues, it was unavoidable to also
address questions which relate to social and labour law as
well as to taxation, which constitutes the major obstacles to
cross-border transfers due to different tax regimes in the
Member States.”
53.
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Comment to the “pot follows member” approach: alternatively Interesting concept
and probably more (cost) efficient if the pot would stay with
the member and the (new) employer pay their pension
contribution to their individual pension account (very similar
to paying their salary into their individual bank account).
Transfers wouldn’t be necessary if each member would have
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its own pension account. However, further consideration
would need to be given to the administration implications for
Noted (see chapter 2.1)
the employer and pension providers.
If the “pot follows member” approach takes away the active
decision of the scheme member the value of the pension that
is to be transferred to the new scheme should remain (at
least) equal to that of the old scheme using the same
valuation basis. This is not always the case. One example is
Belgium where vested rights are calculated on the basis of a
6% discount rate (social and labour law) but in case of a
transfer that pension is reduced to a pension having the same
value but based on (in the current low interest environment)
much lower discount rate. This is one of the reasons why
transfers in Belgium are rarely seen even since deferred Noted
pensions are not revalued.
(see Bibliography???)
We would emphasise the need to ensure that former
employees with deferred benefits (DB or DC) are able to keep
track of their pension entitlements and to obtain updated
information on request. It is also in the plan’s interests to
keep track of former members so that benefits can be
administered when they fall due. This would be facilitated if
there were national/EU wide tracking or tracing services which
enabled individuals to get details of their pensions from
previous employments (and indeed ideally their personal
pension policies and State pension entitlements as well).
We are happy to see the reference to “pension tracking
services” as we think this offers great value to European
citizens. We take the liberty to refer to our second report on
this topic that was published on 27 February 2015:
http://www.actuary.eu/documents/AAE_Tracking_Services_Fe
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b2015.pdf
On footnote 8: The NL tracking system includes both 1rst and
2nd pillar pensions. A description of the existing tracking
systems in is presented in our first report on tracking services
in
Europe:
http://www.actuary.eu/documents/Report%20national%20Tr
acking%20Services%20Sw-Fi-DK-NL%20Final.pdf
54.
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AEIP welcomes the fact that the Good Practices Noted
identified should be simply considered as helpful tools in
facilitating transfers and they are not legally binding on any
party, nor subject to the “comply or explain” mechanism.

56.
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Footnote 8) in DK « pensionsinfo.dk » gives a personalised Noted
overview of all pensionsschemes a person participates in and
their payouts in case of retirement, death or diablement.
Information is provided by all pensionsproviders (lifeinsurance
companies, banks, ATP and public authorities)

57.

Financial
Services
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FSUG position on automatic transfers using “pot follows Noted
member” should be used very carefully. The right to switch
(see chapter 1 and 3.8)
should be used as a predefined option, however automatic
switching might involve potential detriments to savers
(members). Automatic switching according to mentioned rule
could lead to a possible reduction of pension rights for the
beneficiary or it could have a negative impact for savers when
the receiving scheme doesn’t fit the personal needs of the
savers. This is the case mostly for DB schemes. For DC
schemes, potential detriments might arise if the receiving DC
scheme offers significantly worse conditions or is of pure
added value when considering the after-fees performance or
poor choice of pension funds. In several MS which has
introduced 3rd pillar schemes and/or 1bis DC schemes, the
provider offers only one pension scheme (pension fund) which

Page 8
User
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significantly limits the competition and leads to a poor value
for savers.
58.
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The IFoA would encourage EIOPA to weigh up the evidence of Noted
“pot follows member” from individual MS before considering
whether Good Practice should be updated.
Good Practice 2: Objective reasons to suspend a transfer
including financial sustainability checks of schemes
EIOPA (p16) notes the restrictions on unapproved transfers
and the tax charge applied. We would see no reason to
change this given the generous tax benefits available in the
UK on pension contributions and investment returns.

59.
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1. Para 1 and 2

Noted

A “pot problem” also exists in Sweden, especially when
employees move to a sector covered by another scheme. As
described in our general comments, the problem with multiple
pots is partly a consequence of Swedish taxation law.
The tracking problem is mitigated by the Swedish tracking
system Min Pension, which now covers virtually all 2nd pillar
pensions, as well as 1st and 3rd pillar pensions. In this
context, Insurance Sweden would strongly argue against a
pan-European tracking solution that would not take wellfunctioning national systems into account.
Noted

2. Legal basis

(see in general Introduction in
Regardless of the statements in the report, there is still the chapter 1)
question of the exact status of “good practices” at the EU
level. We are of course aware of other examples, such as the
good practices for occupational pension information and
comparison websites issued earlier by EIOPA. But we still find
it necessary to further flesh out how such practices should
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interact with legislation and soft law at the EU level as well as
in the member states.
In line with the references in the text to proportionality and
subsidiarity, it is in any case clear that “good practices” at the
EU level need to be applied with caution in the member states
and not be too specific. Insurance Sweden finds it necessary
to grant enough flexibility not least in the area of occupational
pensions, where the borderline between EU and national
competences is not always clear in relation to taxation and
social and labour law.
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Automatic transfers: Although as the report recognizes it Noted
‘may’ be disadvantageous to have several small benefits in
(see chapter 1)
several pension plans, it may also provide the member with a
degree of diversity, and for DB transfers, the transfer may not
represent ‘good value’.
Some Member States have looked into possibilities to transfer
pension entitlements automatically (‘pot follows member’).
However, the risk of detriment to the beneficiary needs to be
considered. It could lead to a possible reduction of pension
rights for the beneficiary or it could have a negative impact
for people when the receiving scheme fails to fit the personal
needs of the beneficiary (in particular with regard to the risk
cover for invalidity or death that is offered by some schemes
Noted
and not by others).
We would support national/EU wide tracking or tracing
services so that former employees can keep track of their
pension entitlements in past employments, and it facilitates
administration for the pension scheme itself.
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Automatic transfers : indeed some Member States have Noted
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looked into possibilities to transfer the pension entitlements
(see chapter 1)
automatically ( ’pot follows member’). However, we are
sceptical about this as automatic transfers can be to the
detriment of the beneficiary who can be worse off by a
transfer. It could lead to a possible reduction of pension rights
for the beneficiary or it could have a negative impact for
people when the receiving scheme doesn’t fit the personal
needs of the beneficiary (in particular with regard to the risk
cover for invalidity or death that is offered by some schemes Noted
and not by others).
(see Introduction in chapter 1)
Legal basis : We note that EIOPA stresses that the
Good Practices proposed in the report will not be legally
binding. It is the Member States who decide on matters
regarding social, labour and tax law. Within some Member
States, transfers are addressed in collective agreements,
these are most likely to be found in sectors where the
different schemes deliver similar benefits. Neither EIOPA nor
the Commission can or should interfere with the right of the
Member States to address these issues as they see fit.
62.
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We note EIOPA’s recognition that the Good Practices identified Noted
are not legally binding or subject to a ‘comply or explain
mechanism’. We believe that the identification of underlying
Good Practice principles is a proportionate approach and one
that could be followed elsewhere in the European regulation of
pensions.
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In the current language the notion of portability is evident and Agreed
can be considered as synonym for transferability. This is also
(see chapter 2.1)
the case in other languages (e.g. “Portabilität” in DE,
“portabilité” in FR or “portabilidad” in ES). Only due to the
first proposal of the portability directive of October 2005, the
European Commission started to redefine the insofar clear
notion of portability. We therefore propose to add the
following text (marked in bold):
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„There is no agreed use of the term “portability” at least as
far as occupational pensions at EU-level are concerned.”
66.
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Page 10

Pen-ultimate para : In line with our general comments and Noted
our comments to page 7, we would suggest rewording this
(see chapter 1)
para along the following lines: “Transferability covers moving
(i.e. transferring) the capital/value of accumulated pension
rights from one institution/provider to another”.
Visualisation: As we understand the visualisation, it shows
two employment periods with different employers, in between
which there is a gap. From our perspective this is not the
most common scenario: often employees change employers
without a significant break in between. From our perspective
it would be better to depict this more common scenario.

Noted
The aim is to demonstrate the
possible main steps during a
transfer.
Noted

In Germany the current legislation addressing individual
transfers can be found in Art. 4 (3) of Occupational Pension
Law (Betriebsrentengesetz, BetrAVG). It clearly establishes a
link to the termination of an employment relationship and Noted
therefore falls under labour law. It stipulates that the transfer (see chapter 1)
must take place within one year after the termination of the
employment relationship. Collective agreements and industry
agreements (e.g. GDV Übertragungsabkommen) might go
beyond the provisons in this Article.
OECD Guidelines for the Protection of Rights of Members and
Beneficiaries in Occupational Pension Plans: We would like to
point out that the OECD Guidelines refer to a transfer of the
“value of their vested account balance”. This is fundamentally
different from a transfer of “pension rights”, which EIOPA
refers to in the last sentence of this paragraph (see our
comments regarding p.6). From the German perspective it
would not be possible to require a transfer of pension rights.
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EIOPA points out that there is currently “no explicit legal rule
on the European level which grants members of
supplementary pension schemes the right to transfer”. In this
regard we would like to emphasie that from our perspective it
would not be adequate to create a European level rule in this
area. This is an issue which falls under labour law (due to the
link of an occupational pension scheme to an employment
relationship) – it is firmly in the remit of the Member States
whether to change legislation in this area.
Example from Germany: The transfer of an occupational
pension scheme inevitably affects the legal relationship
between the employer and the employee. With the transfer,
the employer behind the transferring scheme is freed from
her/his responsibility to ensure that the pension promise is
met; this responsibility is passed on to the employer behind
the receiving scheme (Art. 1 (1) BetrAVG).
In addition we doubt that it would be possible to develop an
EU-wide rule which would do justice to all the existing
differences in national labour law.
70.
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In the figure the timing of decision of transfer is set before The aim is to demonstrate the
the start of emplyment 2. In Denmark the scheme member possible main steps during a
will only have a new scheme to tansfer to, when employment transfer.
2 has started. Hence the decision to transfer the pot – as
compared to new contributions – will be made later than the
figure implies.

71.

Financial
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EIOPA has pointed at the key issue regarding the
portability/transferability/right to switch: “Currently there is
no explicit legal rule on the European level which grants
members of supplementary pension schemes the right to
transfer their pension rights.”
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The key aspect that should be taken into account and
understood by regulators is the need to enforce real freedom
of movement of capital and thus the right to switch if the
main objective of remains pursued (pension saving). This
right has been granted mostly only to the pension providers.
Increasing transferability might certainly improve the
movement of capital (savings) and increase the freedom also
for consumers (savers). Therefore, the issue of diversity of
social and labor law as well as tax treatment between MS
should not prevail if the right to switch is exercised by the
savers (sponsors) and the main objective (pension saving) is
met.
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Chart: The chart is difficult to understand, as it mixes the The aim is to demonstrate the
concepts of scheme and provider. See also our general possible main steps during a
comments and our comments to page 7. Moreover, in the transfer.
Swedish system a transfer does not have to be linked to the
termination of employment, it can also be carried out during
the employment by a switch of institution/provider and
products (subject to what is allowed under the scheme and to
taxation law). Conversely, the termination of an emploment
does not have to entail a transfer as long as the new
employer is covered by the same scheme as the earlier
employer. The same comments are also valid for para 2.
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This shows two employment periods with different employers The aim is to demonstrate the
with a gap in between.
We would expect that most possible main steps during a
employees change jobs without a significant break in transfer.
between.
We question how feasible it would be to develop a European
framework for members of occupational pension schemes to
have a right to transfer their pension entitlements and capital
across border. We conclude this due to the diversity in the EU
pension systems and the differences in taxation and social
131/208

and labour law. We therefore strongly support starting with
(1) voluntary transfers and (2) domestic transfers within
Member States, before considering the cross border,
European level.
74.

Pensions Europe

Page 11

We don ’t think the visualization shows the typical The aim is to demonstrate the
situation of an employee. It shows two employment periods possible main steps during a
with different employers with a gap in between. Most transfer.
employees change jobs without a significant break in
between.
Noted
The OECD guidelines indeed state that « individuals
who are changing jobs should be able, upon request, to move
the value of their vested account balance from their former
employer’s pension plan either to the plan of their current
employer (where permitted) or to a similar, tax-protected
environment provided by an alternative financial instrument
or institution. ». EIOPA hereafter states there is currently no
explicit legal rule on the European level which grants
members of supplementary pension schemes the right to
transfer their pension rights. We question the feasibility to
develop such a European rule due to the diversity in the EU
pension landscape and the differences in taxation and social
and labour law.

75.
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We propose the following addition to footnote 20: „and in DE Noted
for unfunded occupational pensions in the public sector.”

77.

DIA
Trade Page 12
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

The life insurance company has to notify the FSA about the Noted
companies’ conditions concerning transfer of rights to
annuities in the case of new employment for the participants.
Thise rules must ensure that the pensionssystem does not
inflict negatively on the job market mobility. In order to
132/208

facilitate this entention the sector has drawn up a « jobchange agreement » (as referred to on page 13). The
agreement deals with transfer values, transfer costs and the
participants’ right to disablity insurance on preexisting health Agreed
information. All life insurance companies have joined the
agreement.
Agreed
Footnote 22) incl Denmark. The job-change agreement has a
3 year limit.
Agreed
Footnote 23) in Denmark the transferring scheme can only
transfer to schemes of the same tax-status.
Footnote 24) The job-change agreement determines the value
to be transferred to the recieving company. Minmimum the
surrender value.
78.

Financial
Services
Group

79.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

80.

User

Page 12

The Consultation Paper claims that only 5 MS apply conditions Agreed
with regard to the sum transferred, however there are 7
Member States identified in the footnote.

Page 12

First para and footnote 18
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Agreed

The information about Sweden is not quite correct, see our
general comments (section 6) as regards the scope of the
statutory right of transfer.
Comment relating to the sentence „Outside of legislation and Noted
the statutory framework in each Member State, as discussed
above, there is little common, voluntary practice such as
industry codes or ad-hoc agreements above what is required
in regulation.”: In the public sector in DE, which covers
roughly 30% of all persons with occupational pension
133/208

entitlements, transfer agreements between the single pension
institutions already exist since the middle of the 1970s even
though these schemes are not funded. Nowadays, there are
yearly about 60,000 transfers with a transfer value of almost
450 million Euros only in the local and church sector. As
stated e.g. also in our comments regarding p. 15, this success
is built to a large extent on the similarity of the schemes
(based on tariff agreements) between which the transfers
take place.
82.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

84.

BIPAR,
European
Federation
Insurance
Interm

Page 13

Second para : See our comments to page 32 on recent Noted
developments.

the Page 14

We agree with the description made of industry-wide pension Noted
funds mechanisms in the Netherlands.

of

85.

DIA
Trade Page 14
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

Also the condition that transfer can only be done to a scheme Agree
of similar tax-status can be an empediment to transfer.

86.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page as a whole: The mixed terminology used on this page Agree
(scheme/bank/investment fund/pension fund) illustrates our
point in our general comments above that the terminology
needs to be more stringent throughout the paper, see also
our comments to page 7.

Page 14

Overarching aspects, para 1, 2 and 4: The right of transfer in
Sweden mentioned in para 1 and 2 only covers transfers
134/208

between eligible providers under the same scheme, please
see our general comments. As regards para 4, we would like
to compare this to the Swedish system and refer to our
comments to page 11: In the Swedish system a transfer does
not have to be linked to the termination of employment, it can
also be carried out during the employment by a switch of
institution/provider and products (subject to what is allowed
under the scheme and to taxation law). Conversely, a
termination of the emploment does not have to entail a
transfer as long as the new employer is covered by the same
scheme as the earlier employer.
87.
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Comments on Good Practice 1
Due to the diversity of occupational pension schemes, it Noted.
generally should be a capital value which is transferred
between different schemes. Nevertheless and as already
described, such a capital transfer means that any
responsibility/liability of a former employer in accordance to
the transferred capital/the given pension promise expires. It
is important to be realistic as to what the involved
stakeholders are prepared to do. This applies to IORPs /
insurance companies as well as to the beneficiary, who faces
a more difficult decision the more different the two schemes
are.
Noted
Beneficiaries are likely to built their personal risk cover
(e.g. invalidity, death) around what their employer offers. For
example, if an occupational pension scheme does already
include sufficient invalidity cover, there is no need to take out
an additional personal insurance or it might not be possible
because of limitations of total coverage. Any change to what
is offered by the employer therefore triggers a review of the
personal insurances taken out. This is particularly critical
because with increasing age it becomes more expensive and
difficult to take out invalidity cover or survivor’s protection.
Therefore the beneficiary has in most cases an interest that Noted
135/208

the benefits offered by the employer remain similar. As a
consequence a transfer between similar schemes is easier to
complete than a transfer between completely different
schemes.
We support the idea to start with voluntary agreements
between schemes / in areas where the schemes are relatively
similar. As already described above, voluntary transfer Agree
agreements like for example on a collective basis could be a
feasible way to facilitate transfers between employers/their
schemes within industrial sectors or other areas at a national
level if the schemes operated and the benefits offered are
relatively similar.
Interests in relation to a transfer: The proposed
agreement would of course need to comply with existing
legislation and should take into account not only the interests
of the pension scheme member transferring the capital value,
but also the interests of the transferring and the receiving
IORPs, each of their collective memberships and the
sponsoring employers.

Agree
Noted
(Good Practice reworded)
Noted.

Depending on the legal background, such an agreement
would need antitrust clearance.
Any data exchange of personal data of an employee
would need a legal agreement between the IORP and the
employer, for which the agreement of the employee is Agree.
necessary.
Regarding the last sentence, we disagree. Agreements
should be restricted to similar schemes at national level in
order to establish a well-functioning transfer procedure. It
might be tried to extend it to further schemes at national level
or later to foreign schemes, if all the other legal and tax
issues are resolved (see first point).
From our perspective it is key what is addressed in the
agreement. Transfers at a wider scale will only be feasible if
136/208

the former IORP calculates the transfer value according to its
own actuarial assumptions and if later, the receiving
instutions “translates” this transfer value into pension claims Thank you!
according to its own rules. If on the other hand it would
include the use of the same actuarial assumptions, it is
inconceivable that this would work in Germany across all five
vehicles delivering occupational pensions, offered by either
employers, IORPs or insurance companies.
Agree.
Comments on Good Practice 2
A small amendment is necessary in paragraph 4
(marked in bold): “Receiving schemes can become
underfunded if not sufficient assets are transferred to cover Noted
the associated rights e.g. as a result of different actuarial
(Good Practice reworded)
methods used by the schemes involved (see also section 3.6.
Calculation of transfer value).”
Comment regarding the above text: This problem can
be solved by respecting the following rule: calculation of
transfer value according to premises of transferring scheme
and transfer of this value in new pension entitlements
according to rules of receiving scheme.
From our perspective the focus on funding status and
the potential reduction of transfer values is too narrow
(paragraph 6) - the interests of the transferring and the
receiving IORPs, each of their collective memberships and the
sponsoring employers should be considered.
89.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

of

Page 15

We support GP 1.

Noted

In Ireland there is a statutory entitlement to transfer out and
transfer in but (a) the statutory right to a transfer value is
137/208

limited to two years after leaving employment and (b) the
transfer value from a DB scheme may be reduced to reflect
underfunding on the statutory funding standard basis. In
practice, the limit in (a) is not applied and the reduction in (b)
[which is generally applied when a scheme is underfunded]
means that transfer values are not often taken (at least until
the funding position recovers). There is no restriction on
transfers in, although an individual may be reluctant to
transfer in to an underfunded DB scheme: it is now usual
(but not always the case) that benefits in respect of transfers
in are provided on a DC/money purchase basis even in a DB
scheme, and a recent legislative change has given such
benefits priority on wind-up.
90.

Association
Page 15
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

With respect to the Good Practice 1, we express some Agree
concerns on the sentence “Such an agreement should cover
as many scheme providers/sponsors as possible”. We hold the
view that voluntary transfer agreements should be limited
amongst “regulated” institutions.

92.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Good Practice 1: It is not clear what is meant by scheme Agree.
providers/sponsors. This is again linked to the concepts of
scheme and transfer, see our general comments and our
comments to page 7 and 14. Insurance Sweden assumes that
both terms relate to the employer, although we are not
entirely sure as regards scheme provider. But the question of
who can actually decide to allow transfers depends on the
system and the nature of the scheme – it could be the
employer, the social partners (on both sides) or the provider
(insurer/IORP/other). We would therefore suggest to replace
“scheme providers/sponsors” by “relevant stakeholders” in
the first para of the practice. We do not understand what the
second para is aimed to cover, as a transfer would not take
place
from
an
employer,
but
rather
from
an
institution/provider (IORP/insurer/other). Either this para

Page 15
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could be deleted as already covered by the first para or
replaced by the more neutral “The regime for transfers should
be as extensive as possible”.
93.

OPSG

Page 15

Good Practice 1: Voluntary transfer agreements: in the Noted
absence of a general statutory rule on transfers EIOPA
considers it Good Practice if the scheme providers/sponsors
agree on a regime for transfers. Such an agreement should
cover as many scheme providers/sponsors as possible.
We support the suggestion that in Member States where there
are not statutory rules, there could be voluntary agreements
between schemes where the schemes are relatively similar.
One example of this would be transfers between employer
and their schemes within industrial sectors or other areas on
a national level. The interest of the transferring and receiving
IORPs, and the administrative onus and the transferring
liabilities of the employers should be duly taken into account,
as well as the other members in the scheme and the impact
on their pension capital. The agreements would need to cover
not only the conversion of pension rights into transfer values,
but the forward conversion of transfer values into pension
rights.
Even where there are statutory rules, there are examples
where these are not applied in practice (e.g. Ireland) where
the limit on statutory transfers to two years after leaving is
not used in practice and (e.g. both in the UK and Ireland)
where a statutory rule permitting reduction in transfer
payments to reflect underfunding, can also lead to a reduction
in the number of transfers actually taken.
Agree
When stating that such an agreement should cover as many
139/208

scheme providers/sponsors as possible, we consider however
that transfers should be limited to ‘regulated’ institutions, and
possibly institutions with the same frameworks. Moreover, we
question who should set up such voluntary agreements.
The reference in the 4th paragraph “see also section 3.5
Calculation of transfer value”, should be “section 3.6
Calculation of transfer value”.
94.

Pensions Europe

Page 15

We support the idea to start with voluntary agreements Agreed
between schemes where the schemes are relatively similar.
The interest of the transferring and receiving IORPs should be
duly taken into account, as well as the other members in the
scheme and the impact on their pension capital. We
understand that EIOPA envisages a voluntary transfer
agreement within and across Member States. However, it is
important to be realistic as to what the involved stakeholders
are prepared to do. This applies both to IORPs / insurance
companies as well as to the mobile worker, who faces a more
difficult decision the more different the two schemes are.
Mobile workers are likely to built their personal risk cover
(e.g. invalidity, death) around what their employer offers. For
example, if an occupational pension scheme does already
include sufficient invalidity cover, there is no need to take out
an additional personal insurance. Any change to what is
offered by the employer therefore triggers a review of the
personal insurances taken out. This is particularly critical
because with increasing age it becomes more expensive and
difficult to take out invalidity cover or survivor’s protection.
Therefore the mobile worker has in most cases an interest
that the benefits offered by the employer remain similar. As a
consequence a transfer between similar schemes is easier to
complete than a transfer between completely different Noted
schemes.

140/208

From our perspective it is key what is addressed in the
agreement. Transfers at a wider scale will only be feasible, if
the former IORP calculates the transfer value according to its
own actuarial assumptions and if later, the receiving
instutions “recalculates” this transfer value into pension
claims according to its own rules. If on the other hand it
would include the use of the same actuarial assumptions, it is Noted
inconceivable that this would work.
When stating that such an agreement should cover as
many scheme providers/sponsors as possible, we deem it
important to state that transfers should be limited amongst
‘regulated’ institutions. Moreover, we question who should set
up such voluntary agreements.
The reference in the 4th paragraph « see also section
3.5 Calculation of transfer value », should be « section 3.6
Calculation of transfer value ».
95.
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Further comments on Good Practice 2
Rejection of a transfer: In addition to financial Noted
repercussions for the IORP, the overall risk environment
(Good Practice 2 reworded)
should be taken into account, this includes in particular the
interest rate environment, biometric aspects and structural
changes in the pool of members. The complete risk
environment should be considered when deciding against a
transfer (see General Remarks). In addition, accounting
repercussions and tax implications from the perspective of the
sponsoring employers have to be taken into account.
Furthermore, technical aspects (e.g. the integration in the IT
141/208

system of the receiving IORP) can lead to the rejection of a
Disagree.
transfer.
Establishing criteria for the rejection of a transfer: We
are opposed to the idea that the IORP should set certain
criteria at the beginning of the transfer with the goal to only
allow a suspension of the transfer if one or several of these
criteria are met. As stated above, a decision against a transfer
is made based on a consideration of the overall risk Noted.
environment, not on a fixed set of criteria.
To conclude, the right of the employer and the IORP to
reject a transfer is needed unless it is only a capital value
which is being transferred and the transfer time as well as the
transfer value is limited (in Germany: contribution ceiling of
the statutory pension insurance – Beitragsbemessungsgrenze
in der gesetztlichen Rentenversicherung - €72,600 p.a. in
2015). It is important that the former employer is not liable
Noted.
anymore for the given promise in relation to the capital that is
being transferred.
Comments on Good Practice 3
From our perspective it is likely that cross-border
transfers will need different requirements than a domestic
transfer. In the case of the latter, compliance with national
social, labour and tax as well as other relevant legislation
(e.g. on data protection) can be taken as given, because the
receiving IORP has to comply with the same national
requirements. This is not the case for cross-border transfers
and should be reflected in the requirements for cross-border
transfers. Therefore Good Practice 3 does not make much
sense when there are different national regimes; establishing Agree.
the same requirements for both domestic and cross-border
transfers would only be possible if there was a uniform legal
framework across the EU.
Regarding footnotes 49 and 50, we would like to point
142/208

out that for DB schemes a transfer is also about a capital
value. As explained above (see comments regarding p. 6), the
transferring IORP calculates the value, which is then
transferred. The receiving IORP then calculates the benefits
which can be offered based on the transferred value. We
would like to stress that there is no negotiating between the
two IORPs.
96.

ABI
(Trade Page 16
Association,
United Kingdom)

The ABI would support good practice 2 as we recognise the Noted
importance of developing objective criteria in instances where
(Good Practice 2 reworded)
the transfer of a pension should be suspended, namely in
order to protect the pension scheme member. We believe that
the suggested criteria should be added to, to include that a
pension scheme transfer can be suspended in instances of
fraud. Pension scams are an ongoing risk in the UK and the
UK Government is concerned that consumers are unwittingly
persuaded by seemingly attractive /legitimate pension
transfer offers to release their accumulated pension funds,
which is often an irreversible decision. The UK has embarked
on an awareness raising campaign (known as Project Bloom)
to highlight to consumers the potential risks and the checks
they can carry out before considering transferring their
pension pot.
Noted.
With regards to guideline 3, the ABI would support the
premise of having the same requirements for receiving
schemes for both domestic and cross-border transfers;
however in practice this may not be entirely appropriate given
that not all transfers are the same. For example, as set out
elsewhere in this paper, in the UK there is different treatment
of defined benefit to defined contribution schemes; automatic
transfers between workplace pensions; and tax treatment of
pensions that have been accessed flexibly.

143/208
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Actuarial
Association
Europe
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We would be strongly supportive of GP 2: there should be Agree
objective criteria as to when a transfer value offered has been
reduced, and how this reduction should be applied, [and this
should be made clear in the information provided to
individuals who request transfer values].
We are not clear exactly what is meant by GP 3, i.e. does this Noted
mean that the same requirements apply to receiving schemes
in respect of all transfers they receive or does it mean that (Good Practice 3 reworded)
the transferring scheme should have the same requirements
of the arrangement to which they are asked to transfer
regardless of whether the transfer is domestic or cross
border? In our experience, the latter is the more difficult
issue for cross border transfers e.g. an IORP can pay a
transfer value to an IORP in another Member State, but may
require advance approval from Revenue to pay a transfer to
another vehicle e.g. a third pillar pension, which would not be
required for a domestic transfer. As noted on p17, it can be
difficult to verify the status of a receiving scheme in another
jurisdiction.

98.

Association
Page 16
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

AEIP expresses some concerns about the Good Practice Noted
2 stating that only objective criteria could represent a reason
to suspend a transfer. In those MS where these criteria are
regulated or listed in Social and Labour Law or by universally
applicable collective agreements, potential trials could arise in
case some members would consider that such criteria were
not met. Such statement could lead to awkward conflict.
Systems that are based on collective agreements often Good Practice 2 does not
reject any out-transfer, but provide for the transfer of pension address the general prohibition
rights within the system. Therefore social partners should of a transfer.
144/208

have the possibility to regulate within their collective
agreements the rejection of transfers without needing to give
Noted
objective criteria.
AEIP wants to bear in mind that a transfer also means (Good Practice 2 reworded)
the loss of capital. This could weaken the financial situation of
the system.
Noted
In principle we support the Good Practice 3, but we
would like to stress the difficulties that arise form crossborder transfers, thus including the identification of the
receiving scheme and the differences between fiscal and
accounting systems. Moreover the cross-border transferability
could lead to excessive burdens for small and medium
pension schemes. Not coincidentally transfers are not so
frequent either at national level.
100.

BIPAR,
European
Federation
Insurance
Interm

the Page 16
of

Good Practice 3: Same requirements for receiving schemes Noted
for domestic and cross-border transfers
EIOPA states that in practice it may be difficult to apply the
same conditions for cross-border activities as to domestic
schemes. We would like to highlight in this respect that it is
indeed more difficult to operate cross-border transfers due to
national differences regarding in particular tax, employment
law and social aspects.

101.

DIA
Trade Page 16
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

Footnote 47) There is no tax issue concerning transferring Noted
pension rights between « pillars ». The problem only occurs if
the participant wants to transfer an annuity or a expiring
annuity to a lump sum pension. Or if s/he want to transfer an
annuity to an expiring annuity. Theese pension types has
different tax-status and the pension will be taxed when
transferred.

102.

Financial

EIOPA claims that “..Member States do not differentiate Noted
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103.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

User

between conditions for domestic and cross-border receiving
schemes. This approach is in line with the single market
philosophy. In practice, applying these conditions may
however be more difficult in a cross-border context.” FSUG
points as several cases in new MS, where the national
legislation prohibits transfers (switching) of savings into
pension schemes in other MS. This allows domestic pension
players to impose higher fees and charges on sponsors as well
as savers even when the same pension providers offer better
conditions for pension schemes (pension funds) offered in
other MS.
Page 16

Good Practice 2 : The use of this practice again depends on Agree
what is meant by a scheme and a transfer, see our general
comments and our comments to page 7. Especially if we
assume that there is a transfer of capital/the value of
accumulated pension rights, the term scheme does not seem
to be correct. It should be replaced by “institution/provider”
to make sense.
Noted

Para 2
In Sweden, the tax requirements relate to the product offered
by the institution/provider and not to the scheme itself, see
our general comments.
Good Practice 3 : From our point of view this practice would
only be relevant for the product, see our general comments.
The only transfer requirements set out in Swedish legislation
are related to the taxation of products, i.e. that the same
requirements must apply to the new product. We would
however also like to reiterate that transfers from providers
under the four major collectively agreed schemes in Sweden
are only allowed to other institutions/providers under the
same scheme.
146/208

Noted

104.

Mercer (benefits Page 16
consulting)
Benelux and UK

We follow the philosophy behind good practice 3 related to Noted
having similar requirements for receiving schemes for
domestic and cross-border transfers. With regard to the
cross-border transfers we doubt its practical implementation
because of the differences between the member states
systems, especially with regard to taxation.
For example: when transferring accrued reserves from
Belgium to the Netherlands, the paid lump sum will be more
taxed as opposed to a payment in Belgium (some 22%). If
the beneficiary opts for the payout in a lump sum after
transferring the accrued reserves from the Netherlands to
Belgium, a heavy tax valuation of 52 % progressive rate + 20
% revision rate will be applied. Besides that an additional
taxation will be applied in Belgium on the actual earned
income.

105.

OPSG

Page 16

Good Practice 2: Objective criteria for reasons to suspend a Noted
transfer including financial sustainability checks of schemes.
We agree that the effect of the transfer of pension capital on
the transferring pension scheme is critical and could in some
circumstances provide reasons not to transfer.
Reasons not to transfer may not be limited to the effect on Noted
the funding level of the transferring scheme, but should also (Good Practice 2 reworded)
take into account the overall risk environment, such as the
interest rate environment and biometric aspects, and the
interests and security of the remaining, non transferring
members of the pension scheme. In the context of cross
border transfers between different Member States there is
the additional issue of the significant difference in life
expectancy within different EU member states which can
result in significant imbalance between incoming and outgoing
147/208

transfers (if this cannot be adjusted for in the receiving
Agree
scheme ‘credit).
The reasons to reduce or not to permit transfers should be
applied objectively and disclosed clearly to members who
request transfers.
Some Member States have seen the growth of fraud/illegal
scams as members are encouraged to transfer out in order to
access their pension values: the ability to suspend should
include dealing with known fraudulent schemes.
Good Practice 3: Same requirements for receiving schemes Agree
for domestic and cross border transfers
We would highlight that indeed it is more difficult in a crossborder context to make a transfer than in a domestic context.
The life expectancy issue mentioned in Good Practice 2 is only
one of a number of difficult issues which would make a
general right to receiving the cross border transfer of pension
rights difficult.
The receiving IORP has to comply with
national requirements so there will be other issues, including
differences in legislation, actuarial standards and interest
rates, and other laws such as local application of data
protection.
The receiving scheme would need to be a
recognised scheme in the transferring scheme environment,
and it can be difficult to verify the status of a receiving
scheme in another jurisdiction. The potential for new scams
and incentives would also seem to be an issue, and alongside
any additional rights or freedoms, methods to protect
members against non – bona fide schemes, should also be
explored.
148/208

In our view it is important to focus first on the domestic level.
106.

Pensions Europe
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When transferring pension capital it is not only of Noted
importance to take into account the funding of the
(Good Practice 2 reworded)
transferring pension scheme, but to also look into the overall
risk environment, such as the interest rate environment and
biometric aspects. It should be possible to add this in the
criteria for reasons to suspend a transfer.
With regard to Good Practice 3 we deem it important to
highlight that indeed it is more difficult in a cross-border
context to make a transfer than in a domestic context. It is
important to focus first on the domestic level.

Noted

108.

Association
Page 17
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

With regards to paragraphs A) Legal status and Noted
B)Transfer between 2nd and 3rd pillar, we think that it should
be mentioned, perhaps even as a specific Good Practice, that
each condition should be considered in the context of the
general mechanism system that the pension fund and/or the
country have implemented in order to protect pension rights.

109.

DIA
Trade Page 17
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for
insurance
and
pensions,

Footnote 57) incl. DK. A transfer can be - and is often - Noted
subject to a condition of no possibility of cash surrender in the
receiving scheme.

110.

Financial
Services
Group

B) Transfer between 2nd and 3rd pillar

Page 17
User

In many new MS, the law prohibits the right to switch among
“pillars” and thus allows the pension providers to exploit the
market by imposing high AMCs (asset management costs). A
good example of this approach could be found in Slovakia,
where the TER for 1bis pillar is close to 0,75% p.a., while 3rd
pillar pension providers impose charges measured by TER
149/208

Noted

close to 3% p.a. Both pillars are almost identical in their
operational setting, but the national legislation prohibits
savers to execute the right to switch to better performing and
low-cost scheme. 3rd pillar providers are even more
expensive than typical UCITS funds and investment
companies.
FSUG wonders why EIOPA has gone deeper into this issue to
confront the current practice of pension providers on this
issue. FSUG therefore urges supranational regulators to raise
this issue on the EU level.
111.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page 17

The whole page: Again, the terminology is confusing, as the Noted
descriptions sometimes seem to refer to the schemes,
sometimes to the institutions/providers under the schemes
and sometimes to the products offered by these
institutions/providers, see our general comments and our
comments to page 7.

113.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page 18

Second para and footnote 61: As for the situation described in Noted
the last sentence, it should be noted that transfer rights under
the four major Swedish schemes (covering 90 % of the
workforce)
are
restricted
to
transfers
between
institutions/providers designated under the same scheme also
in this situation, see our general comments. As you cannot
transfer to an institution/provider designated under another
scheme the question of any delays of either out- or intransfers stipulated by the schemes therefore do not seem to
be relevant for these Swedish schemes. As regards transfers
between institutions/providers under each scheme the only
restriction is that a right of transfer is not allowed during the
first year of the contract with the institution/provider. The
same applies for transfers under voluntary schemes and for
occupational pension insurance policies taken out by selfemployed persons.

114.
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Comments on Good Practice 4
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für

From the perspective of the (rational) employee, full Noted
flexibility in terms of the timing of the transfer is desirable.
However, the point in time at which a transfer is realised has
financial repercussions on IORPs and therefore effectively on
the other members and beneficiaries and / or the sponsoring
employer. While without doubt few beneficiaries would change
jobs (or even countries) with the sole aim of improving their
occupational pension, once a job change has taken place, the
beneficiary could signficiantly benefit depending on when the
transfer takes place. A beneficiary could, for example, opt to
stay in a scheme which offers a high guarantee during the
accumulation phase until just before retirement, and only
then transfer to a scheme which offers a generous formular
for the calculation of the actual retirement benefits. Another
example would be to use the change to benefit e.g. from a
pool of beneficiaries with a higher life expectancy (and lower
annuity rates) to one with lower life expectancy (and higher
annuity rates). In addition, links to other issues (e.g. pension
sharing orders - Versorgungsausgleich in Germany) have to
Noted
be considered.
The rationale for a transfer is to allow mobile workers
to collect their pension entitlement within one (or at least
few) institutions/sponsoring employers. On this backdrop it
makes sense for the transfer to take place relatively soon
after the job change. While it is important that beneficiaries
have an adequate amount of time to collect information and
make a decision, a limit on this time might also serve as
encouragement to finally complete the necessary documents
and request the transfer (from a behavioural perspective,
many beneficiaries might otherwise always postpone this to
“tomorrow”). We therefore propose a time limit of two years
between the job change and the transfer.
A fixed time frame also gives the IORP as well as the
sponsoring employer the possibility to plan ahead (rather than
151/208

(See the case where only the
next employer after next
provides for a scheme which is
eligible for an in-transfer)

Noted

expecting any number of transfers on any given day – but
which might also never happen) as well as avoiding the risks
around arbitrage (Point 1 regarding Good Practice Principle 4).
116.
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We support GP4.

Noted

of
To the last sentence under “D) Benefit structure of the
receiving scheme”: yet another good practice could be: to
allow transfers to and from any sort of 2nd pillar pension
system and (under conditions?) to and from 3rd pillar pension
systems.
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With regards to the Good Practice 4, we recognize that Noted
allowing for a sufficiently long period to request an outtransfer is beneficial to the scheme member. However, the
financial situation of the IORPs should also be taken into
account on this regards. Indeed allowing member schemes to
request an out-transfer until retirement could imply
uncertainties in the management of the assets or could lead
to disproportionate costs.

119.
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FSUG supports the EIOPA suggestion for a Good Practice 4 Noted
which might improve the situation for savers.
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Good Practice 4: Timeframes for in- and out- transfers

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Good Practice 4 : The four major Swedish schemes do not Noted
pose any restrictions on transfers as long as the transfer is
carried out between institutions/providers designated under
the respective schemes, see our general comments. As you
cannot transfer to an institution/provider designated under
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Noted

The IFoA supports the availability of transfers within a longer
timeframe.

152/208

another scheme the question of any delays of either out- or
in-transfers stipulated by the schemes therefore do not seem
to be relevant for these Swedish schemes. As regards
transfers between institutions/providers under each scheme
the only restriction is that a right of transfer is not allowed
during
the
first
year
of
the
contract
with
the
institution/provider. The same applies for transfers under
voluntary schemes and for occupational pension insurance
policies taken out by self-employed persons.
This practice therefore does not seem particularly relevant for
Sweden, as a transfer between institutions/providers under
different schemes are not allowed under most Swedish
schemes. But again, the terminology is confusing – is this
practice referring to a transfer between schemes or between
institutions/providers ? We note that the term pension
institution is used in para 2. See our general comments and
our comments to page 7 on terminology.
122.

Mercer (benefits Page 19
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We confirm the principle of providing a sufficiently long period Noted
to request for in- and out-transfers as well, but it might
encounter practical problems in cross-border situations
because of the differences between the member states
systems, especially in the field of taxation.
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OPSG

Good Practice 4: Time frames for in – and out – transfers. Noted
EIOPA considers it Good Practice if the transferring scheme
(Regarding
restrictions
to
allows for a sufficiently long period to request an out-transfer,
transfers see Good Practice 2)
ideally until retirement or other benefits are due.
Furthermore, EIOPA considers it a Good Practice if the scheme
members are allowed to request an in-transfer of his
supplementary pension rights at any time during his
membership in the new scheme or the pension institution.

Page 19

Out – transfers: From a members point of view it is clearly
153/208

attractive to have a long period to request an out-transfer. In
some member states (e.g. the UK) members have a statutory
right to transfer any time up to a year before normal
retirement age.
However, the timing (depending on the
numbers transferring and the size of the transfer value
relative to the funding of the scheme) will effect the financial
position of the IORP and possibly the financial security of the
remaining members. We would therefore suggest the IORP
should be allowed to limit this timeframe to a certain extent
or to limit this timeframe by collective agreement. In addition
there may be times when it is difficult to transfer out, e.g. if
an IORP has an insolvency situation.
In-transfers: In the absence of a statutory time limit, it may
make sense for the member to be encouraged to take the
transfer relatively soon after a job change, particularly if one
of the rationales for allowing in – transfers is that mobile
workers can collect all their entitlements ‘under one roof’ to
have as few IORPS as possible. It has been suggested that it
would be helpful to give employers certainty about the
liabilities they bear, if there was a time limit of two years
between job change and transfer.
124.
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Page 19

The 100 Group Page 19
of
Finance
Directors
(Business Assoc

We understand that it is beneficial for the employee to Noted
allow for a sufficiently long period to request an out-transfer.
(Regarding restrictions
However, the point in time at which a transfer is realised has
Good Practice 2)
its effects on the financial situation of the IORP and therefore
on the funding of the scheme, it should therefore be possible
for the IORP to limit this timeframe to a certain extent or to
limit this timeframe by collective agreement.
Good Practice 4: in the UK, it is common practice for most DB Noted
schemes not to allow transfers-in of benefits. This is because
accepting a transfer-in involves the DB pension scheme in
question taking on the risk that the transfer value received is
insufficient to provide the promised benefits. We believe that
154/208

see

this approach reflects Good Practice and protects the interests
of members who are already in the scheme to which the
transfer is proposed (who might otherwise see the security of
their benefits reduced in order to provide additional funding
for a transferred-in pension). We therefore believe that the
principle of it being Good Practice for a member to be able to
request a transfer-in should be restricted to DC schemes.
126.
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Looking at the issue from a practical perspective, the
proposed layering of information is very elaborate. It is
unclear who should provide this information: Employers or
IORPs? The transferring or the receiving parties? We would
also like to point out that it is very difficult to give legally
accurate information which is easy to understand for the
average beneficiary, even if the information is presented in
several layers. Finally, cross-border transfers are likely to
involve two languages, which adds further complexity.

Noted.

The principle-based nature of
GP 5 refers to the national
legislator
(or
market
intervenient)
the
task
of
defining the exact content and
process of the deliverance of
information
to
scheme
members. That is further
The information called for in paragraphs 4-7 is too extensive, underlined in the modification
the expected added value is likely to be much lower than the now introduced to the Report.
expected costs.
We agree with EIOPA that information for members and
beneficiaries needs to be “correct, understandable and not
misleading”. However, we would like to add that the
information provided to the member also needs to fit the
particular scheme and pension promise it is pertaining to. We
would also like to point out that the KID stems from
investment products and is therefore not appropriate for
occupational pensions. Hence, any information document
should be tailored to the specific situation of 2nd pillar
provisions as described on the next page. The legal basis at
the European level will probably be Art. 53b of the IORP II
proposal.
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1rst paragraph : we would like to confirm that we are very Noted.
155/208

Association
Europe

of

supportive of the mentioned layering approach
dissimination of information the scheme members.

to

the

See
answer
comment.

to

previous

Whilst we are a strong supporters of “layered” information in
general, we are not sure that this is appropriate for transfer
options if the information is provided to the individual in paper
form, as opposed by accessing a website, where the layered
approach is more appropriate. In our view, it would be better
to provide all relevant information initially (although this can
be structured in such a way that there is a concise “Max”
summary on page 1, with more detail in subsequent pages)
so that the individual can take advice and reach an informed
decision, without having to have protracted communications
with the scheme administrators which would incur additional
time and possibly expense. This information should of course
give details of costs and charges where these are borne by, or
impact on, the individual.
130.
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FSUG welcomes the EIOPA pledge for layering of information Noted.
and a “new approach to information disclosure”.
On the call for a unified
approach on the disclosure of
returns and costs: that is not
A) Information disclosure
the scope of this report (GP
FSUG fully supports the EIOPA in its initiatives and steps are
only
principles-based).
taken towards greater transparency of pension schemes. In See, in such sense, for
this context FSUG reminds EIOPA of the EuroFinUse Study on investment
products,
Real Returns of Pensions as well as the OXERA Study on Regulation (EU) nº 1286/2014
Position of Savers in Private Pension Products where these (“PRIIPs”).
issues have been scrutinized and analyzed deeply. The results
point at a low transparency and significant negative impact on
savers.
FSUG urgently calls for a unified approach on the disclosure of
impact of returns and costs. If the returns are presented on a
continual historical basis and/or modeled for the future on the
156/208

continual basis (often using compound impact), so should be
the impact of costs and charges presented on the whole
saving cycle of a member.
131.
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The IFoA would support the provision of information to Noted.
members that met their specific needs rather than meet a
compliance need.
Informative, educational and relevant
information that is specific to the scheme and the member
would be more beneficial to members. However, the IFoA
also recognises the challenges in establishing a regulatory
framework that provides sufficient flexibility while ensuring
that all members received a minimum standard of
information.

132.
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(Sweden)

A) Information disclosure: From a Swedish point of view, it is Noted.
difficult to have an opinion on the reasoning here, since it is
See answer to comment 126.
unclear whether the information requirements refer to the
schemes and/or to the products that can be offered by
institutions/providers designated under DC schemes, see also
our general comments and our comments to page 7. Swedish
law sets out information requirements on both aspects, but
the information on transfer rights would be linked to the
product information rather than to the scheme information.
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As regards product information it should be noted that the
Swedish legislation is only applicable to products offered by
institutions/providers under voluntary schemes and for
occupational pension insurance policies taken out by selfemployed persons. For the schemes that are subject to
mandatory collective agreements (like the four major Swedish
schemes covering 90 % of the workforce), the information
rules are decided by the social partners.
133.
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We agree with EIOPA that information for members and Noted.
beneficiaries should be correct, understandable and not
157/208

misleading. A clear information document specific to IORPs is
See answer to comment 126.
essential (rather than aKID –type document tailored to
investment products).
Any information given should be That the “KID” approach is
more
appropriate
to
tailored to the specific situation of IORPs.
investment products is also
EIOPA’s position, as results of
It would help the member if all relevant information were the consideration in point 3.2.
provided initially (albeit with a summary), so that the A) of the Report.
individual can take advice and reach a decision without
protracted (and possibly expensive) correspondence with the
scheme administrator/employers.
The costs of a transfer should be made available to the
member who requested the transfer, so that he/she can make
an informed decision.
134.
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We agree with EIOPA that information for members and Noted.
beneficiaries should be correct, understandable and not
See answer to comments 126
misleading. However, a KID document is tailored to
and 133.
investment products and does not fit workplace pensions. Any
information given should be tailored to the specific situation of
IORPs.
We agree that the information about the costs of a
transfer should be made available to the member who
requested the transfer, so that he/she can make an informed
decision.
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We would like to point out that a personal pension product
(PPP) has nothing to do with transferability of occupational
pensions. We are not sure why in this report which discusses
the individual transfer of occupational pension schemes,
EIOPA sees it fit to advertise the idea of a European-wide PPP.
We agree with EIOPA that demographic developments paired
with cuts in state pension provision create the need to
158/208

Disagree
with
the
consideration that PPP is
absolute
foreign
to
transferability of occupational
pensions – as transfers from
occupational schemes to PPP
are allowed in some MS [see

supplement retirement income with private pensions. From point 3.1.b) of the Report].
our perspective, however, the first choice in this regard are
occupational pensions. Because of the involvement of
employers, occupational pensions can be organised at
collective level. Occupational pensions are therefore good
value for money, particularly for those on low incomes. They
balance security against returns and provide a life-long
pension for their beneficiaries, who can also share the risks
around death and invalidity. In contrast to personal pensions,
occupational pensions can therefore address these risks
without undertaking an individual assessment. In contrast to
those taking out a personal pension, members and
beneficiaries of occupational pensions are mainly protected
through social and labour law.
From our perspective the information about the potential loss
of risk coverage e.g. invalidity is crucial. We believe that for
members this might be an important factor when deciding on
whether to ask for a transfer.
138.
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Concerning the information form accompanying the transfer, Noted.
we would like to add that regarding the example of Belgium,
See answer to comment 126.
social law requires this form and a concrete procedure exists.

Footnote 77) not correct – collective agreements do not Noted
–
regulate information regarding transfers.
corrected.

foot.

77

was

The obligation to inform and advice on the transfer option is
mainly on the receiving scheme. We have, though, a general
Noted.
regulation that any scheme must give advice when
circumstances imply the need. When contribuituons stops in See answer to comment 126.
the transfering scheme, the scheme will contact the member
informing on among other things the possibility to transfer.
159/208

140.
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EIOPA correctly states that: “The information relevant for the Noted.
transfer can comprise the following elements: transfer value,
transfer options, procedure, time frames and tax implications
of a transfer. However, it can be argued that the economic
consequences of the transfer are more important for the
decision whether to transfer compared to procedural or
administrative requirements.”
FSUG welcomes the EIOPA sensitive recognition of the
economic utility and impact of the decision to switch, which is
not of the procedural issue rather than economic one.
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The IFoA notes EIOPA’s work in developing an EU-wide Noted.
market for personal pension products. However, as noted in
our general comments, the IFoA would consider the
establishment of such a market to be extremely challenging
given the variability in tax regimes.
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The whole page: From a Swedish point of view, it is difficult to Noted.
have an opinion on the reasoning here, since it is unclear
See answer to comment 126.
whether the information requirements refer to the schemes
and/or to the products that can be offered by
institutions/providers designated under DC schemes, see also
our general comments and our comments to page 7. Swedish
law sets out information requirements on both aspects, but
the information on transfer rights would be linked to the
product information rather than to the scheme information.

Page 21

As regards product information it should be noted that the
Swedish legislation is only applicable to products offered by
institutions/providers under voluntary schemes and for
occupational pension insurance policies taken out by selfemployed persons. For the schemes that are subject to
mandatory collective agreements (like the four major Swedish
160/208

schemes covering 90 % of the workforce), the information
rules are decided by the social partners.
143.
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As this consultation is regarding occupational schemes The reference to PPP results
managed by IORPs or by insurance undertakings, we question mainly from the admission of
the need to mention the PPP here.
transfers from occupational
schemes to PPP allowed in
some MS [see point 3.1.b) of
However, any pension scheme linked to a current or previous the Report, where special
employment relationship should be considered as part of conditions of such transfers
workplace pensions, with the involvement of the employer are mentioned].
being a key factor to distinguish workplace pension from
personal pensions. Workplace pensions have a different setup
with different features that should be taken into account when
transferring pension capital, such as intergenerational risksharing and risk-sharing around death and individuality in
some cases.
We note that in some countries transfers
between pillars are possible, but this is still unusual and would
require considerable additional protections in place,
particularly for the member.
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As this consultation is regarding IORPs as well as other Disagree.
occupational
pension
plans
provided
by
insurance
See answer to comment 135.
undertakings, we question the need to mention the PPP here.
The first and the second pillar should provide the bulk of the
retirement income; personal pensions (third pillar) can be an
instrument to further top up retirement income. However, any
pension scheme linked to a current or previous employment
relationship should be considered as part of workplace
pensions, with the involvement of the employer being a key
factor to distinguish workplace pension from personal
pensions. Workplace pensions have a different setup with
different features that should be taken into account when
transferring pension capital, such as intergenerational risksharing and risk-sharing around death and invalidity in some
cases.
161/208
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Comments on Good Practice 5

Noted.

To us it is not clear who will be responsible for the provision See answer to comment 126.
of this information – and, crucially, who will be liable in case it
is not accurate. In particular information about tax
implicatons (and social insurance contributions) is already
very complex in national transfers. We are not sure how this
would work for cross-border transfers. The Commission
Proposal for the IORP Directive and the agreed Council
Compromise clearly address the IORP when stipulating the
information requirements. Neither the employer nor the IORP
can provide real advice on issues like tax and social insurance
contributions and potentially be liable for it. Considering the
regulation of tax and financial advisors, they might not even
be allowed to provide advice.
From our perspective it is sufficient if the transferring
beneficiary receives information on the value the transferring
scheme is offering and the benefits the new scheme can
provide based on that value. However, this should not only
include bare numbers, but also refer to issues such as
invalidity protection, survivor’s pension, security mechanisms Noted.
etc. It should explain what the beneficiary is entitled to under
See answer to comment 126.
which circumstances.
Comments on Good Practice 6
For efficiency reasons, information relating to the
transfer should in principle only be delivered to an employee
upon request.
We are against the idea to establish such an
information requirement in this Good Practice. We would also
like to point out that the transferring scheme can only provide
the beneficiary with the information of the transfer value they
can offer – they cannot provide any information on the type of
162/208

benefits the receiving IORP would offer. It is therefore
impossible for the transferring employer / IORP to provide
“the relevant information upon the termination of the
employment relationship”.
In German law the beneficiary has a right to request
information on a possible transfer (Art. 4a (1) Number 2
BetrAVG) from the potentially transferring IORP / the
sponsoring employer. Correspondingly, Art. 4a (2) BetrAVG
gives the beneficiary the right to request information from the
potentially receiving IORP / the new employer. Calculating
these values for all leaving employees (even if they never
considered a transfer) would add additional administration
costs and would make occupational pensions less efficient.
The information members need as well as the amount
of information they can compute varies from case to case. It
is therefore not possible to create an automatic process which
would lead to a package with all relevant information. What is
relevant in an individual case will always depend on the
beneficiary who has asked for the transfer.
Finally, we would like to point out that the proposal
does not clearly address who is responsible to provide the
information.
146.
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(Trade Page 22
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The ABI agrees that it is essential that the scheme member Noted.
should be adequately informed about all aspects regarding
See answer to comment 126.
their pension transfer so they can make an informed decision
about whether to proceed with the transfer or not. However,
we would argue that good practice 5 is not sufficiently clear
about who will provide this vital information to the consumer,
would there be a standardised format and at which point
would the information be given.

163/208

In the UK, as part of the recent pension reforms, the
Government will be introducing a measure for the automatic
transfer of occupational pensions, known as ‘pot-followsmember’. The Government have recently outlined their
approach, and associated challenges, to this in their policy
paper ‘Automatic transfers : a framework for consolidating
pension savings’ (February 2015), which state the key
messages that ought to be communicated to pension scheme
members and at which stage (ref: p.18-19). These key
messages include: explaining what automatic transfer means,
the individual’s options (i.e. opting-in or opting-out), and
information on previous qualifying pot. We would therefore
refer EIOPA to initiatives, such as these, which may be useful
in developing an EU-level good practice.
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We support GP 5 although we would be cautious about giving
definitive tax advice to an individual: clearly if there is a
requirement on the scheme/employer to withhold tax from
the transfer payment this must be stated, but it would seem
inappropriate to give advice on what might happen to the
payment in the receiving scheme (particularly where this is in
another Member State).

Noted.
See answer to comment 126.
Specifically
regarding
to
advice: GP 8 clarifies the need
to the provision of information
differentiate
between
information and advice.

We support GP 6 which we suspect applies already in many
Member States although “relevant” information should be
defined – does this include the transfer value which would be
available if the member requested this on date of termination,
or is it sufficient to state that he/she has a right to transfer
payment at any time and that further details will be provided
on request?
148.
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With regards to the Good Practice 5, the practice to Noted.
164/208

Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

inform the scheme members of the tax
transfer should be limited to the domestic
since it is impossible (or it would pose an
for the scheme provider to give accurate
potential consequences of a transfer that
Member States’ jurisdictions.

implications of a
See answer to comment 126.
(tax) implications,
excessive burden)
information of all
result from other

The EU Institutions should keep in mind that fiscal matters
remain within the national competences and all information
about the tax implications in a possible cross-border transfer
would require a cooperation between the different national tax
authorities.
Finally, we propose to add at the first paragrah, after the
words «implication of transfers», the words «and of
alternative options, if any». Indeed, an informed decision can
be assumed only if the member is informed about all possible
alternatives.

As to GP 6: disagree. EIOPA’s
opinion is that automatic
delivery should be considered
a GP, favourable to scheme
members and with reasonable
cost for the other intervenient.

With regard to Good Practice 6, AEIP wants to bear in
mind that an automatic delivery of information means
undefined costs for employers and schemes.
150.
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Good Practice 5 : Content of Information to scheme member Noted.
EIOPA considers it Good Practice to inform the scheme
member about all aspects concerning the transfer needed to
reach a decison whether to transfer (eg. transfer value,
transfer options, procedure, time frames (if applicable),
impact of the transfer on benefits and other specific risk
coverage (if applicable) – including whether any specific risk
coverage may be lost as a result of the transfer), as well as
the tax implications on transfer.
Since the economic
consequences of a transfer are arguably the most important
for the members all reductions and costs associated with the Noted.
transfer should be clearly stated.
165/208

Tax rules vary from one Member State to another and it might
be impossible to provide accurate information about the tax
implication the transfer would generate in case of a crossborder transfer.
151.
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We agree that scheme members should be systematically Noted.
informed without request at the proper time. In the Danish
See answer to comment 126.
system where the transfering scheme informs the scheme
member when contributions stops and the new scheme
informs when new contribution starts it seems unnecessary
also to give information at the time termination of the
employment relation. The important point is that information
is given when the scheme member should act on it.
The text of footnote 84 was
corrected.
Footnote 84) We are not sure what specific tool you are
referring to. There is not a tool specifically for transfers.
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FSUG can only agree with the proposed wording for Good Noted.
Practice 5: Content of Information to Scheme Member
FSUG thinks that economic consequences of the decision to
switch are far more important than the main procedure of the
switching process and therefore the central point of the
information should be the economic impact of such decision
than the main procedure of switching. However, FSUG
supports to implement the full disclosure of the impact of
costs and charges as well as potential reduction of benefits or
coverage of various risks before the main decision to switch is
Noted.
taken.
FSUG agrees with proposed “Good Practice 6: Systematic
Delivery of Information “, providing the above mentioned
166/208

approach to information disclosure and structure of the
information is observed.
153.
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As noted previously, the IFoA would support the provision of Noted.
information to members that met their specific needs rather
than meet a compliance need.
However, the IFoA also
recognises the challenges in establishing a regulatory
framework that provided sufficient flexibility while ensuring
that all members received a minimum standard of
Noted.
information.
Good Practice 6: Systematic delivery of information
The IFoA agrees with this approach.

154.
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Good Practice 5: We can agree with these principles.

Noted.

Good practice 6: This practice only seems to cover cases
where a member of a scheme can never stay with the same
institution/provider after the termination of the employment,
a situation that does not seem relevant for the Swedish
system (see our comments to pages 11 and 14) .

In “1. Scope of the Report” is
now clarified the point raised
in the comment concerning GP
6.

With regard to good practices 5 and 6 related to the Noted.
information provision to the scheme member we agree that
See answer to comment 126.
the information related to occupational pension schemes
should be correct, understandable and not misleading so each
member is adequately informed.
However it is not clear who would be responsible for providing
such information: the employer, the transferring entity, an
external entity? As EIOPA considers a wide information
provision (all aspects concerning the transfer needed to reach
a decision + information provision on a systematical basis) it
will result in a comprehensive task.
Futhermore, which information should be provided, only
167/208

domestic information or specific information related to other
member states as well?
Finally we wonder how far this information provision needs to
go. E.g. it would be practically impossible, and costly, to fulfil
a continuous information requirement with updates to the
pension plan beneficiary every time rules change, e.g.
changes in tax rules.
156.
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Good Practice 5: Content of Information to scheme member: Noted.
EIOPA considers it Good Practice to inform the scheme
See answer to comment 126.
member about all aspects concerning the transfer needed to
reach a decison whether to transfer (e.g. transfer value,
transfer options, procedure, time frames (if applicable),
impact of the transfer on benefits and other specific risk
coverage (if applicable) – including whether any specific risk
coverage may be lost as a result of the transfer), as well as
the tax implications on transfer.
Since the economic
consequences of a transfer are arguably the most important
for the members all reductions and costs associated with the
transfer should be clearly stated.
Each IORP should be obliged to give clear information about
the transfer in an easy to understand way. In terms of
domestic transfers, with the exception of the tax implications
(see below) we agree the members will need the information
described above. Where appropriate, the information should
also include the impact on invalidity protection, survivor’s
pension, discretionary benefits and security mechanisms. It
could also include where relevant information about the
differences between DB and DC, guarantees, effects of
solvency margins etc. In relation to risk coverage however
while the issue needs to be drawn to the members attention,
regarding
to
it is not reasonable for the IORP to have to do for example the Specifically
analysis of the comparison between the covenant of its advice: GP 8 clarifies the need
sponsoring employer, as against the covenant of the to the provision of information
168/208

between
transferring sponsoring employer, or the position on an differentiate
insolvency of the transferring corporate entity compared to information and advice.
that of a particular receiving insurance company. It should be
enough that the members are alerted to the generic issue.
Tax issues equally can be raised with the member, but they
cannot be member specific without full information on the
member’s tax position which the IORP will not have, nor can
the transferring scheme comment on any tax implications of
payment in the receiving scheme. There is also the issue of
not giving unauthorised financial or tax advice. We would
suggest therefore that the member be told of the topics, and
be encouraged to take his or her own financial advice if
necessary.
In terms of cross border transfers, we consider it impossible
for the IORP to give accurate information of all potential
consequences of a transfer that result from other Member
States’ jurisdictions. The IORP can only provide information
on its scheme. Other issues, such as tax implications are out
of the remit of the IORP and when the IORP were to inform its
members on possible tax implications this might lead to a
situation where the IORP becomes unwittingly liable in the
event that the Member States decides to change its tax rules.
Good Practice 6: Systematic delivery of information. EIOPA
considers it Good Pratice for members to be systematically
(i.e. without request) provided with the relevant information
upon termination of the employment relationship.
Whether this is efficient and cost effective will depend on how
much information (and whether generic or individual) the
169/208

Noted. For the content of
“relevant information” it was
now introduced in the text of
GP 6 a reference to GP 5.

IORP is expected to provide on termination. If it is extensive,
then this should be on request, with basic information as of
right.
It would be helpful if ‘relevant’ information were
defined.
157.
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It is impossible for the IORP to give accurate Noted.
information of all potential consequences of a transfer that
result from other Member States’ jurisdictions. The IORP can
only provide information on the scheme and its contracts
itself. Other issues, such as tax implications are out of the
remit of the IORP and if the IORP were to inform its members
on possible tax implications this might lead to a situation
where the IORP becomes liable in case a Member States
decides to change its tax rules.
Comments on Good Practice 7
It is sufficient if one medium is used to provide the
information – if it is done by mail it should not be required to
also offer an online platform.
Since all information relates to a transfer, it would be
necessary to set up an interface for the two employers and
two pension schemes. Since this would render any online
platform very complex and expensive, we are against the
requirement to built up an online tool.
One problem we would like to emphasise is that while is
it very efficient to use a company intranet to inform active
members about their pension entitlements, it is not a means
of communication for dormant members, because leaving a
company often also means loosing the right to use the
company intranet.

The principle-based nature of
GP 7 refers to the national
legislator
(or
market
intervenient) the creation of
the IT tool and its terms,
including the distribution of
the burden of information
between paper mediums and
the IT tool.

That is further underlined in
the
modification
now
introduced to the text of the
Report immediately preceding
the statement of GP 7,
concerning who should provide
For any kind of online tool, extensive questions around the online tool.
data protection would have to be addressed. Any kind of
external data storage goes beyond the employment
relationship and therefore falls under co-determination On text of GP 8 was now
procedures (Mitbestimmung).
clarified that cost of external
170/208

advice should not fall upon the
Based on the comments above, we would at least
IORP necessarily.
propose the following addition (marked in bold) to Good
Practice 7: „If available, EIOPA considers it as Good Practice
to provide the scheme member with access to an online
tool/portal with (additional) relevant information concerning
his/her transfer.”
Comments on Good Practice 8
We would like to emphasise that advice can only be
free of charge if it concerns information delivered by the IORP
or the employer. External advice has to be paid by the
employee. The need for information and external advice and
hence the related costs are likely to be lower if the transfer
takes place between similar schemes (see also our comments
regarding p. 15).
159.

ABI
(Trade Page 23
Association,
United Kingdom)

We would agree, in principle, that providing advice to pension Noted. Foot. 87 (now 97) was
scheme members could be beneficial in helping them make an corrected.
informed decision about the pension scheme transfer.
However, in the UK, advice is not provided by the transferring
scheme to the scheme member, as stated in footnote 87 of
EIOPA’s consultation paper.
In the UK, a receiving scheme may often require advice to be
sought ahead of any transfer, and the receiving scheme may
provide advice themselves. One reason for doing this is the
regulatory risk involved in accepting a transfer without the
scheme member having taken advice.
In certain instances of when a member would like to transfer
out of a defined benefit (DB) pension scheme to a defined
171/208

The principle-based nature of
GP 8 refers to the national
legislator
(or
market
intervenient) the regulation of
the signalization of the need/
possibility to get specific
advice.
The text of GP 8 was clarified.

contribution pension, the pension scheme is required to make
sure that the pension scheme member has had advice; they
may introduce the pension scheme member to an adviser,
however for them to provide advice themselves would
constitute a conflict of interest.
This is set out in a recent Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
paper concerning transfers from DB to defined contribution
(DC) occupational pension schemes, and builds on an existing
requirement that where these types of transfers occur, that
they are checked by a qualified individual, a ‘Pensions
Transfers Specialist’. Therefore, consumers in the UK would
be required to take regulated advice before transferring out of
a DB pension – this would include being made aware of the
potential detriment / potential loss of certain underlying
guarantees.

160.

161.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

Page 23
of

Association
Page 23
Européenne des

GP 7 would be helpful although is likely to impose Noted. See 1st answer to
unacceptable
costs
for
smaller
schemes
where commentary 158.
transfers/transfer requests are infrequent. However, national
tracking services could in time provide this facility for all
Noted. The text of GP 8 was
scheme benefits.
clarified
in
the
sense
proposed.
We agree that individuals should take advice on transfer
decisions, but in our view it would be sufficient for the
transferring and receiving schemes to tell the member this,
and (possibly) refer them to a list of approved advisers, as
otherwise the advice might not be seen to be independent.
Hence we think the wording of GP 8 needs to be revised.
AEIP supports Good Practice 7, insofar it does not imply Noted. See 1st
excessive costs or burdens. This risk expecially occurs for commentary 158.
172/208

answer

to

Institutions
Paritaires

small pension funds.

DIA
Trade Page 23
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

Footnote 88) incl DK

164.

Financial
Services
Group

FSUG welcomes the EIOPA proposal for Good Practice 7: Noted.
Online Tool/Portal with (additional) relevant information
In
the
text
immediately
concerning scheme member´s transfer.
preceding the statement of GP
However, it should be noted that such portals should be 7 was now clarified that the
provided either by demand side of the market participants information provided in the
(savers associations, non-profit organizations) and not by the online tool should comply with
supply side providers as it could lead to the detriments to the the
rules
regarding
savers as mentioned above (page 21 and 22). Building and information.
operation of such portals/tools should be at the central point
of any support from the national as well as supranational
regulators and decision-makers.

165.

Institute
and Page 23
Faculty
of
Actuaries, UK

163.

Noted. The text of GP 8 was
With regards to the access to advice, AEIP would like to clarified
in
the
sense
stress that the offer to the scheme member should be limited proposed.
to the possibility to receive information, not advice. It should
not be up to the scheme to offer advice, but only to allow the
scheme member to make an aware decision through the
delivering of clear and accurate information.

User

Page 23

Noted. Footnotes now 98 and
100 were corrected.

Footnote 90) incl DK

Good Practice 7: Online tool with relevant information Noted.
concerning the transfer
The IFoA supports this as it would form part of good
disclosure and would assist in meeting Good Practice 5.
Good Practice 8: Access to advice
173/208

Noted. The text of the Report
was clarified in the sense

It would be useful to understand who EIOPA considers would
be responsible for paying for the advice, what the advice
would contain, any restrictions around the advice and other
limitations EIOPA understands to be relevant. Depending on
restrictions within MS, the maximum obligation on a scheme
would be to highlight where advice is available. In many
cases, employers may have limited interest in paying for
advice to former employees.
166.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page 23

proposed.

Good Practice 7 : Insurance Sweden agrees that as much Noted.
information as possible should be made available also online.
The principle-based nature of
B) Advice Good and Good Practice 8: Again, it is not clear GP 8 refers to the national
what is meant by scheme in either section B) or in the legislator
(or
market
proposed good practice. It could refer to either the employer intervenient) the regulation of
or to the institution/provider designated under a scheme. We the signalization of the need/
are therefore not in a position to say whether it is correct to possibility to get specific
include Sweden in footnote 90, although we assume that advice
scheme refers to the institution/provider in this case.
It should also be noted that the need for advice depends on
the products offered by the designated institutions/providers
under a scheme and may not always be needed. In addition,
some IORPs in Sweden (friendly societies) are not allowed to
engage in selling activities. Consequently, these providers will
not give advice.
Generally speaking, a compulsory requirement to give advice
could in any case be very cumbersome and costly for systems
like the Swedish one. It must be kept in mind that the
investment options under the major sector-wide schemes
covering 90 % of the Swedish workforce have already been
vetted by the social partners.

167.

Mercer (benefits Page 23

With regard to good practice 8, we welcome the idea that a Noted. The text of the Report
174/208

consulting)
Benelux and UK

scheme member should have the opportunity to hire or was clarified
receive additional personalized advice. However, we question proposed.
the practical side of it. We are not in favour of the pension
scheme or the plan sponsor providing the additional advice.
The pension scheme or plan sponsor should be able to
facilitate access to an external advisor for the pension scheme
member. That external advisor should either be giving
independent advice (meaning not influenced by sales
techniques), or informing the pension scheme member of the
fact that the advice is not independent.
Noted.
With regard to the additional costs, who should pay for this?
It seems not reasonable that the cost related to this kind of
advice should be indirectly paid by the other scheme
members. Generally it seems the best solution that the costs
are directly paid by the individual.

168.

OPSG

Page 23

in

the

sense

From the revised text of the
Report concerning the search
for advice it can be now
inferred that a normal solution
would be the member paying
for the advice.

Good Practice 7: Online tool /portal with (additional) relevant
information concerning scheme members transfer. EIOPA
considers it Good Practice to provide the scheme member
with access to an online tool/portal with (additional) relevant
information concerning his/her transfer.
Noted.
Where possible, transparent on-line information in comparison
websites is to be welcomed, if the website is well made
including information about costs and charges and can
compare the proposed solution with possible alternatives. It
may however impose unacceptable costs for small schemes
with infrequent transfers. Larger IORPS or ones where an
insurance company or institutional pension provider is running
the administration may well have this facility. However if for
example a member joined and remained in a scheme having
left employment 10/15 years ago, the relevant information
may not be easily held on-line, even now.
175/208

The principle-based nature of
GP 7 refers to the national
legislator
(or
market
intervenient) the creation of
the IT tool and its terms.,
including the distribution of
the burden of information
between paper mediums and
the IT tool

It is suggested that if an online platform is provided,
members should not need to also be contacted by mail.
Noted.
Good Practice 8: Access to Advice. EIOPA considers it Good
The text of GP 8 was clarified
Practice for the scheme to offer to the scheme member the
in the sense proposed.
opportunity to hire or receive advice.
The Scheme can offer information and alert the member to
the possibility of obtaining external advice at his/her own
initiative and cost, and even refer the member to where he or
she might find a list of approved advisers. Members should
be able to properly access the risk of transfer and the
consumer protection issues around this need careful
consideration. We are aware that the UK has introduced a
statutory requirement for members to take external advice
when making a DB to DC transfer over a certain amount, but
usually a requirement should not be necessary.
169.

Pensions Europe
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170.

The 100 Group Page 23
of
Finance
Directors
(Business Assoc

Good Practice 8 : this good practice should imply that Noted.
scheme members can receive information from the IORP, not
The text of the Report was
advice. When a member of a pension scheme would like to
clarified in the sense proposed
receive advice, he or she should be able to hire external
advice, but this should be on his/her own initiative and costs.
Good Practice 7: large UK schemes (such as those sponsored
by 100 Group companies) typically do provide members with
online access to information relating to their benefits (which
may include some information relating to transfers). However,
online access is not appropriate for all schemes, employers or
members. For example, many blue-collar workers will not
have access to a computer at work, and may not have access
to a computer at home either. For such members, paperbased communications will remain important.
176/208

Noted.
See 1st answer to comment
168.

Noted.

Good Practice 8: if there is a perceived recommendation of an
adviser by the scheme (or the sponsoring employer), then the
scheme (or employer) could find themselves liable for the
quality of the advice provided by that adviser. We therefore
do not believe that it is the role of the scheme to offer the
member the opportunity to receive advice prior to transfer,
even though EIOPA acknowledges that it will typically be for
the member to pay for that advice. The role of the scheme
should be limited to signposting to the member that they
should take properly regulated advice and it should be for the
member to arrange for that advice. In the UK, from 6 April
2015, transfers from DB to DC schemes will only be possible
where the member has taken independent regulated advice.
It is also important to note that employers should not be
responsible for paying for, or arranging, such advice, except
in certain limited circumstances (for example, where they are
running an exercise to encourage members to transfer out).
171.
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Comments on Good Practice 9

The text of the Report was
clarified in the sense proposed

Noted.

We would like to point out that the costs related to a
transfer do not only relate to the transfer itself, but also to
other aspects: e.g. options and guarantees, changes in the
pool
of
members
in
the
pension
scheme
(Bestandsänderungen), running administration costs, special
requirements for the data keeping (e.g. parallel data keeping,
data exchange for international tax issues), corporate tax for Agree. The text of GP 9 was
reworded accordingly.
the employer etc.
In Germany employers and IORPs currently work a lot
with lump charges (rather than calculating the exact amount Noted.
it has cost for each case). Usually the costs for the transfer
are independent of the sum of capital transferred. This
practice works, it is quick and efficient. We are therefore
177/208

opposed to a Good Practice Principle which calls for the
calculation of the charges according to the actual work
necessary to carry out the transfer. However, if EIOPA’s
concern is that costs and charges would be related to the
transfer amount, a lump compensation would also solve this
issue.
Finally, we would like to point out that small changes in
legislation / Good Practices can trigger relatively high
administrative costs. An example from Germany is the reform
of pension sharing in case of divorce (Versorgungsausgleich).
It requires the IORP to hold a lot of information, which of
course triggers additional costs, in particular investment in IT
systems. In addition, transfers bring the risk that some
information is lost.
173.

174.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

Page 24
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Association
Page 24
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

GP 9: we feel sympathy for the suggested good practice. It Noted.
could result though in less transfers of small pensions as the
In the text of GP 9 was now
costs would be relatively be much larger. This might be a
added the acceptation of a
reason to charge a % of the transferred value but with a cap.
fixed
cap
to
the
cost
chargeable (however in the
form of a monetary value).
Clearly, where the member bears the charges these should be
reasonable and equitable so we would support GP 9 although
consideration could be given to having a cap related to the
amount of the transfer value (e.g. 5%) to protect the
individual in the case of a small amount and a complex
transfer. We agree with EIOPA that a standard charging
structure (e.g. 1% of the transfer value) whereby the scheme
can recoup amounts well in excess of the work done for a
simple transfer of a large amount should not be permitted.
With regards to the calculation of charges, IORPs
should be able to decide whether this calculation should be
done according to the actual work necessary to carry out the
transfer or to the transfer amount . The guiding principles
178/208

Disagree
–
the
“work
necessary”
criteria
seems
favourable
to
scheme
members and with reasonable

should be the common sense and the proportionality, as the cost for the other intervenient.
transferring of very small or very large amounts could lead to
Further, in the text of GP 9
disproportionate costs both for the scheme member or for the
was
now
added
the
IORP.
acceptation of a fixed cap to
the cost chargeable
176.

BIPAR,
European
Federation
Insurance
Interm

the Page 24
of

Good Practice 9: in cases where the scheme member is
charged for the transfer, EIOPA considers it as a Good
Practice to calculate the charges according to the actual work
necessary to carry out the transfer and not to the transfer
amount

Disagree. See 1st part of the
answer to comment 174.

The principle-based nature of
GP 9 refers to the national
legislator
(or
market
intervenient)
the
better
accommodation of the GP to
We believe it is impossible to make such a general statement.
the national
Whether one or the other system is better depends upon each
individual case and is a contractual issue between the parties.
What is the research upon which this statement is based?

177.

DIA
Trade Page 24
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

Regarding who pays for the transfer it is in Denmark only
allowed for the transfering company who can charge a minor
fee and not the receiving scheme. Most schemes however
refrain from charging individually. Hence the costs are paid
through general costs.

178.

Financial
Services
Group

EIOPA has, according to our view, identified the malpractice of Noted.
pension providers on imposing higher than economically
reasonable fees on the switching members. FSUG supports
the idea of EIOPA expressed in the Good Practice 9: Charges,
if any, to reflect the actual work necessary.

Page 24
User

Claiming that the main process of transferring the savings
from one pension scheme to another has any statistically
significant relation to the amount transferred cannot stand.
179.

Insurance
Sweden

Page 24

Costs and charges are closely related to product design. Noted.
Depending on this design, Sweden could actually be included
179/208

(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

180.

OPSG

under footnotes 99, 101, 102 and 103 as well.
Good Practice 9: Insurance Sweden does not find it
Disagree.
appropriate to set out a good practice on these aspects, as
they are closely related to product design. What matters is See 1st answer to comment
that the transfer charges are made transparent to the 174.
employee.
Page 24

Good Practice 9: Charges, if any, to reflect the actual work
necessary.
In cases where the scheme member is charged for the
transfer, EIOPA considers it Good Practice to calculate the
charges according to the actual work necessary to carry out
the transfer and not the transfer amount.
Noted.
We consider that the key is for the IORP to be transparent See answer to comment 174.
about the costs and charges, whether it is a flat fee, a fee
related to the amount, or a fee related to the amount of work.
The latter may not be straightforward as it can depend on for
example, complexity of the scheme, the receiving scheme
terms, administration costs, changes in funding, tax issues
,any investment platform used. Consideration could be given
to a cap related to the amount of the transfer value (e.g. 5%)
to protect the individual in the case of a very small amount
and a very complex transfer.

181.

Pensions Europe

Page 24

It can be difficult to determine the actual costs of a Noted.
transfer, as there are so many aspects to be taken into
See 1st answer to comment
account such as administration costs, changes in the funding
174
of the pension scheme, corporate tax etc. We therefore think
it should be up to the IORP, taking the interest of the member
into account, to decide whether they calculate the charges
according to the actual work necessary to carry out the
transfer, to the transfer amount or whether they use a flat fee
180/208

- as long as the IORP is transparent about the costs and
charges.
182.
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Paragraph 4: In this context it should be taken into account Reference
that not only the IORPs and the beneficiary are involved, but employers.
also the employers.

184.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

It would clearly be desirable for the process to be as efficient Noted
as possible, with the information to be provided (by the
individual or by either the receiving or transferring schemes)
being the minimum necessary to implement the transfer.
Some of the existing information requirements arise from
regulatory or tax provisions which should be reviewed to
ensure that they are not causing unnecessary impediments to
transferability. The cross border process will inevitably be
more complex, but it would be desirable for this to be
streamlined as much as possible by agreement between
Member States/NCAs e.g. as per the Budapest Protocol. WeI
would agree that co-operation between the transferring and
receiving schemes should be encouraged, provided the
individual is kept informed (e.g. by being copied for
information on material correspondence) rather than requiring
all communications to go through the individual. In our
experience this does happen where possible but it can be
more challenging for cross border transfers.
Hence we
support GP 10 and GP 12.

186.

DIA
Trade Page 25
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

Footnote 109) incl. DK

187.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)

Insurance Sweden strongly agrees with the need to tackle Noted
unnecessary obstacles to transfers. The process must
however leave room for necessary adjustments of the transfer
value in relation to factors such as the employee´s health and

of

Page 25

Page 25

Reference
footnote.

181/208

inserted

to

DK

added

to

in

(Sweden)

the nature of the underlying assets in the product.
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OPSG
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None

Noted

Comments on Good Practice 10
From our perspective it is often the case that
information which is important to make a decision on whether
to transfer or not only emerge when the involved parties
communicate with each other. Examples are the level and
type of benefits the receiving IORP offers; which costs and
charges will be deducted and how long it will take to complete
the transfer. From this perspective it does not make sense if
only the two IORPs communicate with each other, the
beneficiary needs to be involved as well. We would like to
stress again that the two IORPs cannot negotiate on behalf of
the beneficiary. The beneficiary remains the main decision
maker.
However, it does make sense from our perspective if
the two involved IORPs discuss any purely technical details
between themselves.
This Good Practice does not take into account the role
of the employer: it neither considers that it is the employer
who makes the pension promise, nor that the employer
sponsors the IORP.
As mentioned several times above, this Good Practice
would also raise data protection issues.
Comments on Good Practice 11
We disagree with this Good Practice: delays in
processing transfers can be due to external factors (e.g. legal
changes) or to the implementation of a new IT tool.
Furthermore, what are the consequences of any delay if the
conditions are already fixed? We therefore propose to replace
182/208

Amendment to GP 10 to make
clear
that
direct
communication
between
schemes is “where possible.”
Amendment to GP 11 –
“timescales” replacing “time
limits”
and
reference
to
timescales being reasonable
for the work involved.

the fixed time limits with the following: “Time limits should be
reasonable and adequate for the task required”. This takes
into account the complexity of the topic while at the same
time granting that the transfer should be completed within a
reasonable time frame.
190.

ABI
(Trade Page 26
Association,
United Kingdom)

The ABI would like to highlight that footnote 110 is not Noted
entirely accurate concerning the reasons for some providers in
the UK imposing minimum limits on how much can be
transferred into a pension scheme from another. It is
important to also note that, in addition to costs and the
associated processes, another factor is the need for the
customer to take advice. If, as mentioned in our response to
p.23, the receiving scheme insists that the customer has
taken advice before they transfer, the cost of the advice will
not be economic for the consumer if their pension pot is below
a certain value.

191.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

Page 26

Clearly it would be desirable to have some “target” timescales Noted
to process transfers when all of the required details have been
obtained: this could be encouraged by a requirement to add
interest if the time elapsed exceeds say 10 working days.
Hence we support GP 11.

Association
Page 26
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

AEIP supports Good Practice 10 insofar as it refers to Noted
the pure execution of the transfer, after the member has
decided to transfer his/her pension rights.

192.

of

Insofar the transfer is possibile and feasible, we
support the Good Practice 11.

183/208

194.

DIA
Trade Page 26
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

With regards to « small pots » we currently have a branch Noted
agreement that all dormant occupational pensions up to
20.000 DKK can be transferred free of charge to another
pension provider.
In Denmark the « job-change agreement » has a time limit
of « end of the month + a month upon reception of the
request for a transfer » after which the transfer value will
acrue default interest (payable by the transfering pension
provider).

195.

196.

197.

Financial
Services
Group

Page 26
User

FSUG agrees with EIOPA argumentation on the Good Practice Noted
10: Direct communication between schemes on transfer
execution. Direct involvement of a transferring member
(saver) as a communication channel should be avoided and
member (saver) should be communicated only when for
receiving key messages on the result of the process.

Institute
and Page 26
Faculty
of
Actuaries, UK

Good Practice 10: Direct communication
schemes on transfer execution

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Good
Practice
10:
Insurance
Sweden
agrees
that
communication between institutions/providers is important
(again, it is difficult to understand what is meant by scheme,
see our general comments and our comments to page 7). We
assume that this practice refers to pure practicalities. This
could be clarified.

Page 26

between

the Noted

The IFoA welcomes this approach.

Amendment to GP 11 –
“timescales” replacing “time
limits”
and
reference
to
Good Practice 11: Reasonable time limits for the execution of
timescales being reasonable
transfers
for the work involved.
The IFoA welcomes this approach, but subject to appropriate
limits for transfers that reflect specific circumstances that
require additional work e.g. DB-DC.

184/208

Noted.
Amendment to GP 10 to make
clear
that
direct
communication
between

Good Practice 11: There are no legal timelines in place in
Sweden. Such timelines may also depend on factors related to
the scheme, the employee and the type of product. Insurance
Sweden would therefore prefer the following, more neutral
wording : “EIOPA considers it good practice that timelines for
the processing and execution of transfers should be
appropriate for the process and tasks required, however
without unnecessary delays”.

schemes is “where possible.”
Amendment to GP 11 –
“timescales” replacing “time
limits”
and
reference
to
timescales being reasonable
for the work involved.

198.

Mercer (benefits Page 26
consulting)
Benelux and UK

With regard to good practice 11, we agree that the processing Noted
and the execution of transfers should be executed during
reasonable and appropriate time limits.
Amendment to GP 11 –
As ‘reasonable’ can be interpreted on different ways and to
“timescales” replacing “time
avoid many difference with regard to time limits it is
limits”
and
reference
to
important to give a more concrete timeline. Should such time
timescales being reasonable
limit be binding by law or as a guideline?
for the work involved.
Futhermore it seems important to mention that external
factors can cause a delay and if so, can someone be liable for
damage caused by the delay?

199.

OPSG

Good practice 10: Direct communication between the
schemes on transfer execution. EIOPA considers it Good
Practice if the scheme communicates directly with each other
on the practicalities of a transfer execution instead of via the
member. Furthermore it is considered Good Practice if the
member has to communicate only with one of the two
schemes.

Page 26

Amendment to GP 10 to make
clear
that
direct
communication
between
schemes is “where possible.”

Amendment to GP 11 –
“timescales” replacing “time
limits”
and
reference
to
As far as we are aware this is already normally the case, timescales being reasonable
although it can be challenging for cross border transfers. The for the work involved.
information should be the minimum necessary to achieve the
transfer, and this is not always the case currently. It is
important to note that when two schemes directly
communicate with each other they have to do this based on a
185/208

set of rules in which the technicalities of transfers are
addressed. The receiving scheme rules and the conversion of
the transfer value back into entitlement to benefits under the
receving scheme, are as relevant as the transferring schemes
and would not usually be known in sufficient detail by the
member. It would be sensible if the cross border process
could be as streamlined as possible by agreement between
the Member States.
Good practice 11: Reasonable time limits for the execution of
transfers.
EIOPA considers it Good Practice to define time limits for the
processing and execution of transfers. These time limits
should be reasonable and appropriate for the process and
tasks required, however, without unnecessary delays.
Time limits should be reasonable for the processing and
execution of transfers. Target timescales would be useful
once all the details have been obtained. However delays can
arise as a result of external factors such as when tax
authorities do not respond in time, when there is a delay from
the ‘other’ pension scheme, when it is a period of legal
changes going through. Therefore, the IORP should not be
held liable for not meeting deadlines when this is out of their
control.
200.
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Good practice 10: It is important to note that when two Noted
schemes directly communicate with each other they have to
do this based on a set of rules in which the technicalities of
transfers are addressed.

the

Good practice 11: Time limits should be reasonable for
processing and execution of transfers. However,
186/208

sometimes external factors can delay the process. Therefore,
the IORP should not be held liable for not meeting deadlines
when this is out of their reach for example when changes in
legal rules mean that a transfer takes longer than expected.
201.
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Comments on Good Practice 12

to combine GP 12 with GP 10
– amendment made to GP 10
Good Practice 12 is very similar to Good Practice 10 –
and GP 12 removed.
would it make sense to combine these two Good Practices?
Our comments to Good Practice 10 apply here as well.
From the German experience it is important to be
careful here: the beneficiaries need to be aware of the
benefits they are foregoing and what they get in return – if
this is not clear but the transfer goes ahead, it is likely that
the beneficiary will request a reversal of the transfer. Under
German law it is not sufficient to request a transfer.
From our perspective it is important that the
beneficiary first requests information on the transfer (e.g.
capital value) and then makes a decision on whether to
transfer or not.
We therefore propose the following text for Good
Practice 12: “The member first needs to request information
regarding the transfer, after receving the information the
member has to make a final decision on whether to transfer
or not.”
Comment regarding the sentence „Specifically in the case of
cross-border transfers, satisfying additional requirements
under national law may prove complex if there are insufficient
procedural aids - one Member State noted strong market
demand for a central database where the transferring
provider can see all eligible receiving providers in order to
fulfil its requirement to check the eligibility of the receiving
scheme.”: No, such a database is currently too ambitious,
because first, we have never heard of any problems in this
187/208

area at the national level, and second, it would be an
inappropriate amount of work with respect to the relatively
low number of individuals working in another Member State
and accuring an occupational pension.
Comments on Good Practice 13
Paragraphs 3 to 5: The identification of the receiving scheme
completely ignores that it is also a new employer who stands
behind the receiving scheme.
203.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

Page 27
of

This is the biggest issue with cross-border transfers and whilst
a register would help, we think the QROPS approach is a bit
excessive. We support the principle of GP 13 but it would be
interesting to develop the idea; perhaps consultation
responses will identify a consensus….

Noted. A register was only
example of possible measures.
EIOPA support any intiatives
to that effect.

We support the AAE principles on calculation of transfer
values.
204.

Association
Page 27
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

206.

Financial
Services
Group

207.

Page 27
User

Institute
and Page 27
Faculty
of
Actuaries, UK

We support Good Practice 12.

Noted. for simplicity reasons
and their interrelation, GP 10
and GP 12 have been merged

Above presented argumentation (page 26) is logically linked Noted; GP 10 and 12 have
to the formulation of Good Practice 12: Member involvement been merged.
reduced to request and decision on transfer.
Good Practice 12: Member involvement reduced to request Noted
and decision on transfer
The IFoA
however,
transfers,
may have
proceed.

welcomes
the issue
cannot be
to provide

the general intent of this approach;
of costs, particularly for cross-border
ignored. It is also likely that members
additional information for the transfer to
188/208

208.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page 27

Good Practice 12: We agree, but would like to add the Noted; for simplicity reasons
following to the end of the sentence: “..., provided that the and their interrelation, GP 10
transferring institution/provider has all the information and GP 12 have been merged.
necessary to carry out the transfer.”
As for the rest of the page up to Good Practice 13, the use of
the word scheme is again causing problems, we assume that
it refers to institution/provider in relation to who has to make
the checks, see our general comments and our comments to
page 7. The checks would, at least in the Swedish case, relate
to the product of the receiving institution/provider, who would
have to check whether the product meets the requirements
for equal tax treatment.

209.

Mercer (benefits Page 27
consulting)
Benelux and UK

Good practice 10 and 12 can be combined as they mention Agreed to combine GP 12 with
the same.
GP 10 – amendment made to
GP 10 and GP 12 removed.

210.

OPSG

Page 27

Good Practice 12 is very similar to Good Practice 10. It would Agreed to combine GP 12 with
make sense to combine these into one Good Practice.
GP 10 – amendment made to
GP 10 and GP 12 removed.

211.

Pensions Europe

Page 27

Good Practice 12 is very similar to Good Practice 10. It Agreed to combine GP 12 with
would make sense to combine these into one Good Practice.
GP 10 – amendment made to
GP 10 and GP 12 removed.
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Further comments on Good Practice 13
In 2013 3.3% of EU employees were mobile across
borders. It is unlikely that all of these workers have acquired
and vested rights in an occupational pension scheme, but
there are no figures on this questions. Nevertheless, as it
currently stands it seems unnecessary to promote such a
platform based on the limited number of people benefits from
it. The related costs and benefits are not proportionate; in
addition, there would be huge practical questions around who
should set up and update such a register. We do not think
189/208

Noted

that this falls in EIOPA’s remit. We are therefore against the
promotion of an international register.
Again, the identification of the receiving scheme
completely ignores that it is also a new employer who stands
behind the receiving scheme.
Calculation of transfer value:
It is important to bear in mind that any transfer has direct Noted.
and indirect costs (see our comments regarding p. 24). From
the perspective of the employer it is problematic if the
employee can singlehandedly decide the point in time for the
transfer and the valuation.
213.

ABI
(Trade Page 28
Association,
United Kingdom)

The ABI would agree the need for a process to assist with the Noted.
identification of a pension scheme with the receiving pension
scheme, not only to give legal certainty for eligibility but also
to counter instances of potential fraud, as previously raised in
comments for page 16.

214.

Association
Page 28
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

AEIP support Good Practice 13, but we deem it Noted
important to highlight that the receiving scheme should have
a proactive role in helping the transferring scheme collecting
all the information it needs in this context if proportionate.

216.

DIA
Trade Page 28
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

The value a member has the right to transfer, is notified to Noted
the FSA as part of the technical base. According to agreement
in the sector all companies transfer the cash holding of the
scheme.

190/208

217.

Financial
Services
Group

Page 28
User

Good Practice 13 : Identification of receiving scheme Noted
especially for cross border transfers. EIOPA considers it Good
Practice if there is a mechanism (e.g. a register) or other
practice (e.g. questionnaires) to help the transferring scheme
to identify with legal certainty whether the receiving scheme
is eligible to receive a transfer, especially for cross border
reasons.
FSUG agrees that a register of schemes would be helpful,
provided there is a mechanism for keeping it up to date and
removing schemes where it no longer meets the
requirements.

3.6. Calculation of transfer value

Noted.

FSUG recognizes this issue as a key point in a whole debate
on the economic utility of exercising the right to switch. Most
DC schemes are transparent on this issue as there are no
major differences between valuation methods. However, even
for DB schemes, FSUG argues that there should be no major
difference among values between transferring and receiving
pension scheme. Furthermore, members should be consulted
and explained in details on any major differences between the
values calculated and the member shall have the right to ask
for clarification and to consult NCAs.
218.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page 28

Good Practice 13: It is not possible to apply such a practice Noted
without the scope being clear, see our general comments and
our comments to page 7. Again, what is meant by scheme?
Does it refer to the pension agreement or to the
institution/provider? It also seems that the barriers described
earlier in the text all relate to the product features. In light of
this, Insurance Sweden would consider a register for the tax
191/208

treatment of products more useful.
219.

Mercer (benefits Page 28
consulting)
Benelux and UK

Although we agree that legal rules for calculating the transfer
value are important in reducing the impediments attached to
a cross-border transfer, an European approach for these rules
does seem too difficult in our opinion, since the systems of
pension accrual/insurance across Europe are very different
and do not seem to lend themselves very well for a uniform
approach. Establishing that the calculation rules are the same
as in case of a domestic transfer does however seem a
reasonable solution.

220.

OPSG

Good Practice 13: Identification of receiving scheme especially
for cross border transfers. EIOPA considers it Good Practice if
there is a mechanism (e.g. a register) or other practice (e.g.
questionnaires) to help the transferring scheme to identify
with legal certainty whether the receiving scheme is eligible to Noted.
receive a transfer, especially for cross border reasons.

Page 28

Agreed. EIOPA considers this
captured by GP 1. To further
emphasise the point that the
calculation rules should be the
same for domestic as well as
cross-border
transfers,
an
explanation was added.

We would agree that a register of schemes would be helpful,
provided there is a mechanism for keeping it up to date and
removing schemes where it no longer meets the
requirements.
Regarding the calculation of transfer value: as mentioned in
the general remarks, there are several impediments to
transfer of pension capital cross-border related to the Noted. See revised text of the
calculation of transfer value:
report.
Differences in life expectancy: if there is an intention
(which we would not agree with) to impose on receiving
schemes an obligation to replicate in full service earned in the
transferring scheme, this could have a huge impact on
calculating the value of pension rights to be transferred, and
192/208

on the translating of that value back into rights for the new
scheme. Differences in life expectancy are significant, which
if not taken into account, can result in imbalance between
incoming and outgoing transfers.
Technical and actuarial problems:
the receiving
scheme will need to reflect its own local requirements in
terms of the calculation of service credit or any additional
funding cost. There may also be differences in entitlement
with regard to security (whether guaranteed or conditional)
and different indexation requirements. It should be taken
into consideration that capital funded pension rights, although
they are transferable in an actuarial/technical sense, can still
be subject to a completely different set of rules. Because of
the differences in social labour and tax laws, it will not be
possible for the pension promise to remain in exactly the
same form as pre–transfer.
Insolvency protection issues: it is complex to compare
the protection between member states rules on insolvency,
for example if there is a transfer of German pension rights
(where there is insolvency protection) to a country where
there is none or limited insolvency protections.
It can be difficult to calculate the administration costs
of a transfer as there, as mentioned earlier, many issues that
should be taken into consideration. However if there was a
right to cross border transfers, administration systems would
need to be extended (with a cost to be borne by the
sponsoring employer). Small changes can produce relatively
high additional costs.
221.
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Regarding

the

calculation
193/208

of

transfer

value:

as Noted. See revised text of the

mentioned in the general remarks, there are several report.
impediments to the transfer of pension capital cross-border
related to the calculation of transfer value :
Differences in life expectancy : this has an impact on
calculating the value of pension capital to be transferred, and
on the translation of that value back into rights for the new
scheme.
Technical and actuarial problems : it is very complex to
determine the value that will be transferred due to the
differences between Member States with regard to the types
of schemes, the provided entitlements with regard to security
(guaranteed or conditional) and different ambitions with
regard to indexation. It should be taken into consideration
that capital-funded pension rights, although they are
transferable in an actuarial/technical sense, can still be
subject to a completely different set of rules.
It can be difficult to calculate the administration costs
of a transfer as there are, as mentioned earlier (comment on
p.24), many issues that should be taken into consideration.
222.
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We propose the following addition (marked in bold): “The Noted.
method for calculating the transfer value to be paid from the
transferring scheme may be considered
as a potential
impediment if the calculated sum to be transferred is less
than the vested rights. This deduction can constitute major
costs to the member from an economic point of view.
Therefore, sound and understandable information prior to the
transfer decision are necessary.”
Agree.
Similar
explanation
We propose the following addition to footnote 124: „In order with the same meaning is
to avoid financial distortion, the transfer value should be already included in Section 2.
calculated according to premises of transferring scheme and
this value should be converted into new pension entitlements
according to rules of receiving scheme.”
194/208

Again, it is important to bear in mind that any transfer has Agree. Please see revised GP
direct and indirect costs (see our comments regarding p. 24). 4.
From the perspective of the employer it is problematic if the
employee can singlehandedly decide the point in time for the
transfer and the valuation. While without doubt few
beneficiaries would change jobs (or even countries) with the
sole aim of improving their occupational pension, once a job
change has taken place, the beneficiary could signficiantly
benefit depending on when the transfer takes place. A
beneficiary could, for example, opt to stay in a scheme which
offers a high guarantee during the accumulation phase until
just before retirement, and only then transfer to a scheme
which offers a generous formular for the calculation of the
actual retirement benefits. Another example would be to use
the change to benefit e.g. by moving from a pool of
beneficiaries with a higher life expectancy (and lower annuity
Noted.
rates) to one with lower life expectancy (and higher annuity
rates).
We would also like to stress that there is no fixed transfer
value, in particular the timing will have an impact on the level Agreed.
of the transfer value, which makes information about it even
more complex (regarging paragraph 4 of this page).
We very much agree with EIOPA that tax issues are an
important obstacles for cross-border transfers. However, tax
does not fall in EIOPA’s remit of regulation, it firmly sits with
the Member States.
223.

ABI
(Trade Page 29
Association,
United Kingdom)

The ABI would assert that the section concerning taxation Noted.
does not take into account that there may be certain
conditions attached to a pension which is transferred, as in
some cases in the UK. For example, if flexible benefits are
taken from a pension (such as a lump sum payment), then
the amount of further contributions the customer can make is
195/208

restricted, and a receiving provider would need to be aware of
this if they transferred to a different scheme.
The ABI would highlight that footnote 127 concerning the
restrictions of where a pension scheme could transfer to is
incorrect, as this only applies to the transfer of a domestic
pension scheme with a non-domestic pension scheme.

Noted.

224.

Association
Page 29
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

A cross-border transfer between two capital-funded Agreed.
schemes carries the risk of creating tax issues. This issue is
related to the profound differences between Member States’
tax treatment of pensions: the so-called TEE/EET/ETT tax
approaches.
Noted.
EIOPA
has
no
In order to avoid any loss on the mobile worker or on the competence in the area of
different national taxation systems, a good practice could be taxation.
envisaged in the setting of bilateral or multilateral agreements
between national taxation systems.

226.

DIA
Trade Page 29
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

Also with regard to transfer in DC schemes the calculation of Noted.
value is of great importance. Here the issue of guarantees is
important.
Footnote 126) « Expiring annuities » are treated like
installments. « Endowments » can be converted to an
installment or an annuity at a later date. Regarding the « age
insurance » there is a yearly limit of 28.600 DKK contribution
(not deductable and not taxed when payed out)

227.

Financial

Page 29

Noted.

FSUG recognizes that the differences between tax treatment Noted.
196/208

Services
Group

User

of pensions in the Member States are enormous. Furthermore,
the development in this are is rather diverging than
converging, which might have detrimental impact on savers
and members.
Agree.
Tax differences among MS complicate switching cross-border
and thus creating a functioning pension market in EU. As MS
impose different tax regimes (EEE, EET, ETT, TEE, TTE), the
switching might result either in avoiding taxation or in double Partly agree. We agree that a
taxation.
register may be helpful in
Solution could be in the EU register of recognized pension facilitation (esp.) cross-border
transfers (see e.g. GP 13);
schemes (similar to the UK QROPS)
however are uncertain though
how a register may overcome
differences
in
taxation
regimes.

228.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page 29

Insurance Sweden welcomes that EIOPA has chosen not to Noted.
include a good practice for the calculation of transfer values.
Such values depend heavily on the design of the scheme for
in particular DB and on product design as regards DC. Given
the diversity of national systems and products the matter of
transfer values is best dealt with at the national level.

229.

OPSG

Page 29

The differences between tax treatment of pensions in the Noted.
Member States are enormous. This complicates transferring
pension capital cross-border. For example, when a transfer
takes place from an EET or ETT to a TEE system, this could
result in double non-taxation when there are not taxation
agreements in existence. Whereas in the opposite situation
double taxation may be the case. The same is true of social
insurance contribution rules

230.

Pensions Europe
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The differences between tax treatment of pensions in Noted.
the Member States are enormous. This complicates
transferring pension capital cross-border. For example, when
a transfer takes place from an TEE system to an EET or ETT
197/208

system, this could result in double taxation when there are no
taxation agreements. Whereas in the opposite situation
double non-taxation may be the case.
Noted. The wording has been
amended
encouraging
a
balanced approach between
the interests of the scheme
member,
employer
and/or
scheme.
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Regarding paragraphs 6 and 7: From an efficiency perspective
it can make sense to pay out very small amounts to avoid
high administrative costs relative to the transfer value. In
these cases it can happen that a transfer is neither in the
interest of the beneficiary nor in the interest of the employer.

233.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

We have mixed views about permitting capital payout: for Noted.
See
example, if an individual has a relatively small vested benefit comment 231.
in a Member State, say Ireland, as a result of working there
for say 3 years, but has now moved (back) to, say, Poland, it
may not be possible to transfer to an IORP or other
arrangement in that country, so the only option is a small pot
in Ireland which he/she will have to wait 30 years to access.

Page 30
of

We would support a capital payout (less any tax reliefs
obtained) in such cases, at the individual’s request as
permitted by the Portability Directive. However, this would
not be desirable if it enable individuals generally to access
(larger) pension pots, possibly on a tax favourable basis,
which were intended to provide retirement benefits. GP 14 as
worded does not rule out a capital payout so we can support
it.
235.

DIA
Trade Page 30
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

Foot note 135) In Denmark a capital payout of a small Noted
pension can be possible against the members wish, if it is
stated in the contract.

236.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry

We would agree that different tax treatment should be seen Noted
as a major impediment for crossborder transfers. However, as
we have already described above, there are also tax obstacles

Page 30

198/208

answer

to

Association)
(Sweden)

in Sweden affecting the possibility to merge multiple pots (see
eg. our comments to page 8).

237.

Mercer (benefits Page 30
consulting)
Benelux and UK

In our opinion a cross-border transfer should indeed be dealt Noted
with fiscally in the same manner as a domestic transfer. Fiscal
impediments should therefore be removed as much as
possible. If the pension plan to which the value is transferred
is a pension plan in the receiving country, there should in our
opinion not be any limitation. Fiscal impediments can also be
more subtle. Although for instance in The Netherlands a
cross-border transfer is allowed without fiscal consequences,
this only applies if the transferring pension provider, the
accepting pension provider or the plan member accept the
fiscal liability regarding for instance surrender of pension
within 10 years after transfer. In practice this is a major
obstacle, which is the result of this 10 year rule in legislation
and the conditions attached to the transfer by the State
department of finance as a result thereof.

238.

OPSG

Good Practice 14: Safeguarding the right to transfer over the Noted
right to unilateral capital pay out.
(Good Practice reworded)

Page 30

Capital pay outs are often restricted anyway, where the
pension scheme benefits from favourable tax treatment. In
some cases however it makes sense to pay out very small
amounts at the member’s request, to avoid costs instead of
transferring the capital, and to avoid the retention of very
small pension entitlements within schemes.
239.
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In some cases it makes sense to pay out very small Noted
amounts to avoid costs instead of transferring the capital.
Comments on Good Practice 14

Noted

Regarding the idea of an automatic transfer for smaller (Good Practice reworded)
entitlements, we would like to stress again that from an
efficiency perspective it can make sense to pay out very small
199/208

amounts to avoid high administrative costs relative to the
transfer
value.
Therefore
it
is
important
to
schemes,employers and beneficiaries that very small
entitlements can be paid out.
Automatic transfers: We note EIOPA’s positive stance
towards automatic transfers. We would like to point out that
while some Member States are testing this idea, we are
sceptical. Automatic transfers can lead to a situation where
the beneficiary is made worse off by the transfer – from our
perspective it is therefore crucial that the beneficiary takes an
active role in any kind of transfer (see our comments
regarding p. 8).

Noted. EIOPA remains neutral
as
regards
automatic
transfers. As explained in the
report, EIOPA will follow with
interest how it will prove itself
in practice.

243.

DIA
Trade Page 31
Association
for
insurance
and
pensions,

Footnote 140) In Denmark lump sum pensions can be payed Noted
out before retirement age in case of permanent disablitity or
life threatening desease.

244.

Financial
Services
Group

Page 31

FSUG agrees with EIOPA proposal for Good Practice 14 : Noted
Safeguarding the right to transfer over the right to unilateral
capital pay out.

245.

Institute
and Page 31
Faculty
of
Actuaries, UK

Good Practice 14: Safeguarding the right to transfer over the Noted
right to unilateral capital pay-out

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry

Good Practice 14: Not relevant for us as unilateral payouts Noted
are not allowed in Sweden.

246.

User

Page 31

Members should be encouraged to consider the way in which
they receive pension income. Maintaining pension assets,
rather than removing them from a fund, may encourage
members to consider a longer term view of income
requirements.

200/208

Association)
(Sweden)
247.

ABI
(Trade Page 32
Association,
United Kingdom)

It may not be entirely appropriate to cite the Centre for Policy Noted
Studies (2013) paper as an example in footnote 143, as the
CPS paper argued for a slightly different approach to the one
the UK Government will now be introducing as ‘pot-followsmember’.

248.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Recent developments in SE : As described, “the government Noted
has urged the insurance industry to come to an agreement for
a transparent transfer information standard ”. This message
was conveyed through an addition to the mission statement
for the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority, issued in
June 2014. The Authority delegated this very important task
to Insurance Sweden.

Page 32

EIOPA
appreciates
Insurance Sweden has since developed an industry standard Noted.
sharing
of
such
countryfor information to policyholders in connection with portability
of pension insurance, covering individual occupational specific information.
pensions (products under voluntary schemes and occupational
pension insurance policies taken out by self-employed
persons) as well as 3rd pillar pensions. The standard (which
takes the form of a “Recommendation” and is subject to
comply or explain), was adopted by Insurance Sweden on 17
March 2015. The Recommendation complements the rules
and guidelines on transfer information issued by the Swedish
Financial Supervisory Authority and covers five areas: 1)
Additional information on transfers in the existing fact sheet
with general product information, 2) additional information on
transfers in the annual statements issued to consumers, 3)
and 4) special fact sheets for the comparison of the most
essential product information for the actual transfer situation,
201/208

covering the present and the potential new product
respectively, and 5) cooperation between providers to avoid
administrative obstacles in a transfer situation. The fact
sheets under 3) and 4) have been subject to thorough
consumer testing.
Moreover, the information under 1), 3) and 4) will be
complemented by key ratios for fees and charges. The basis
for these key ratios are currently being fleshed out by an
independent expert group, appointed by Insurance Sweden.
After further consumer testing, these key ratios are set to be
included in the Recommendation. The Recommendation as a
whole will enter into force on 1 January 2016 and be subject
to a follow-up during 2017.
249.

OPSG
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None
We do not understand why Good Practices 2,3,4 and 14 are Noted. To avoid repetition, the
not mentioned any more in the conclusions.
purpose of the Conclusions is
to highlight and summarise
Regarding paragraph 3: We would like to point out that any
the findings of the report
agreement between pension schemes needs to take into
rather than repeating all GPs
account the myriad of existing legal requirements.
again.
Regarding paragraph 4: We would like to point out that there
are issues around liability if the employer or the scheme
provides certain information or even advice to the beneficiary. Noted.
The employer might even not be allowed under national
legislation to provide advice for example on tax questions.
Regarding the creation of online tools, we would like to
emphasie that the related costs need to be in a sensible Noted. As outlined in the
EIOPA
encourages
relationship to the added value the tool provides as well as to report,
stakeholders to apply the
the number of potential transfers addressed.
Good Practices to the extent
that
they
benefit
their
individual circumstances.
202/208

Regarding paragraph 5: All stakeholders benefit from efficient
processes. However, it should be considered that the new
Noted. As outlined in the
processes should only be introduced if the related effort and
report,
EIOPA
encourages
costs are proportionate to the potential number of transfers
stakeholders to apply the
addressed.
Good Practices to the extent
that
they
benefit
their
individual circumstances.
252.

Actuarial
Association
Europe

Page 33

We think EIOPA have identified the 3 overarching principles, Noted.
although we would prefer if they repeated here the comment
made on page 4 that a transfer is not necessarily the best
option.

of

254.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

Page 33

In general, Insurance Sweden can agree with the conclusions, Noted.
but we wish to reiterate our views above on terminology and
the use of “Good Practices” as an instrument, see our general
comments, our comments to page 7 and to pages 6 and 8 .
We would however also like to include differering taxation
regimes as a major obstacle to transfers. Regardless of what
transfer rights that may exist under the various national
regimes, product taxation and a lack of information on the
respective tax treatment of products in different jurisdictions
will in many cases make transfers impossible. In addition,
social and labour law in the member states, as well as the
exclusive competence of member states to design the national
pension system, must be respected and not automatically be
seen as obstacles.

255.

OPSG

Page 33

None
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EIOPA describes the basics of the German Art. 4 (3) BetrAVG. Noted.
It indeed requires that the occupational pension of the leaving
employee is organised through an external vehicle. However,
a transfer is also possible if the new employer (so far) only
uses a direct pension promise (Direktzusage) or a support
fund (Unterstützungskasse). In this case the beneficiary can
also request a transfer with the transfer value up to the
203/208

contribution ceiling of the statuatory pension insurance. The
employer then has to offer a pension promise equivalent to
the transfer value, which has to be administered through an
external vehicle (according to Art. 4 (3) Sentence 3 BetrAVG).
257.

Association
Annex I
Européenne des
Institutions
Paritaires

It is not clear why Annex I reports the data of 24 Noted. The Annex has been
Member States, while the footnote n. 5 reports that corrected to reflect this.
information were received by 28 MS. Apperently, information
from EE, IE, IS and IT were not reported in Annex I. Even
considering that “the objective is not to give a full comparison
of all countries in all aspect” (page 6) it makes no sense to
not report in Annex I those information once received.

258.

Insurance
Sweden
(Industry
Association)
(Sweden)

It seems like the information on Sweden has been based on Noted.
transfers taking place between institutions/providers (not
schemes), which is correct in light of our overview of the
Swedish system (see general comments and the answer to Q
3). Please note that the figure only covers transfers between
insurers.

Annex I

The answer given to Q 4 does not seem relevant in relation to
the question. We note a reference from this answer to the
answer to Q 3, but wish to underline that there are no
particular statistics available showing the reasons why
employees choose to transfer. The answer to Q 4 now stated
in the report must therefore be considered as purely
anecdotal.
259.

OPSG

Annex I

None

260.

OPSG

Annex II

None

261.

aba
Annex II
Arbeitsgemeinsc
haft
für
betriebliche

Is there any evidence that women are more likely to need Noted. Due to more career
transfers than men (p. 40)? Caring for relatives normally does interruptions of women (e.g.
not lead to a transfer.
childcare) they may more
often change the employer. So
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Altersver

from a theoretical perspective
they could be more in need of
portability.
At the same time, EIOPA is not
aware of any research on this
topic to cofirm the thinking
above.

262.

OPSG

Annex III

None
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